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Chapter One The LFCW: A General Overview 1.1



Introduction



The Living Faith Church Worldwide (LFCW), popularly known by its moniker, Winners’ Chapel, is one of the most popular of the new Pentecostal churches in Nigeria. This study documents the history, emergence, development, organisational structure and social relevance of this church. Established a quarter of a century ago, it demonstrates a dominant social visibility in many Nigerian cities and has congregations in more than 35 other countries. While this church has established many social, educational and economic structures in Nigeria, very little is known about its genesis, internal dynamics and strategies of expansion. There is no up-to-date academic research on the church. It is because of this yearning gap in research that the present study is designed to document the history and structural organisation, as well as the social impact of the church.



Plate 1.0



The Living Faith Church Logo



LFCW is identified by many of its ritual symbols and other forms of identity markers, particularly its logotype (logo for short). This organisational emblem symbolises the church in the public sphere. This Logo bears the symbol of a map of the world in the
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form of a globe through which five tongues of fire burn. Tongues of fire leaping upwards appear on the top of the globe. This fire brings to mind the events recorded in the second chapter of the Acts of the Apostles where the Holy Spirit was said to have come down on the initially frightened apostles, emboldening them to launch out into fearless preaching of the Good News of salvation. In this context, the pot of fire can be said to represent the diverse ministries within the LFCW through which it impacts the world. The globe indicates the target and intended (and already achieved) sphere of influence of the LFCW. According to this important material symbol, the LFCW is not an organisation whose activities and influence are limited to Nigeria; rather its spread aspires towards the whole world. The popular belief among both leaders and followers of the church is that it is part of the divine mandate given to the founder-leader to set the world aflame with the message of the Gospel which will eradicate poverty and all forms of ill-health.



The LFCW is founded by David Oyedepo who proclaimed that he received a commission and mandate from God to establish the church: “The hour has come to liberate the world from the oppressions of the devil, through the preaching of the Word of Faith; and I am sending you to undertake this task” (Oyedepo 1992:5). Thus the target of the LFCW is to reach the whole world; this is why it is also called Winners’ Chapel Worldwide. The church refers to its congregation as a Winners’ Family. The stress on “winning” reflects the “empowerment”.



The Faith Tabernacle, which is the church’s international headquarters, is called Canaan Land, Covenant home of Winners. Its monthly magazine is called Winners’ World. The common emphases in the LFCW are captured by some short, assertive sentences reflecting the philosophy and intention of the church, such as “I am a Winner”, “I am smelling success”, “Be a Winner in Jesus Christ”, “Winning Ways”, “I am on the Winning Side”, among many others. These slogan-like sentences are mass produced as stickers generally believed by the church and its large following as imbued with divine power to attract good luck to members who display them on their property. The stickers are generally sold all over Nigeria.
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1.2



The Context:



For a proper understanding of the workings of the LFCW it is necessary to revisit the religious landscape from which it emerged. The late 20th century was generally marked by profound processes of social change all over the world. This is particularly so in the realm of religion, which has witnessed unprecedented development and intensification within the last decade or so. Africa is in the very centre of this religious revolution. Nigeria, the most populous country in Africa, is the theatre where processes of religious change are playing themselves out in ways which are still far from being fully understood. One feature of these processes is the emergence, consolidation and expansion of new religious groups within all traditions in the country. The most profound of these new religious groups belong to the charismatic Christian tradition.



Nigeria, with an estimated population of about 130 million people, gained political independence on 1 October 1960 from British colonial administration. According to Ojo (1995:115), about 49 percent of the country’s population is Christian, while the Muslim population, concentrated mainly in northern Nigeria, accounts for about 45 percent. Adherents of traditional religion account for the remaining 6 percent. Religious statistics are always contested by the different religious groups particularly the Christians and the Muslims, and as a result, there exists no generally accepted figures regarding the religious composition of the country. Each of the major religious faiths is internally diverse. There are many strands of Christianity in Nigeria



Christian presence in Nigeria has changed through a number of phases: early encounter occurred in the 16th century when Portuguese Catholicism attempted to evangelise the ancient kingdoms of Benin and Warri (Ryder 1964:231-257; Akinsanya 2000). Slave trade scorched the enterprise that revived under Protestants and French Catholics in mid 19th century (Sanneh 1983, Hastings 1994, Isichei 1995, Kalu 1998). Between 1890 and 1921, a movement of nationalist response dubbed Ethiopianism gave rise to African dissent to white missionary churches and exit to found Native African Churches (Webster, 1964). During the interwar years, the immense social dislocation and pressure provided the context for a pneumatic explosion as “the prayer people” (Aladura) blended cultural
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symbols and biblical resources to appropriate spiritual powers for coping during the influenza. These African Instituted Churches appeared between 1920 -1925, consolidated and proliferated into various genres thereafter (Peel 1968, Mitchell 1970, Turner 1979 Omoyajowo 1982). Within the stressful period, the Naked faith people linked themselves to the Philadelphia based Faith Tabernacle who used the post offices for the spread of their brand of faith. Their spiritual quest led through the affiliation with British Apostolic Church to the consolidation of the Christ Apostolic Church. But movements were connected with the first classical Pentecostal groups from the western hemisphere when some members of the True Faith Tabernacle Church founded the Church of Jesus Christ in 1934 and invited the Assemblies of God in 1939 (Kalu 1998).



Perhaps this symbolised a charismatic African appropriation of the gospel which, like a frail of ferment, invigorated the pace of Christianisation between the years 1914-40. This period is important for the historical roots of contemporary Pentecostalism. Garrick Braids movement was most vibrant between 1914 and 1939 (Turner 1979:133-145); it was characterised by healing and witchcraft eradication, it quickened the pace of evangelisation of south-eastern Nigeria. It was followed by the Ibibio Revival of 1927 among the Qua Iboe Church, the Babalola Revival from 1928 among the Ilesha –Yoruba, and the evangelisation of Cross River hinterland by the duo, Pastor George Perfect and Idris Varghun who itinerated from Calabar to Aba between 1933-36.



1.3



The Birth of the Born Again



Africa witnessed a rise in the number of young, vibrant preachers in the 1970s. They brought with them a new wave of revival that swept across the continent. Kalu (forthcoming) outlined how they changed the existing religious traditions with the rise of charismatic movements in Nigeria between the years 1967-1977.



In the Nigerian context, the new wave of revival that swept through it is known as the “born again” movement. The term “born again” applies to both the Pentecostal and the charismatic movements. Its origin can be traced to a wave of charismatic movements that developed among the youths of various denominations in different parts of the country.
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Their main driving forces were evangelism and passion for the kingdom of God. Hence they set out to re-evangelise the mainline churches and also to win more souls for the kingdom of God.



Before 1970, Nigeria had witnessed other forms of Christian innovation, the obvious Aladura movement phenomenon and precisely between 1914 and 1939 as a number of charismatic revivals culminated in the formation of the Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) The 1970 phenomenon however was meant to challenge the existing statuesque in the mission churches. This has six components: the Hour of Deliverance Ministry which operated in Lagos before the Nigeria-Biafra civil war, the activities of the Scripture Union (SU) in the Eastern Nigeria between the years 1967-1975, the emergence of Hour of Our freedom ministry in 1969, the growth of the Christian Union in the Nigerian Universities and the Benson Idahosa ministry that linked the new Christianity with American televangelists. Other developments that supported the above trends included the founding of the “Corpers as Preachers” project by university graduates. Some Roman Catholic Students also joined the charismatic fellowships.



An interdenominational group known as the “SU” was introduced into Protestants Secondary schools from Britain in the 1950s. They focused on Bible study, prayers, hospital ministry and served as agents of change for mission education. Their activity soon changed as they were involved in various evangelistic out-reaches. Their activities bore results in conversion of more people into their fold. Soon, the movement got to the universities through their members that were part of them.



During the Nigerian-Biafran civil war, the religious landscape witnessed all sorts of happenings as a result of the war. People were looking for quick solutions to their problems (Burgess 2002:205-224). The Aladura movement flourished as the people did not get what they needed with the mission churches. Native doctors, occult groups also flourished until the scripture union came to the scene.
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Bill Roberts, a travelling secretary of the SU from Britain came in contact with three lads whom he later ministered to and were converted. These three lads, Stephen Okafor, Raphael Okafor and Arthur Orizu were deeply involved in the occult and had also risen to high offices there before their conversion. They later formed “The Hour of Freedom Evangelistic Association” which emphasised the passion for souls. Due to their activities, a revival hit Igbo land. This revival brought about the formation of the “True Redeemed Evangelistic Mission” by Mike Okonkwo. Branches of the scripture union were established in the secondary schools. The University students on the other hand formed the Christian Union (CU) in their schools.



A vibrant ministry under Benson Idahosa was built at this time with the aid of G. Elton who was Idahosa’s former pastor and a Welsh missionary. He later founded the Church of God Mission. He also had a miracle centre, television ministry, a Bible School and a musical group that grew rapidly. This was one of the religious groups that were led by youths that caused a revival which swept across Nigeria. By the mid 1970s the wave of the revival got to the students of Universities of Ibadan and Ife who later organised national conventions to network and encourage other universities. The “CU” broke away from the Student Christian Movement (SCM) in the 1962. G Elton at this time moved to nurture charismatic spirituality and to encourage unity amongst the student groups.



As the National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) got underway, it made the charismatic fire spread faster. As students got to their various locations, they formed charismatic groups; even those who travelled abroad took their spirituality with them. The Christian Youth Corpers was constituted in 1973. Between the years 1973-76, about ten ministries developed in Moslem strongholds like Jos, Kaduna, Kano and Zaria.



The responses from the mainline churches to the activities of the youths varied depending on the level of opposition to the youths. The Roman Catholic Church was initially hostile; it had to ensure that its members were not taken away. However, there came to be what is known as the Catholic charismatic movement. The Anglicans were however
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friendly, but the Presbyterians were hostile as they accused the youths of subverting the doctrine, liturgy and the ideologies of the mission churches.



The impact of the movements cannot be overemphasized. They evangelised Africa with vigour. They challenged the mission churches to give the youths more roles to play in the churches and to permit charismatic activities. Initially they stayed in their churches but some later founded churches while others remained within ecumenical fellowships. The fellowships that existed then also served as grooming grounds for ministers. The belief that Christ would soon come again also added urgency to their evangelism and also inspired them to be agents of the work of God in these end times. (Kalu forthcoming)



The Pentecostal and Charismatic churches gained social prominence due to their overwhelming use of the media for purposes of evangelisation. They also received abundant media coverage for their activities. The high rate of proliferation of these new forms of Pentecostal and charismatic churches, particularly in urban cities in Nigeria, also contributed to their social prominence. With their rapid growth, their doctrinal emphases became more flexible and appealing, packaged with assurance of salvation to the downtrodden and the marginalised: those suffering from the effects of the World Bank-imposed structural adjustments of the 1980s and 1990s (Ojo 2005a:401). The leadership of these movements is prophet-type rather than priest-type. The charismata the leaders claim have structured them to function in multiple capacities as leaders, priests, teachers, counsellors and administrators (Ojo 1995:115).



It is against the backdrop of the foregoing that the significance of this research must be understood. This study focuses on one of the churches of the late 20th century in Nigeria which is regarded as one of the fastest growing Pentecostal churches. Its doctrinal emphasis is on prosperity, wealth and health. This raises the questions about the relationship between prosperity theology and social change, and the appropriation of this theology to answer questions raised within an African worldview, culture and contemporary experience. Prosperity Christianity has received some academic attention in recent times in a number of scholarly works viz: Poewe (1994); Martin (1995); Coleman (2000); Gifford
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(1990; 2004); Kramer (2001; 2002); Ayegboyin (2006). As Kramer (2001:39) aptly observes, “Historically, the development of neo-Pentecostalism has its roots in a post-war shift towards a late-capitalist economy in which consumption is seen to have greater emphasis as a means of generating economic value”. The history of the LFWC is also located in the 1980s Nigeria of World Bank/International Monetary Fund (IMF) imposed structural adjustment policies that created unprecedented economic, political and social turbulence in the country. It is in the context of the rapid changes taking place in Nigeria as well as the distortions generated by globalisation processes that the LFCW has grown and expanded the fastest. Even as it has literally exploded into the global arena of cultural production with the founding of its own university, the Covenant University (CU), among many other innovative establishments, only passing comments are made to it in academic articles such as the case in Gifford (2004) and Asamoah-Gyadu (2005). There exists no ethnographic account of the history and strategies of success of the LFCW. This research signifies an attempt to fill this obvious gap in the research on African Pentecostal mega churches.



1.4



Objectives of Study



As a staff of Benue Links Nigeria Limited, I was transferred from Makurdi, in Benue State, to Onisha, Anambra State, in October 1996 as the agent of the transport corporation. Because of my late arrival at Onitsha, my co-worker whom I had come to meet had already left for a mid-week church service. I decided to trace him to the church. I knew him as a member of the LFCW because he once invited me to its branch in Makurdi, an invitation which at the time I could not accept. I met him in the church but he could not attend to me immediately because the service was in progress. Although I beckoned on him to come out he would not. Meanwhile, the presiding pastor was preaching. I decided to sit for sometime, thinking that the sermon would soon come to an end. But it took the pastor another 55minutes to conclude the preaching. All I heard him talk about were “financial prosperity”, “success”, “elevation”, “promotion”, “unspeakable wonders” and “miracle healing”. I was hungry and eager to leave since it was already getting late in the evening. Soon the pastor made an altar call, to which no one responded. From his expression it was obvious that he was unhappy about this. I noticed, however, that all eyes were
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on me. 1 But my mission there was different and, moreover, it was my opinion that as a Christian I did not need an altar call. After waiting for a while the pastor invited all members to the altar and prayed for them. This was followed by a sermon on the power that is in the blood of Jesus Christ. With biblical understanding and confidence the pastor pronounced that whatever problems confronting members, preventing their prosperity financially, bodily and spiritually, the blood of Jesus would clean “now” and make their blood pure. He then approached a table where a plate full of cracker biscuits cut into pieces and a tray with small cups containing red liquid were placed. There, he invoked the Holy Spirit to turn the substances into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. The prayer was very short and he began to serve members. I was the only person who did not participate in the Communion and every other person looked at me with suspicion. This was my first close encounter with the LFCW. This experience contained all the significant doctrinal issues and the central ritual elements which dominate the consciousness of members and the large followers of David Oyedepo in Nigeria and beyond. The question therefore arises, how far do doctrinal issues and ritual elements promote an active engagement with social and political conditions?



The LFCW has carved out for itself the status of ‘messenger of the word of faith’. The history and ideas that represent the Word of Faith Movement resonates with controversies (McConnell 1987). Okwori (1995: 35) has argued that there is a distinctive “Nigerian version of the prosperity gospel” which is almost generally traced to the activities of the late flamboyant Archbishop Benson Idahosa (1938-1998) of Church of God Mission International Inc. Idahosa’s influence extends beyond Nigeria. Many people trained in his church and missionary school imbibe the flamboyant gospel of wealth without work. Idahosa was one of the most important models for the founder and leader of the LFCW. The question arises, to what extent is the independency of the LFCW?



The Aladura movement has been regarded as a syncretic religion (Mitchell 1963.15; 1979:188; Peel 1968:298; Turner 1979: 165-172; Ray 1993:266). Many elements of the Aladura movement have infiltrated into faith prosperity theology creating new conver1



The author later realised that he was the only visitor.
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gences and meanings for religious consumers in many places of the world (Harris 2006). The whole of Yoruba tradition has been described as syncretistic, meaning that it is flexible, adaptable as well as able to absorb foreign elements (Beier 1988; 2001). The question arises as to whether the growth of LFCW whose founder, David Oyedepo, has a Cherubim and Seraphim background (a type of Aladura (Omoyajowo, 1982)) might be regarded as a new process of syncretisation?



The period of rapid growth of the LFCW coincided with the decades that have often been described as the era of globalisation (Baumann 1998; Thompson 1995). Pentecostalism itself has been variously described as a “global culture” (Poewe 1994) and an aspect of globalisation of culture (Droogers 1999; Berger 2000; Corten & Marshall-Fratani 2001; Jenkins 2002; Martin 2002). The question therefore arises in what ways can the growth of the LFCW be interpreted as a form of religious globalisation, or more precisely the globalisation of “prosperity Christianity”? The study provides empirical material for understanding the interplay of local forces and global influences particularly in the reconfiguration of a new form religious consumerism fashioned after American capitalism (Lee 2005)



1.5



Methodology



This study employs two methods of research, namely the empirical (ethnographic) and historical methods. For the empirical method, three periods of fieldwork, each lasting three months, were conducted in Nigeria. The first phase started from mid- July 2004 to mid- October 2004, the second phase spanned from mid –July 2005 to mid- October 2005 and the third phase spanned from October to December 2006. There were visits to five diocesan headquarters of the LFCW, including the Faith Tabernacle (International HQ) Ota, Kaduna, Abuja, Ilorin and Ibadan. There were also visits to seven branches: Suleja, Asaba, Osogbo, Omu-Oran, Ife, Akure and Badagry.



At Canaan Land in Ota, the headquarters of the LFCW, participant observation was carried out in sixteen Sunday services and four all-night services which occurred every third Friday of the month, and ten mid-week services. During these services, LFCW observed
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several proceedings which included deliverance and breakthrough services, impartation, healing, anointing, and Holy Communion services, among many others discussed in chapter 5. On about six occasions, the church dedicated all newly born babies of the month.



Regular visits to the headquarters enabled me to have some insight into all the departments and units of the LFCW, Dominion Publishing House, Heritage Nursery and Primary School, Faith Academy Secondary School and Covenant University. There were visits to the sites of the banks, petrol station, carpentry workshop, bakery, restaurants and bookshops. These are discussed in chapter three of this study. In October 2005, I attended the LFCW ministers’ conference which took place at its national headquarters, Ota.



There was a two-day visit to the LFCW Kaduna which church auditorium is called Faith Theatre. On the first day of the visit, which was a Wednesday, around 11am, I visited the administrative building. A crowd of people was noticed waiting for the attention of pastors. Pastors are assigned to various units such as financial assistance, scholarship, counselling for marriage and barrenness and deliverance. There is a counselling form, for every visitor to the LFCW. In the evening, LFCW Kaduna held its mid-week service which lasted for about three hours, from 6.00pm to 9.00pm. The second day’s visit to the headquarters afforded me the opportunity to see other departments of the church, the security service, bookshop and Heritage Nursery and Primary School. From Kaduna, I visited a local branch of the LFCW in Suleja. There is an artificial pond, measuring about ten feet square and six feet deep in front of the administrative block wherein baptism of new members is conducted.



I visited LFCW, Abuja, a week-long breakthrough service was organised. There were visits to the bookshop and restaurant. Efforts were made to see the diocesan bishop, David Abioye. This was not successful because he insisted on the production of a written letter from the founding bishop which I could not produce. Another visit was also made to Asaba in Delta State to see the LFCW branch.
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There was a visit to Omu-Oran, the home town of David Oyedepo, along the way. There were also visits to LFCW branches in Ibadan, Ife, and Osogbo. At Omu-Oran branch, I visited the church, although not on a service day. The church has about twenty buses, with the inscription ‘Winners’ on them. From some of the members interviewed, it was revealed that the buses were used to convey members from the nooks and corners of the town to and from the church. The visit moved to the LFCW Ilorin, Kwara State, early in the morning around nine; about ninety minutes drive from Omu-Oran. At the entrance gate an embarrassment that could have led to a physical assault was received from a member of the church because the photograph of the church was taken without permission. It took the intervention of a deacon in the church before the problem was resolved and I was allowed into the premises.



I also visited the LFCW local branch in Badagry, where I collected data on LFCW rituals and doctrines. Participant observation was carried out in four of its Sunday services. The bible school of the LFCW in Lagos was visited. This school is located at Raji- Oba, Ipaja. There was no opportunity for participant observation despite several attempts. The bible school does not allow those who are not registered as students to enter into its classes. The requirement for registration is discussed in chapter three.



Apart from David Oyedepo who granted interviews on two different occasions (2004 and 2005) every other pastor of the LFCW, including David Abioye, the bishop of Kaduna in 2004 and now bishop of Abuja, requested for a letter of permission from the founding bishop before they could grant interviews. After several attempts this letter was eventually obtained in 2004. In 2005, the same objection was raised after presenting the same letter which was gotten in 2004 and signed by the personal assistant to the founding bishop, Pastor Bamgboye. The main reason for the objection was that the given letter was valid only for the year 2004. An attempt to get a new letter was taking the same long process because the bishop had a new personal assistant who claimed ignorance about my study. Pastor Israel Olusore, the new personal assistant to David Oyedepo, made it clear that no LFCW pastor would agree to grant any interview formally even with the bishop’s letter. The impression is that there was a standing order by the council of bish-
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ops that no other person should grant interview of whatever form on any aspect of the church apart from the founding bishop 2 . The assumption was that the development might not be unconnected with the recent crisis in the LFCW in Nigeria and in Ghana. However, nine pastors were engaged informally in in-depth discussions. Two of the pastors had their appointments terminated by the LFCW because they did not possess a university degree or its equivalence. Forty–eight members of the church were interviewed at different branches and during different services of the church. Twenty-nine of them were female members and nineteen were male.



Two female and two male relations of David Oyedepo were interviewed in Omu-Oran. Four male and four female members of the community were also interviewed as well as two members of the Cherubim and Seraphim church. About twenty-six other people who were not members of LFCW were interviewed at Canaan Land. Three of them were casual staff, one a secondary school teacher, a bank manager, five students, four contractors, three men and a woman. Twelve other people were interviewed, seven men and five women, in the LFCW Local branch, Badagry. Most of the interviews were granted informally and some in the Yoruba Language.



During the period of fieldwork, a huge amount of primary church materials were collected. These included bulletins, magazines, pamphlets, tracts, stickers, and the Administrative Policy Handbook. Most of these materials were procured during field works (2004 and 2005) in Nigeria.



The founding bishop of the LFCW, David Oyedepo, is a prolific writer with over fifty volumes to his credit. These are books which deal with various doctrinal issues of the LFCW. Twenty-two of these books were used for this study. His wife, Faith Oyedepo, has equally been writing on issues relating to home affairs. She has about ten titles published. Two of her books were used for this study. A book jointly written by David and 2



Interview with David Oyedepo at Canaan Land, Ota. He requested that all findings about the church and related matters should be forwarded to him alone. Oyedepo believed that no other person could give the necessary information apart from him. He claims that the vision of LFCW is between him and God alone. Sixty-nine questions were drawn for the bishop and he answered all. (14 October 2005.)
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Faith was also used. Many of these books were found in the LFCW bookshops in all the diocesan headquarters and branches visited. The Library of the University of Bayreuth, which is well known among African scholars of religion for its interest in the collection of African studies materials, was consulted for relevant books.



I procured a book, A Compilation of Five Years Meritorious Ministries of David Oyedepo 1983-1988, from one of my informants who is a member of the LFCW. The sixty-eightpage book was published by Pastor Maxwell Tweneboa-Kodua. The book reveals the messages delivered by Pastor Enoch Adeboye of Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) and Archbishop Benson Idahosa at the ordination of David Oyedepo and the consecration of his bishopric. The book also contains a brief history of the church, testimonies by early members of the LFCW, advertisement of specialized services found in the LFCW and of books written by David Oyedepo, and some photographs of early events of the LFCW, among many others. An important church document for this study is what the church calls Administrative Policy Handbook (March 2003, hereafter referred to as APH), which was not for sale to the public but for a select group of pastors and employees of the church. Because of the rarity and value of this 193-page text, Oyedepo personally gave out his copy for me to make photocopy from and hand back the original This text was very significant in understanding the organisational structure of the church and its employment policy among other issues.



The LFCW publishes a monthly magazine called The Winners World. Sixty editions of this magazine were collected during fieldwork. There varied contents were useful in understanding the many activities of the LFCW. It was very difficult to get back issues because LFCW does not maintain an archive of its publications. Numerous testimonies of church members are published in this magazine; also, principal officers of the church such as David Oyedepo, his wife Faith Oyedepo and Bishop David Abioye maintain regular columns in the magazine. Winners World is the official mouthpiece of the LFCW, as such; it carries regular adverts for secular companies such as banks, private firms and other commercial enterprises. One issue of an earlier publication of the church, Dominion International, which is now defunct, was also collected during fieldwork. This old issue
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was published in 1988, it contains an interview which David Oyedepo granted when he was about to be consecrated as bishop. A bi-monthly publication of news and events at CU titled Covenant University Update. A magazine called Aroma was collected at the Diocese of LFCW in Abuja. It is published by members of the church, and has the LFCW bishop in Abuja on the advisory board. It publishes in glossy print and is sold in foreign currency. Renowned Nigerian Pentecostal pastors feature regularly in the quarterly edition. The edition collected has the sermon preached by David Abioye, the new LFCW bishop of Abuja, during its praise festival in Abuja. The publisher of the magazine is Enoch Akinsola. The Gospelife, a quarterly magazine published by members of the LFCW Kaduna was collected. A magazine titled Welcome to Faith Tabernacle was collected. The magazine is meant only for new converts into the church. It contains the tenets of LFCW faith and the twelve pillars of David Oyedepo’s commission.



The weekly bulletins of the LFCW, it is a folded piece of paper which contains weekly announcements of the church and a printed hymn. The programme of events for the Golden Jubilee Anniversary of David Oyedepo was photocopied. It contains fifty most important days in the life of David Oyedepo. Sunday services of the LFCW are recorded and mass produced into audio tapes, audio compact discs (CDs), VHS tapes and video Compact Discs (VCDs). Some of the recordings contained special services such as impartation service, Holy Communion, liberation service and Shiloh programme. Twenty audio tapes, fourteen video compact discs (VCDs) and eight VHS tapes were among materials and sources of information. The LFCW has an official website. 3 The website contains information about its vision and mission. There are downloads of books written by David Oyedepo and the teachings of Faith Oyedepo on home matters at the website. It is open to public to access. References are made to materials on the site in footnotes with the dates of access. There are other websites and addresses found relevant for this study. Such cases are fully acknowledged.



3



http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/2ndsite/index.htm It was accessed 26-04-2006. The church has a new address- http://davidoyedepominitries.org/?home Accessed 13-04-2007
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1.6



History of Research:



Two Masters Dissertations were found and used 4 . The first one was done by Onyedi; his work is well appreciated here for his discussion of the emergence of the LFCW. However there is information regarding the birth of David Oyedepo as well as his commission that are missing in his work. The organisational structure of the LFCW in his work does not represent what was observed during field work. This might not be unconnected with the fluidity both in LFCW organisation and its rituals.



Onyedi (1998), “The Prosperity Theology of a New Pentecostal Church: A case Study of Winners Chapel”. The 111-page work examines the doctrines of the LFCW and identifies it as a ‘prosperity’ church. LFCW prosperity is obtained only in giving tithes and cheerful offerings with thanks. Sources of data for Onyedi’s study include participant observation, library research, interviews and discussions. The second work which is 126 pages was done by Makanjuola Joseph Dayo. He studied “St Paul’s teaching on Wisdom and its relevance to Anointing for Wisdom in the Living Faith Church”. He used two sets of questionnaires to collect data. In his conclusion, he stated that examining the content of the gospel preached by LFCW indicates that the church believes in the wisdom of God as taught by Paul. However, he claims that the lifestyles found among members of the LFCW are far from the wisdom taught by Paul.



There has not been any major work done on LFCW but some scholars have made mention of the LFCW in their works. Ojo (1995) in a small paragraph identifies LFCW as a contrast to Deeper Life Bible Church, Nigeria. He claims that the LFCW teaches that material wealth in the world belongs to Christians, and as a result, Christians must show it in their appearance. In another instance Ojo (1996; 2005a; 2005b, 2006) in a few sentences buttresses two points about LFCW. Firstly, he identifies LFCW as a variant within charismatic movements which is unique and different from others because of its theological 4



The dissertations are available at the departmental library of the department of Religious studies, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. Onyedi, Matthias H. Ihilegbu, 1998, The Prosperity Theology of a New Pentecostal Church: A case Study of Winners Chapel, A dissertation submitted to the faculty of Arts, in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree, Masters of Arts, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. Makanjuola Joseph Dayo, 2002. St Paul’s Teaching on wisdom and Its Relevance to Anointing for Wisdom in the Living Faith Church. A dissertation submitted to the faculty of Arts, in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree, Masters of Arts, University of Ibadan, Nigeria.
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emphasis on prosperity and success. The emphasis is opposite to what he found among other charismatic movements which privilege holiness and strict moral codes. He also looks at the spread of the LFCW in Africa.



Gifford (2004) outlined recurring emphases found in Winners’ Chapel, Ghana. In his reflection, the LFCW Ghana is a variant of Pentecostal church which identifies with success, wealth and status. He argues that the drive for evangelism in the LFCW is much higher compared to other Pentecostal churches in Ghana. Asamoah-Gyadu (2005) describes David Oyedepo’s church in Ghana as one of the proponents of anointing theology. He devoted part of a paragraph and identifies the LFCW as one of the largest in the Ghana’s capital which proclaims empowerment as anointing that “every believer requires the anointing for sustenance, performance, success, breakthrough and fulfillment” (Oyedepo 1992:63).
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Chapter Two



The Emergence of the Living Faith Church Worldwide



2. 0



Introduction



The Living Faith Church Worldwide (LFCW) is a vision of David Olaniyi Oyedepo. Although the church is registered as “LFCW” with the Corporate Affairs Commission; the Nigerian government’s agency responsible for the registration of companies and nonprofit organisation, the church is popularly known as “Winner’s Chapel”. This alias of “Winners Chapel” clearly captures the philosophy of action and theology of the LFCW as a church primarily concerned with ‘success’ and empowerment of its members. The founder of the LFCW insists that his organisation be known and called by its legal name, that is, LFCW. 5 The LFCW is one branch of David Oyedepo Ministries International (DOMI), and this study is primarily concerned with this branch of the DOMI conglomerate. An understanding of the LFCW is only possible when grounded in an examination of the vision and mission of its founder who gave and still supplies inspiration for the unfolding of the church. The history and activities of the LFCW revolve around the charisma and the insight of its founder who functions as the purveyor and channel of divine inspiration, revelation and aspiration.



Information about David Oyedepo’s early life and education are pieced together from statements of family members, former colleagues, members of the LFCW as well as former religious associates. Any attempt at understanding the contemporary socio-economic relevance of an institution such as the LFCW must consider the context of its establishment as well as the life circumstances of its founder who acts as the transporter of the revelation of the church. This chapter details the biography of the founder of the LFCW and the early beginnings of the church which is today arguably the most flamboyant new Pentecostal church in Nigeria.



5



Personal interview with David Oyedepo at Canaan land, Ota, Ogun State, 19 September 2004.
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2.1



Early Life and Times of David Olaniyi Oyedepo



David Olaniyi Oyedepo was born on 27 September 1954 to a Muslim and polygamous family of Ibrahim Oyedepo. Ibrahim remained a Muslim all through his productive life but converted to Christianity in his old age, changing his name from Ibrahim to Abraham. Ibrahim was a popular traditional healer, well-known for preparing herbal remedies considered effective against many human ailments. As a result of his proficiency and knowledge of herbs, he was consulted by people from far and wide for solutions for such health problems as tuberculosis and barrenness among several others. David’s mother, Dorcas Morenike (nee Abegunde) came from a Christian background. In her first marriage, she had severe difficulties with conception. The marriage disintegrated because of her childlessness. According to Peel (2000:91-92), among the Yoruba, A barren woman could not really enjoy alafia [health, success and prosperity], and her desire for children was likely to surpass all other needs […] No one was more vulnerable than childless, elderly women – of all people they were most likely to be accused of witchcraft, an index of the envy they were presumed to feel at the success of other – and so in greater need of protection. As is generally the case with women in such predicament, Dorcas was compelled to embark on a search for a remedy to her apparent barrenness. Such search usually leads to various prayer houses and the homes of traditional medicine men and women, babalawos (diviners) as well as the prayer homes of Muslim alufas or imams. In her case, her search led her to Ibrahim Oyedepo’s house who eventually married her and the new marriage resulted in three male children



Pa Ibrahim Oyedepo granted his newly married wife the freedom to worship in her family church, the Eternal Order of the Cherubim and Seraphim Church (C&S), Omu-Oran. This was a good gesture to the Abegunde family who had initially objected to their daughter’s marriage to Ibrahim Oyedepo on religious ground. Dorcas was a committed member of the C&S and sought the resource of the church in tackling her difficulties in having “the fruits of the womb”. While Ibrahim provided some herbal medicines, the C&S church
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provided spiritual backup for Dorcas to overcome her problems. It is generally believed that the prayers and rituals of the C&S were efficacious in the eventual conception of Dorcas. After her first child, there was a delay with a second conception but when this eventually came, she had a set of twins one of whom died at delivery; the surviving one, a male, was named Hassani. Hassani is by and large a name given to twins. It is interesting to note that all the children of Dorcas were given Christian names along with Moslem names. The Christian name of Hassani is David.



Plate 2.1 Bishop David Oyedepo, President/CEO, LFCW.



The birth of David took place within the premises of the C&S, Omu-Oran. It is the custom and belief of the C&S that a pregnant woman is very vulnerable to spiritual attacks from the forces and powers of evil spirits such as emiris, abikus (born-to-die spirit children), witches, sorcerers. Consequently, expectant mothers are advised to frequent religious sites for prayers to fortify them against the attacks and actions of evil spirits and “evil eye” (that is, persons with impure intentions and motives). Such prayers are meant to wax a protective cover around both the woman and the unborn child. Aside from the
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spiritual protection foisted on this class of persons, the C&S also provide facilities within their premises where women in labour are assisted by mature prophetesses of the church to give birth to their babies under the spiritually watchful eyes of the church. When David’s mother was pregnant with David, she had attended an early Morning Prayer session at the C&S church and during the programme, she went into labour and had David. The event surrounding the birth of David Oyedepo became a source of pride to David as he was growing up. “Somebody born inside the Church must have existed and come from heaven”. 6



Names are significant among the Yoruba. The name David is a religious name that was adopted during the christening of the new born; as the biblical David is symbolic of the establishment of a lineage of kings of Israel through whom the messiah is to be born, so also the new born male child of Dorcas and Ibrahim was named David as a sign of pride and establishment of the mother in the family of Oyedepo and also the establishment of a lineage of successor to Ibrahim. The Yoruba name given to David, Olaniyi, is also symbolically significant. According to Dorcas, the name Olaniyi means “Wealth has dignity”; it was given to the baby boy because of the consecutive birth of male children. Yoruba see the birth of male children as acquisition of wealth, and hope of strong family tree 7 .



Ibrahim was liberal in respect of religion and education. Although a man of moderate means, he ensured that his children had good foundations in education. At the age of six in 1960, David was enrolled at the St. Paul’s Anglican Primary school, Omu-Oran. Consequently, in 1968, upon completion of his elementary education, young David secured admission into the Government Secondary School, Omu-Oran, Kwara State, to commence his secondary education. This, he completed successfully in 1972. It is worthy to note that at this stage in the history of the middle belts in Nigeria, the acquisition of a school certificate was the ultimate in the educational ambition of many male students. Tertiary education in Nigeria has always been a heavy financial project for many low income families such as Ibrahim Oyedepo’s. David could not immediately continue to a



6 7



Personal interview with David Oyedepo Personal interview with Mrs. Morenike Oyedepo at Omu-Oran, Kwara State, 30 August 2005.
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tertiary institution because of his father’s financial incapability. He therefore sought government employment to enable him raise substantial money to finance his education. And because of his brilliant performance in the school certificate examinations, he secured a teaching job in a primary school at Dumaji village, three kilometres to Songa in Kwara State. In 1976 he secured admission to the Kwara Polytechnic where he studied architecture and obtained Higher National Diploma (HND) in 1981. On 23 July 1976, while still in the polytechnic, David met Florence, a female student who was equally very active during one of their youth programmes. Their meeting gradually grew into a formidable friendship that resulted into a courtship for six years before they finally got married on 22 August 1982. David and Faith have four children, two sons and two daughters.



It is instructive to mention here that even before the wedding took place, the couple had during courtship produced what they captioned “A Dedication Vow”, dated 12 September 1976, written, signed by “Bro David” and countersigned by “Sister Faith” 8 wherein they dedicated themselves and all they had to God and his service: “Having definitely relinquished all claims I deliberately turn my back on everything. Thus I renounce all that I am and have. It’s no longer mine but God’s. Henceforth, He has the absolute right to do what he like [sic] with it, and if at any time he should call upon me to literally [sic] forsake what I have renounced, I must not even murmur or complain. Discipleship demands renunciation”. 9 With the popularity and expansion of LFCW, Mrs. Florence Oyedepo changed her first name to “Faith”).



David Oyedepo later enrolled for a long distance learning programme which lasted for about five years and studied Human Development which enabled Honolulu University,



8



In 1976, “Sister Faith” was actually bearing “Sister Florence“, her original name. If she actually did countersign a document of this sort, her name on it would have been “Florence” and not “Faith” as suggested by the 50th Birthday brochure of David Oyedepo. The document, A Success Story, produced in 1988 never mentioned Mrs. Oyedepo as “Faith” but consistently as “Rev. Mrs. Florence A. Oyedepo”, see pp. 41-43. 9 David Oyedepo Golden Jubilee Programme, p.26.
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Hawaii, USA, to confer an honorary doctoral degree in Divinity on him in 1990. 10 Further, on 9 April 2000 the same Honolulu University conferred on him a Doctor of Philosophy degree. He was also given Fellowship Certificate of Economist by the Institute of Certified Economists of Nigeria. 11



2.2



Conversion Experience



David lays great emphasis on the historical fact of having been born inside a C&S church compound. His upbringing, like his conception, was religiously conditioned. He claims that as a young boy, his mother always took him along to the early morning prayers at the C&S church. Often, he was literally dragged to this service because of his reluctance because this period of the morning was when sleep was more enjoyable. Not infrequently, he got to the church to continue sleeping while his mother joined the other votaries in prayers and other rituals of the church. Early morning service is a custom that is practised by the mission churches and the African Independent Churches (AICs) in Nigeria. Its primary rationale is to sanctify the new day by invoking the presence, protection, guidance and providence of God on all the believers intended to do for the day. Because he had been religious from very early in his life, following his mother to church and participating in many church activities, David claims he cannot specify when he became a “born again” Christian. 12 His early involvement in religious activities set him apart from his peers. According to Gideon Oyedepo, a pastor of C&S and a cousin of David, “No one could say she was his [David’s] girlfriend or any such thing; he was never a ruffian, never attended parties as wont youths of his age, even when he was his natural self [that is, before becoming born again]. He was not undisciplined, [nor was he] a careless person”. 13



David’s first encounter with “born again” preaching was in his secondary school days when a senior member of this school preached to him on the subject and urged him to 10



The Winners World (hereafter referenced as TWW), a publication of David Oyedepo Ministries International, June 2003:23. 11 David Oyedepo Golden Jubilee Programme. 12 Personal interview with David Oyedepo. 13 Personal interview with Pastor Gideon Oyedepo. Pastor-in-charge of C&S church, Ijesa, Surulere, Lagos, 5 October 2005.
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give his life to Christ. This was in the late 1960s. Ojo (1986) has rightly characterised this period and the decade of the 1970s as “the Born Again era” in Nigeria when many tertiary institutions in Nigeria were inundated with a new religious consciousness disparagingly termed as the “born again” or “new Birth” syndrome by some people. The students of both secondary schools and tertiary Institutions were the initial targets of the new religious movements. David Oyedepo claims that he ignorantly stoned one of his seniors who preached to him about the “new birth”. He explains that he saw them as a disturbance to him. He rather expected them to go to other students who do not have the experience of what he referred to as “new birth”.



A second encounter, which was indelible in his memory and was to influence his later life was in the year 1969. While in Form Two, he had an encounter with an elderly woman who was a missionary teacher. Her name was Mrs. Betty Lasher; she was a teacher in the neighbourhood of Government Secondary School, Omu-Oran, where young David was a student. Mrs Lasher was deployed to this school because of a shortage of teachers in the school. According to the reminiscence of David, Mrs Lasher was a Canadian missionary with a Masters degree in geography though she taught Bible Knowledge. Mrs. Lasher loved young David and gave him a great deal of attention and affection. This attention, according to David, softened his apparent hostility toward the “born again” group that was pervasive in his school at the time. The attitude of Lasher prepared and predisposed David to reconsider his stand regarding being born again and committed to the Christian religion. The love he refers to might be Lasher’s interest in David’s educational progress. According to David, “The first time she spoke to me I reacted with ‘religious arrogance’ that I was born again”. 14 He further claims that Mrs. Lasher was very inquisitive and committed to the task of educating him about the “new birth”. “She asked me, ‘how do you know you were born again? And I responded, ‘I was born in the church; I have been attending church services from my childhood’”. It then became so obvious for Mrs. Lasher that her interlocutor did not understand what the “new birth” experience meant. Lasher thereafter drew David closer to herself with love. David was later to say that Lasher showed him the love of God through her action. It was this relationship with 14



Personal interview conducted with David Oyedepo.
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Lasher that really embodied and translated the knowledge of “new birth” to him. David never ceases to reiterate that it was Lasher who led him to Jesus Christ on 19 February 1969. 15



Meanwhile, David was very active as a member in the C&S Church, Omu-Oran, throughout his school days. One of our informants revealed that David, along with his mates, founded an association in the church called Egbe Ogo Oluwa (“The Glory of God Society”). 16 In the C&S, David was reputed to be a very good drummer during church services. He was also a “spiritualist” who could go into trance for the church. Several times he had delivered messages for the church as a community as well as for individual members. Gideon Oyedepo recounted that there is an elder in the C&S, Omu-Oran, called elder Telle Korode 17 , whom every members of the church liked. The elder could recite stories in the bible from Genesis to Revelation, passage by passage without missing any one in Yoruba language. The attitude impressed and motivated David as a young boy to study the scripture so as to be able to exhibit the same attitude and mastery, and even surpass that of the elder. 18



In 1974, David was in Dumaji, a predominantly Moslem village of about three kilometres to Shonga, a town in the Niger valley. He was posted to this village as a primary school teacher. Still a very active member of the C&S, David built an altar for God in this town where he could worship God according to his C&S belief system since there was no C&S parish in the neighbourhood. David spent only seventy-one days in the village. 19 During this period, he was able to attract many members of the village to himself and many joined him in his brand of worship. Those who noticed his devotion and his interaction,



15



TWW, June 2003:23 Personal interview with Kayode Ajitoni, PhD., a lecturer in the Department of Teacher Education, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He was with Oyedepo during this period and co-founded the Ogo Oluwa Society. 04 September2005. 17 At the time of fieldwork, Korode was a member of the C&S. 18 Personal interview with Pastor Gideon Oyedepo at C&S Ijesa, Lagos, 05 October 2005. 19 Much of the reconstruction of Oyedepo’s early life is culled from a monograph by one Rev. Maxwell T. Kodua titled A Success Story: A Special Report on Bishop O. Oyedepo’s Five Years in the Ministry: 19831988. It was not possible to identify where this monograph was published but it was written in 1988, on the occasion of 5th anniversary of the ministry of Oyedepo. This document is hereafter referred to as A Success Story. 16
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particularly with children and the very young, were soon attracted to him as well. His circle of fellow worshipers, particularly on Sundays, grew significantly. He functioned as the leader of this small band of worshippers. This was his first official role as a C&S church functionary. This might buttress David’s claim of Holy Ghost baptism on the 25th of November, 1975. According to Ibiwoye, when David was leaving Dumaji to pursue of his polytechnic education, he left a thriving “grass church” 20 . The expression, “grass church” used by my informant here could have two possible meanings. The first is the church building where David and his small band of followers worshipped which was constructed out of straw, as they could not have had the wherewithal to erect a proper brick building. The second meaning is that the church was truly a “grassroots church”; a body of Christians made up of common villagers. The phrase aptly captures what was an innovation in the life of the people of Dumaji, an introduction that altered the social institutions of the village at that time. As a token of appreciation, the chief of Dumaji presented to David a locally made lantern. This is a symbol which expressed the villagers’ love for the young man, but more importantly signified that David was a “light” in the midst of darkness. This symbolic lantern is still preserved in David Oyedepo’s Lagos house, called “the Light House”. In order to concretise the memories of David’s encounter with the Holy Spirit at Dumaji, he has reproduced the little circular hut of mud and thatch where he first encountered the Holy Ghost on 25 November 1975. According to a report in A Success Story, “that little light from that little Islamic –dominated community is truly shining all over the world.”



2.3



The Founding of the LFCW



According to Oyedepo, the LFCW did not start as a preconceived idea in his mind but was a consequence of his 18- hour encounter with the Lord on 2 May 1981. He received a mandate with the task of liberating the world from all operations of the devil through the preaching of the Word of Faith. The exact wording of the mandate is replicated in almost 20



Personal interview with Mrs. Ibiwoye, she is the wife of Late Ibiwoye Abegunde, Bishop Oyedepo’s uncle. She and her family were living in Shonga when David was in Dumaji. David was always going to his uncle in Kabba, now in Kogi State, when he was in the secondary school. 30 August 2005. See also: the extract of David Oyedepo’s five years ministry.
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every publication of the church: “The hour has come to liberate the world from all oppressions of the devil through the preaching of the word of faith and I am sending you to undertake this task”. 21 This mandate delivered in a vision is not unlike the voice that was reported to have been heard during the baptism of Jesus by John the Baptist in the River Jordan: “You are my beloved son, and I am fully pleased with you” 22 .



David’s encounter constituted an inaugural revelation through which God unveiled to him the plight of suffering humanity and his (David’s) future role in ameliorating humankind’s fraught circumstances. Rightly called “The Commission” or “the Mandate”, it is usually placed strategically in the context of divine authorisation for mission, just as Jesus’ baptism by John formed the commencement of Jesus’ public ministry. According to David, during this encounter, God made it clear to him that the hour of liberation had come to those multitudes suffering. God proclaimed that He is sending him (David) with the “Word of Faith” on a rescue operation. Furthermore, during this encounter, it was made clear to him that his ministry would commence from the north of Nigeria. There was no specific location in the north given in the vision. However, in a gradual unfolding of the details of the vision, David was convinced that the headquarters of the mission would be in Jos, Plateau State, located in central Nigeria. Consequently, he printed letterheaded papers bearing an address in Jos. A four-man team led by Pastor Isaac Oyebamiji, who later became Vice-President of Living Faith World Outreach Centre, went to Jos in anticipation of the coming of David. According to Oyebamiji, “contrary to this expectation, it was perceived that God had a new direction in mind”. 23 This new direction led back to Ilorin. He claimed the Holy Spirit intimated that “the ministry would begin in Ilorin.” But as later events would show, the mission had uncertain, shaky beginnings. To him, there were mix ups in initial actions to concretise the vision, the initial movement to Jos and eventual retracing of steps back to Ilorin. Because of these initial shaky moves,



21



LFCW, The Commission: Administrative Policy Handbook (March 2003), p.11. Hereafter referred to as APH. This book is 193 pages and was personally given to me by the founder of LFCW; as the name implies, it is the authoritative handbook of policy and administrative strategies of the church. Unlike other books of the church, it is not on sale to the public. 22 See Mk 1:11; cf. Luke 3:22; Matt 3:17. 23 A Success Story, p.50.
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some of David’s friends accused David of inconsistency; he, however saw it as new understanding of God.



Exactly twenty days after the initial vision, on Friday 22 May 1981 David started a group fellowship in Ilorin; this was a weekly teaching programme called “Faith Liberation Hour”. 24 This first fellowship programme was held at a small auditorium used as Youth Centre built by the Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA), Ilorin, Kwara State. 25 The first monthly seminar was a three-day long meeting which attracted a crowd of about 253 people. For a beginner in mass evangelism, this number of attendees was remarkable. The programmes constituted the early and formal foundation of LFCW and have been described a “the nursery farm, where garden items are raised for a replanting in due time.” 26 David claims that at this period in 1981, Christianity was not popular and going into full time ministry was a project fraught with unimaginable risks and misadventure. 27 As a result, he was hesitant. As if in negotiation with God, he further claims he heard God speak to him thus: “I would not have you go as others have gone, but I would have you laid hands upon after the order of Joshua in Deut. 34:928 and you shall be filled with the Spirit of Wisdom”. 29 Pastor Enoch Adeboye of the General Overseer of the Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) (Ukah 2003) carried out the “laying on of hands” on 17 September 1983 at Ilorin; this event constituted the “formal commissioning of the LFCW. David Oyedepo received the title “Reverend” on that day. The commissioning of the ministry, ordination as a pastor and reverend gentleman and full-time ministry all were coalesced into one event. On Monday 19 September 1983, the newly ordained Rev. David Oyedepo commenced formal work in his office. He had five members of staff that were on their National Youth Service Corp (NYSC) programme with the ministry. 30 The first office of the ministry was located at the ECWA Youth Centre in 24



APH, p. 11. TWW, February 2001: 18. 26 A Success Story, 27 TWW, June 2003:23. 28 ”Now Joshua son of Nun was full of the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had laid his hands on him. So the people of Israel obey him and did everything just as the Lord had commanded Moses” (Deut. 34:9). 29 APH, p. 12. 30 The names of these pioneer staff are Steve Arosanya, Simon Emeje, Philip Fanusi, Bolu Martins and David Abioye. Abioye remained with the ministry and is today a bishop in LFCW (TWW, November 1999:7). 25
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Ilorin. However, the first Sunday worship service of the church took place on 11 December 1983 in Kaduna; it was at the same event that the church officially took a formal name: “Living Faith Church” with “Home of Signs and Wonders” as a rider.



Plate 2.2: A Poster Advertising Bishop David Oyedepo and his wife, Faith.



On why David chose Pastor Adeboye of RCCG as the inaugurator of his ministry, David insists it was a divine choice and selection which was imposed on him. At the time, Adeboye was little known in the circles of Nigerian Pentecostal pastors and the RCCG, though 31 years old in 1983, was also little known outside Lagos and Yorubaland. The church was very conservative and parochial in outlook. David had never met Adeboye before the day of the commissioning. When David approached Adeboye with the request that he wanted “to have hands laid on both himself and his wife”, he (Adeboye) responded that he was already aware of the desire because God had given him a message for both of them. 31 Aside from the almost expected divine authorisation response from David, the RCCG emerged from the C&S and David’s background in the same Aladura tradition of C&S could have been a converging point of interest. During the commissioning, Adeboye told his audience in Ilorin that David “will succeed for God is with him” 31



Pastor Enoch A. Adeboye, Sermon preached at the inauguration of Oyedepo’s ministry, 23 September 1983, cited in A Success Story, p.3. Adeboye said he had wanted to change the date of the commissioning but when God confirmed it, he adhered to the original date and cancelled all other engagements for the day.
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because God has chosen him particularly before the foundations of the world to carry out a particular mission for him.



David Oyedepo’s LFCW follows a well-known pedigree in the emergence of new churches in Nigeria. A good number of popular and large churches in Nigeria started as weekly bible study groups that matured into full-fledged churches many years after. The Deeper Life Bible Church, founded by William Kumuyi began as a weekly bible study group. Its first service was held ten years after. The Church of God Mission International of Archbishop Benson Idahosa started as a weekly bible study group (Anderson 2004: 161; Ojo 2006). Bible study groups within big churches constitute spiritual intensifiers that function to energise their parent organisations. As history has shown, many of these soon encountered resistance from the parent groups, sometimes as a result of emphasis in doctrinal interpretation or contested administrative control. Soon, either they break away on their own or are forced to break away from the parent organisations. There is a difference here however. While many of these bible study groups originally belonged to fullfledged churches, the LFCW was from inception an independent initiative never attached to any church and, therefore, did not break away from any mother church.



2.4 The Growth of LFCW in Northern Nigeria. There are two versions of the story on how the LFCW emerged in Kaduna. The first version reveals that in November 1983, Faith Liberation Hour Ministries (FLHM) entered Kaduna, following a week-long outreach between 21 – 29 November. 32 Kaduna is the commercial nerve centre of Northern Nigeria. The Islamic dominance of this geographical area is traced back to the Sokoto Caliphate and the Jihad of Usman Dan Fodio in the 19th century (Sulaiman 1986:122-138). The ministry in Kaduna started with five members of staff from Ilorin. The full operation of the ministry in Kaduna started in January, 1984. Two of the staff, Steve Arosanyi and Simon Emeje, were usually sent in advance to help with the weekly programme of the young church. At times, the two staff formed the congregation and at other times, joined by three people who were their partners. For example, the Sunday worship of January 1984 had 6 people in attendance; that of February 32



TWW, May 2000:13
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14 people, and March 22 members. By the end of that year (November), however, membership on Sunday had risen to 157; one year later, membership stood at 478 and by November 1986 the Kaduna church had had what the church called a “breakthrough” with 1,131 regular members. 33 Rev. David Oyedepo moved finally with his family to Kaduna in September 1984.



The second version of the story reveals that the LFCW emerged in Kaduna by accident and not by divine inspiration. According to an informant, around 1981, a Pentecostal church in Kaduna invited David Oyedepo as guest minister during one of its revival programmes. Oyedepo honoured the invitation from Ilorin and members of the church claimed they were blessed by his preaching. A month after his ministration the church went into crisis, its minister was caught in adultery. The incident split-up the church into two groups. One group sympathized and stayed with the pastor in charge while the second group separated totally from the church; it was this group that sent emissary to Oyedepo in Ilorin to come and lead them. This must have been a welcome development, for, at this time, Oyedepo was seriously contemplating starting his own church.



These two versions of the story of the emergence of the LFCW deserve some comments. It is generally agreed that it is not a usual occurrence for a church to grow so rapidly within such a short space of time as the LFCW did. The rapid growth of the church is especially more confounding when it is realised that it started in a predominantly Moslem community. Perhaps what can safely be concluded is that, while divine inspiration may have helped in providing a faithful environment for successful take-off of the church in Kaduna, the phenomenal growth enjoyed must have been aided by the large number of congregation inherited from the divided church earlier mentioned. Indeed, an overwhelming number of those who joined the LFCW at the incipient stage were not new converts
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APH, p. 13. The church provides a tabulation of monthly Sunday service attendance in Kaduna from January to November 1984 – 1986 in the APH. It is, however, not clear if these figures represent cumulative Sunday attendance for the four or five Sundays of each month or the highest attendance of the month. What the church statistics show is a gradual, steady increase (and minor decline) in attendance for the period. It is interesting that the figures provided for February and March 1985 are the same (170) and February and March 1985 (573).
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but those who were already in the Christian faith and shared the ideas and principles of the LFCW.



Following the gradual expansion of the church in Kaduna, there was the need to acquire a property of its own for worship purposes. Before now the church was making use of rented facilities. Its first church structure was started on a 13-acre of land in Kaduna in 1984. It was a D-shaped engineering and architectural masterpiece which reflects the founder‘s profession. This structure, dedicated on 5 December 1995 and named Dominion Cathedral at the Garden of Faith, Kaduna, is perhaps the largest Pentecostal church structure in Northern Nigeria. Presently, it has over 13, 000 members in attendance. 34 It is from Kaduna that it networks the entire nation with the founding of two bible schools, one in Kaduna, the other in Lagos (Ojo 2006:165). In April 1987 David records a visionary experience he had in which he was commanded by God thus: “It is time to spread out”. According to him, “I understood this to mean embarking on planting a network of churches and by the end of that same year, five branch churches were planted”. 35 These branches were founded in Maiduguri, Bauchi, Azare, Biu and Mubi.



After a year of expansion, the International Charismatic Communion of Churches, the sole body responsible for the consecration of bishops in the world Pentecostal circuit, elected to elevate Oyedepo as Bishop of LFCW. With his consecration on 19 September 1988, Oyedepo became the fifth Pentecostal bishop in Nigeria and the very first in northern Nigeria. Ojo (2006:165) succinctly summarises the reason for Oyedepo’s elevation: “So successful was Oyedepo that in August 1988 a team of Pentecostal minister led by Archbishop Benson Idahosa, then the president of the Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria, consecrated him the Pentecostal Bishop of Northern Nigeria”.



2.5



Connection with Global Faith Movement Circuit.



Before receiving the call to mission, Oyedepo was voraciously reading, watching and listening to messages of faith proponents in and out of Nigeria. He states how in 1974 he



34 35



TWW, November 1999:7 APH, p. 13
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read Like a Mighty Wind by Merl and Lona Tari the effect of which gave him “an appetite for the miraculous”. Consequently, “My stomach would no longer be satisfied with ordinary Christianity” (Oyedepo 1996: 138). He narrated how he heard an audio message by Asa Alonzo Allen (27 March 1911 – 11 June 1970) in 1979 which gave him “an inoculation of confidence and boldness…the message became my greatest treasure. I guarded it jealously” (Oyedepo 1996:135). About the same time he was consuming the audio messages of A. A. Allen, he was also soaking up the faith message materials from Smith Wigglesworth. According to him, through reading Wigglesworth’s The Apostle of Faith, he acquired “a very powerful insight, which enlarged my spirit man with a violent anger against the devil!” (Oyedepo 1996: 137).



Soon after receiving the “Mandate” for mission and establishment of LFCW, Oyedepo embarked on a learning tour of those who were the originators and principal exponents of the faith message. First, he started with those closest to him. He consumed the video and audio recorded messages of the likes of Benson Idahosa (founder of Church of God Mission International) and Adeboye of RCCG. For example, Oyedepo claimed that he received “the anointing for miracles” watching the video message of Benson Idahosa: Once I was watching Archbishop Benson Idahosa on a video tape and for the first time in my life, an unseen guest walked up to me. His footsteps were audible to me. And as he put his hands on my back, something went through me. That was when the anointing for miracles was released upon me. Ever since then, I see disease as fake and I see the ones who sympathize with it as ignorant. I see that you can be well if it is your desire to be well (Oyedepo 1996:134-135). When he had the wherewithal to travel, the United States of America (USA) was the most important place to visit because according to Oyedepo, this is the site of God’s revelation of his plans to prosper the entire world through the dispensation of faith message; this is the home of the primary and most important exponents of the faith message. He narrates how he was privileged to sleep on the same bed on which one of his most revered experts of the faith message, Kenneth Copeland (06 December 1936 in Lubbock, Texas), had slept. When he was informed by the
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management of the hotel that Copeland had slept on that bed, he said he looked up into the heavens and said God, you know how much I love Copeland’s ministry, how much I appreciate your hand upon his life, how much he has affected our world for you, how much he has proved the devil wrong in demonstrating that you bless those you have called. Lord, as I go to sleep on this bed tonight, let those works in Copeland begin to work in me (Oyedepo 1996:140). In 1986 Oyedepo travelled to Tulsa to learn from the “superhero” of the faith message, Kenneth Hagin (20 August 1917 – 13 September 2003). He participated in conferences organised by Hagin and in his speaking sessions. He claimed he had a divine encounter during one of such preaching sessions of Hagin when “I saw his [Hagin’s] face transfigured… My heart exploded, and I began to sob openly. The spirit entered into me and changed the entire course of my ministry….and the serenity of Kenneth Hagin’s style of ministration was imparted to me instantly!” (Oyedepo 1996: 133). As Oyedepo tried to develop his ministry and the LFCW, he learnt and borrowed much in terms of teaching and style of ministry from the North American proponents of the faith message as well as from local pioneers such as Idahosa and Adeboye. In addition to learning the style and doctrine of global exponents of the Faith Movement, he also adopted their aggressive marketing strategies in running his church” (Ojo 2006:167).



2.6



The Faith Tabernacle, Canaan Land.



With the church firmly established in Kaduna, Oyedepo claims that he received a command from God: “Arise get down to Lagos and raise me a people”. Prior to this command, Lagos was the last place Oyedepo would have loved to go. The command was imperative for Oyedepo. He therefore sent his pastors to Lagos to search for a good location for the church. Ojo (2006:165) adduces two reasons for the shift to Lagos: i.) “because of the increasing Moslem-Christian conflicts in Kaduna” and ii) “the ambition to benefit more from the strategic importance of Lagos, Nigeria’s foremost commercial city”.
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Oyedepo’s ministry emerged in Lagos with a monthly Breakthrough seminar at Ikeja Airport Hotel in Lagos. He enjoyed the support of his counterparts in Lagos, such as Bishop John Osa-oni of Vineyard Christian centre, Bishop Lanre Obembe of Elshaddai Bible Church, Dr Tunde Joda of Christ Chapel, late Bishop Hafford Anayo of Victory Christian Centre and host of others. These “Pentecostal big men” came out to support Oyedepo’s monthly seminar based on the conviction that Oyedepo was not doing it to establish a church in Lagos. They encouraged their members to attend the seminar every month. This gave Oyedepo an opportunity to impact and inspire these members with his teachings and ideology.



By the time these members who were from different Christian movements were influenced by the teachings of the Word of Faith and prosperity, they began to clamour for a church to be born. To the astonishment of his colleagues whom he had earlier denied ever nursing the ambition of wanting to establish a church in Lagos, David Oyedepo suddenly announced the assemblage of a special anointing service to be held not at the usual venue (i.e. Ikeja Airport Hotel) but at New Era Road, Iyana Ipaja, Lagos on 24 September 1989. 36 The service marked the birth of the LFCW Lagos branch.



The LFCW, Lagos branch started with a congregation of three hundred at No.1 New Era Road, Iyana-Ipaja, Lagos. As the church grew in number, it became obvious for the church to expand. It therefore purchased a property a No 38, Raji Oba Street, Alimosho, Lagos. It was here that the church had a congregation of about 50,000 people, running four services every Sunday morning. According to David Oyedepo, “We have had in this Church over 80,000 people! We have overflow chairs in the stores, which we bring out for special events”. 37



The large number of the Lagos congregation was one of the factors that necessitated the acquisition of a 560-acre land that serves as the World Headquarter of LFCW. According to Winners World, an in-house church publication, “History was made in Nigeria, and in 36



Personal interview with LFCW’ pastor who seeks anonymity. He is a part-time History undergraduate of the Lagos State University, Ojo, 09 January 2007. 37 TWW, December 2001:3
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fact the whole world, on September 18, 1999, when David Oyedepo Ministries International’s 50,000 seat auditorium known as Faith Tabernacle was dedicated”. 38



2.7



The Spread of the LFCW in Africa, Europe & America



On 4 May 1994, Oyedepo claims he heard the voice of God speak to him on his way from Zaria to Kaduna: “the harvest of Africa is now overripe, rush in and preserve it from decadence”. 39 It is this vision, according to Oyedepo, which prompted him to establish the World Mission Agency (WMA). The WMA represents the missionary arm of the David Oyedepo Ministries International (DOMI) as well as the LFCW. The aim of WMA is to develop and uplift humankind and to stir up the potentials in peoples of all races and nations who are believers. It aims at liberating the entire world from what it calls oppressions of the enemy that is both spiritual and physical through teachings and preaching of the gospel of Christ according to the tradition of word of faith. Directly under the charge of Oyedepo, WMA is associated with the Bible Faith Ministries, the Bible School of LFCW. 40 Oyedepo heads the mission agency. Another agency named African Gospel Invasion Programme (AGIP) was established on 8 May 1994. It aims at “invading” the whole of the African Continent with the gospel of Christ.



World Mission Agency engages in social services, it seeks opportunities to alleviate the suffering of the masses by providing relief support and materials when necessary. In 1997, it gave foodstuff, clothing and much needed basic materials to people living in the Koma hills, in the northern Nigeria. It provided eighty (80) bore holes with potable water to inhabitants of nine communities in Nigeria. Also in 1996, it airlifted two separate shipments of assorted relief materials to war- torn Liberia. World Mission Agency has the following establishments for its effective operation. The African Gospel Invasion Programme (AGIP), the Dominion Publishing House (DPH), Faith Academy, Covenant University, Gilead Medical Centre and the Word of Faith Bible Institute. 41
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TWW, November 1999:1 APH, p. 14 40 http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/au.htm 41 http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/2ndsite/about.htm, also TWW, December 2001:20 39
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One month after AGIP was commissioned, an office was set up for its use and in less than one year, it sent out the first set of missionaries to seven African countries. These are Ethiopia, Kenya, Zaire, Sierra-Leone, Uganda, Brazzaville and Liberia. It sent out missionaries in two’s, to implement the first stage of missionary work. Sending missionaries in pairs is related to Jesus’ practice (Mk 6:7). In March 1996, it sent missionaries to additional African countries: Togo, Cameroon, Republic of Benin, and Burkina Faso, Tchad, Ghana, Cote D’Ivoire and Senegal. For effective operation of AGIP, WMA purchased an eight-seated Hawker Sidney 400 B-Series executive jet with identification number 5NWMA for its use. 42 With the purchase of this aircraft, Oyedepo became the second Pentecostal pastor in Nigeria to own an airplane.



In November 2000, 63 persons who were enlisted as indigenous missionaries from the African countries were ordained as pastors and later posted to some of the new churches established by AGIP. This perhaps conforms with Henry Venn who emphasized native agency as basic to the development of the Mission in Africa. Henry Venn deepened and broadened the concept of training indigenous leadership. He said “as early as possible local leadership should replace the missionary“(Ayegboyin and Ishola 1997:22; Sanneh 1983:170).



One major reason why AGIP has been making an impact might be that it is succeeding where other churches have often failed to provide contextual form of Christianity in Africa. The AGIP is basically of African origin; it was founded by an African and its focus is Africa. It emanates from a marginalized and underprivileged society struggling to find dignity and identity in the face of brutal colonialism and oppression (Anderson 2004: 122). It might be the interest of AGIP to fulfil African religious aspirations; perhaps as it encourages an African style of worship and oral liturgy and a holistic Christianity that offers tangible help in this world. AGIP has been making tremendous impacts since it was commissioned.
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The emergence of the LFCW has not only revealed the background and vision of the god of the movement but has also confirmed commentators’ assertion that the American way of life defined the Pentecostal characters at all significant times. Most Pentecostal movements in Nigeria are receiving inspiration (identity, strategies and authentication) from America; some actually received financial assistance (Hackett 1995). The LFCW’s leader points to this connection in authenticating a received revelation and mandate. This shall be detailed in the discussion about the organisational structure of the church in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three Organisational Structure 3.0



Introduction



This chapter describes the organisational structure of the LFCW and how power, authority and responsibility are distributed among different categories of officials. It describes the hierarchical structure of the church, the administrative blocks within the church through which specific functions and tasks are carried out. Such arms and organs of the church through which its presence is felt in the society include social and education parachurch groups. Data for the chapter are derived from diverse sources including interviews with church functionaries, church documents such as administrative handbook, in-house magazines and bulletins. 3.1



Hierarchy Configuration: DOMI and Its Agencies



The hierarchical structure of any establishment defines and specifies distribution of duties among groups of people according to ability and status. The configuration and concentrations of (charismatic) power and source/ channel of vision are the attributes of any religious organisation (Robbins 2003: 425, Ukah 2003:107). The LFCW, like many other new churches in Nigeria, is a very hierarchical organisation. Authority and power are concentrated in the person of the founder, who is also styled “the visioner” from whom divine inspiration and direction is channelled to the entire organisation. 43 According to the church’s Administrative Handbook published in 2003, the LFCW is an arm of an allembracive organisation. The umbrella organisation with several arms is called David Oyedepo Ministries International (DOMI). DOMI, according to AHB, represents the inaugural vision, revelation and commission of Oyedepo to preach the gospel: it was established on 22 May 1981. DOMI represents the totality of the teaching ministry of Oyedepo. 44 It was from this vision and its internalisation as well as operationalisation 43



See AHB, p.20. It is obvious that the nomenclature, “DOMI”, was a later invention. There are some complications and confusion in the names and order of priority of some of the arms of DOMI. A simplification is necessary in order to streamline these organs of DOMI and create a certain level of intelligibility in the organisation of LFCW. 44
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that the LFCW was nurtured and brought to birth on 11 December 1983. After Oyedepo received his mandate to preach the word of faith in order to rescue the poor and those in bondage to Satan, he initiated some preaching activities. These were sporadic events that stabilised with the inauguration of the church and his ordination in 1983. These initial events were later dubbed DOMI and, because they took place prior to the establishment of the church, they are now considered to have fore grounded the birthing of the LFCW. According to AHB (2003:19), DOMI “is the holding or umbrella name for the network of ministries such as Living Faith Church Worldwide Inc. (LFCW), World Mission Agency (WMA), Dominion Publishing House (DPH), Social Development Missions’ setup, etc.” The conceptualisation of DOMI as a parent agent to LFCW makes it necessary to create a distinction between Oyedepo’s Teaching Ministry and his Church Ministry. The order of priority, which is articulated in the chronological order in which the visions and inspiration of the different arms of Oyedepo’s ministries were received, is represented in Figure 3.1 below. Although this ordering makes the structure necessarily a pyramid, the reality is different. The church is the most important carrying pillar of the other organs of the Oyedepo’s Commission.



A different way of conceptualising DOMI as a holding conglomerate vis-à-vis its smaller organs is to represent it as a mother with six children without any of these placed in a privileged situation. Figure 3.2 illustrates this unprioritised understanding of the structures that make up DOMI with six arms, namely: i) LFCW; ii) WMA, iii) African Gospel Invasion Programme (AGIP), iv) Dominion Publishing House (DPH); v) Covenant University (CU), vi) Social Services Department and Investments.
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Figure 3.1



Structural Ranking of Bishop David Oyedepo’s Ministry (adapted from



AHB 2003:22)
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Figure 3.2



Organisational composition of DOMI as at 2005
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While Figure 3.1 shows the chronological order of establishment of the different agencies, Figure 3.2 demonstrates the organic relationship of the arms and illustrates a more up-to-date structure of the complex of activities and supporting structures of the conglomerate that is DOMI. In reality, DOMI is a name, a nomenclature that is at best amorphous and malleable; it subsumes anything and everything that Oyedepo does and establishes under it. Its face and nature can only be accessed and assessed through the supporting structures. In this study, it means the totality of the visions and commission that David Oyedepo received and the outworking of these elements in the form of institutions and organisations ordered to embody such visions and inspirations.



3.1.1



The LFCW



While the leadership of DOMI would like to underscore the strategic importance of DOMI as a name of a religious conglomerate, the most important organ of this empire is the church, the LFCW. If an analogy is permitted here, the LFCW could be likened to the heart and brain of the DOMI Empire. While it may be the case that it is the vision encapsulated in DOMI that created the LFCW, in reality it is the LFCW that has kept DOMI alive and relevant in the scheme of things within the local and international religious landscape. Because of the strategic importance of LFCW, Oyedepo calls it “the prophetic base” of his entire commission (AHB 2003:16), in other words, there appears to be a reversal here whereby DOMI that was chronologically the base of LFCW is now being based upon the prophetic significance of the church. Oyedepo further compares the relationship between the LFCW and the rest of the structure of DOMI to the relationship of “the Nile to Egypt”; “it is the backbone”, “the fire” that warms and ignites the ministry, the source of “the impact” of Oyedepo “in the nations” (AHB 2003:16). Understanding the LFCW, therefore, means understanding the entire DOMI Empire. Thus, the remainder of this chapter shall be devoted to describing the structure of the LFCW and a few other important arms of the DOMI.



The LFCW has about 300 churches that are spread over major cities and towns of Nigeria. They are divided into eight regions and tagged dioceses with their headquarters lo-
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cated in cities. The cities are Kaduna, Port Harcourt, Warri, Ibadan, Owerri, Abuja, Ilorin and Kano. 45



In the LFCW, power and authority are usually aggregated in blocs, that is, in councils. In this sense, one block is prior, superior and more concentrated in its ability to make, overrule or rescind decisions than the other (Lukes 2005:18). In theory, the most powerful bloc or concentration of power is the Board of Trustees (BoTs). The Board of Trustees is a body of persons given the legal authority (through incorporation under the relevant legal instruments in Nigeria necessary for registering businesses and other types of associations with the Corporate Affairs Commission of the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs) to manage the financial affairs and property of a group. Selection into the Board was the sole responsibility of Oyedepo and its members are responsible only to him. Below the BoTs is the Executive Council (EC) the members of which are empowered by the BoTs to organise and run the day-to-day affairs of the LFCW. Members of the EC are also hand picked by the President of the LFCW; he alone can remove a person from the council. Next in order of priority is the Council of Bishops which comprises all consecrated bishops of the LFCW. At the beginning of my fieldwork in 2004 there were nine consecrated bishops of LFCW. By 2006, however, one bishop resigned his appointment to inaugurate his own church and another, a Ghanaian, seceded. The two bishops who have left the church are yet to be replaced. The founding bishop is waiting on the divine inspiration and direction before he acts.



Below this Episcopal Council is the National Council, empowered to regulate the spiritual conduct and affairs of the LFCW within a specific country. The LFCW is divided into a number of dioceses; each of these has a Diocesan Council which coordinates activities. A diocese is made up of a number of Districts. A district has a District Council looking over its activities. A District is made up of Local Assemblies or parishes. In a parish, there is a local assembly of believers and leaders pioneering the affairs of the small community. These different blocs of power and administrative superiority are rep-
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resented in Figure 3.3 below. Decision making power is concentrated on the chairperson(s) of these rings of power.



3.1.1.1 The Principal Officers and their Duties President At the zenith of the LFCW structure is the President/ Founding Bishop; he is also called the “visioner”. The president is also the Chairman, Board of Trustees, as well as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the LFCW. 46 As his designations indicate, the president presides over the totality of affairs of the DOMI conglomerate as well as the LFCW. As the visioner, he is the pre-eminent source of divine ideas and intimations which under gird the operations of the LFCW. As it were, he is the bridge maker, pontifex between the members of the church and God. His decisions are laws for the church and thus, he inaugurates and promulgates laws and ordinances for his followers. His leadership orientations cover three principal areas, namely, doctrinal, ritual/liturgical and administrative. For example, he ensures the adherence of the provisions of the Administrative Handbook of the LFCW as well as implementation of his vision and objectives for which the organisation was established. He sees to the general conduct of the affairs of the organisation thereby ensuring that the spiritual, social and economic welfare of the members are attained. He appoints and consecrates all LFCW bishops and delegates authority where necessary and as he deems fit. He is the principal signatory to all the LFCW official documents and the Chief Accountant as well as the custodian of the organisation seal.



Part of his duty is to create dioceses out of the organisation for easy implementation of his administration. He controls every aspect of the organisation but with the considerations of the Executive Council. In theory, the executive council is the policy-making and monitoring body of the LFCW which sees to the day-to-day running of the affairs of the DOMI, and by extension, of LFCW. In practice, however, the concentration of power and authority in the person and office of the president makes the function of the executive
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Figure 3.3 Council Structure of LFCW
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council redundant. As the president he appoints all the members of the council and has the power to remove them from office. In fact, there is much concealment about the membership of the council with the exception of the executive secretary of the mission whose membership is public knowledge. The president is also the presiding officer at the Council of Bishops of LFCW. The council is made up of the founding bishop and all the consecrated bishops of the LFCW (AHB 2003:19).



President/Founding Bishop/Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chairman



Board of Trustees



Figure 3.4
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. Executive Functions of the President, LFCW



Executive Vice President Below the office of the President is the Vice President. The vice president is technically designated as the “chief missioner”, the disseminator of the LFCW’s missionary and expansionary zeal. In addition to this, he could be delegated by the President to perform any functions as he may deem proper. Since the creation of this office, however, no one has been elevated to it. The only occupier has been the president and founding bishop of LFCW; David Oyedepo. According to Oyedepo, it requires the intimation and direction
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of the God to select a capable candidate for the office. 47 So far, God is yet to direct him on who should be elevated. Hence he occupies it in the interim period.



Executive Secretary: Next to the office of the vice president is the Executive Secretary. The executive secretary of the LFCW is the Chief Administrative Officer of the mission (AHB 2003:21). It is the responsibility of this office to keep all church records pertaining to the church in both national and international matters. The office monitors and supervises all church organisations and activities which do not fall directly within the domain of the President/Vice President of the LFCW. It also reports directly to the president. The office exercises oversight function on all the six directorates existing in the LFCW and functions directly at the international headquarters. The directorates are i) the Directorate of Personnel and Services which has five departments; personnel, training and manpower development, central administration, system and information and the legal services; ii) The Directorate of Finance and Budget which has seven departments (namely: central payroll, final account and EDP, project account, mission account, social development mission account, budget and investment and the church (Faith Tabernacle) account; iii) Directorate of Social Developments includes; medical services, education and social welfare); iv) Directorate of Missions has foreign missions and church network departments; v) Directorate of Physical Development is made up of three departments (namely project monitoring consortium, works and estate development); vi) The Directorate of Mission Administration. Furthermore, the executive secretary is charge with all administrative matters of the LFCW at the International Headquarters of DOMI. The wife of the president of LFCW, Faith Oyedepo, has been the sole occupier of this office. With her background in the discipline of economics, and being in the mission since its inception, she appears to have prepared well for the enormous responsibilities of this
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Personal interview with David Oyedepo.
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powerful office. In addition to being the executive secretary, she is a member of the LFCW’s Board of Trustees and the Executive Council. She is, in reality, the most powerful woman in the LFCW. She is next to the Vice President and has in her control an array of church departments and projects as well as records as Figure 3.5 illustrates.



Diocesan Bishops The LFCW is grouped into regional dioceses and a bishop is the spiritual head of a diocese. The sole responsibility and power of appointing a local spiritual head is vested in the person of the founding bishop. Bishops function in the capacity of executive chairmen as well as the chief accounting officers of their dioceses. David Oyedepo referred to them as “apostolic council members” who ensure that the handbook of the LFCW is followed to the letter in their respective dioceses. To be a bishop in LFCW, one must have served the church for fourteen years without warning letters, reprimands or exit. Bishops implement the vision and objectives of the organisation in their territories. They ensure that the spiritual and socio-economic welfare of members of their dioceses are achieved. They, however, report all the activities of their dioceses to the founding bishop from time to time. In the year 2000 the LFCW has a total number of nine bishops including the founding bishop. As mentioned earlier, two of these bishops took their exit from the church in 2004 and 2005. Their positions have been filled by pastors who now bear the title, “diocesan heads” rather than “bishop”.



Associate Bishops/ Senior Pastors: Associate bishops are also known and called “Senior Pastors”. These are ordained and full time employed pastors assisting the diocesan bishop in the diocese. They occupy the same status with the district pastors. The district pastors are sees of the bishop in particular areas
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carved out of a diocese. They oversee their district and give reports to the bishop from time to time. Among this category of pastors, are directors of national projects; finance, missions and social services. They operate in dioceses and report directly to the executive secretary of LFCW. The bishops’ wives are pastors and are rated in this category.



Pastors: Pastors are employed in a full time capacity to head mission stations of the LFCW. A fully ordained pastor is the most senior officer and head of mission in LFCW station. He oversees activities, and takes charge of all planning and programme of the church. He promotes, prosecutes and co-ordinates the vision and objectives of LFCW in the mission station for church growth. And he coordinates the activity of all other workers’ group in the church. Pastors who do not have mission station oversee satellite fellowships and report directly to the directorate of missions.



Assistant Pastors: These are full time employees of the LFCW whose responsibility is to assist pastors in the mission stations and carry out other functions as may be delegated to them by the pastor or a superior officer of the church, for example, a bishop. An assistant pastor is placed in charge of new convert class and baptismal activities of the church. He is responsible for organising marriage committee, naming ceremony and other pastoral work and administrative duties that might be delegated to him by the pastor. Further, he serves as assistant head of country-side churches (satellite fellowships). In this case, he reports to the district pastor in charge of the district within which he works. In general terms, assistant pastors function in varied capacities some of which include: caring, strengthening and preserving the flocks.



Deacon/ Deaconess: Deacon and deaconesses are formally ordained workers of the church. They are full time employees who assist pastors in the mission stations. They head house cells and report to the mission station from time to time. All the LFCW pastors’ wives function as deacon-
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esses in the church. They are co-workers with their husbands although there are other requirements to be met before assuming this position. One of such pre-requisites is that they must have attended a LFCW’s Lagos-based Word of Faith Bible Institute (WOFBI) Special Course (AHB 2004:33). The deacons and deaconesses constitute the largest cohort of paid, full time employees of LFCW.



Elders: The elders of LFCW function at the mission station level. They are not ordained but they function as advertisers and carriers of the church’s belief system and ideology. Proposed elder must be a committed member of the church who can command the respect of members and must have at least a year minimum membership. Aside from their primary function as carriers of the image and name of the church to the proselytising frontier, elders also serve as investigators and reconcilers in situations of crisis between the pastor and the members in their mission station. They are the principal custodian of the belief system of the LFCW and they carry out advisory role for the pastor. There was a crisis in Badagry mission station sometimes in the year 2004. The headquarters had to transfer the pastor in charge of the mission station. The development did not receive the support of the transferred pastor who eventually accused the church elders of feeding the headquarters with wrong information which resulted in his removal. The event demonstrates a modicum of power vested on the opinions and actions of elders within a local faith community. Elders are not paid employee of the church but function in volunteer capacity. 3.2



Pre-requisites for Ordination



The LFCW, like the Redeemed Christian Church of God, elevates members of the church to various hierarchised pastoral offices through ordination. Ordination is the sole prerogative of the founding bishop/president of the LFCW. Ordination is generally seen as an outward sign of social privilege and is actively and passionately craved by members; it is perceived as an occasion for joy and celebration. The LFCW obligates members to attend the Bible School where potential pastors are discovered. The Bible School has three phases, at the end of each phase participants write examination. Success in this examination is rewarded with a certificate. After graduation from the bible school, LFCW en-
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courages members to be involved in at least one Para church group of the church. Such groups include, Winners’ Women Fellowship (WWF), Youth and Singles Fellowship (Y&SF), Winners’ Businessmen Fellowship (WBF), the Challengers’ Squad, the Harvester’s Squad and the Advertisers’ Squad, Sanctuary Keeper’s, Children’s Department, Protocol Unit, Ushering Team, Crowd Control Unit, Hospitality Group, Medical Team, the Choir, Decoration Unit. Other Para church groups are Utility Team, Traffic Control Unit, Security Team, Engineering Crew and Bus Service Unit, Pastoral Care Service (PCS), Covenant Care Scheme (CCS) and Winners’ Satellite Fellowship (WSF) 48 .



Graduates of the bible school and long-standing members are encouraged to lead various satellite fellowships of church. Their leadership roles expose them to church organisation and conduct at services. They are placed under surveillance for certain period of time before their ordination as assistant pastors 49 . The pastoral appointment requires two years minimum membership and only for people “with minimum age of 25 years and not exceeding 40 years at the time of selection” (AHB 2003:33). They are employed on full time bases to serve as pastor, assistant pastor, deacon, or deaconess. In recent time, the leadership of LFCW has added a university education and degree as part of the requirements for ordination to the pastoral office. The church sees university education as a vital instrument in its self-presentation in the present global dispensation. English language is the lingua franca of the church, although it makes provisions for vernacular users in its midst. The emphasis on university education led to the dismissal of 200 pastors for not possessing at least a degree from the university. 50 Employment criteria for pastors in LFCW make degree or equivalent certificate an advantage for prospective candidates and not prerequisite for ordination. 51 Officially, however, the church claimed that the sacked pastors lacked “character, loyalty and productivity”. 52 This translates that the pressing demands of the LFCW necessitated the disengagement of the affected staff so that the
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Welcome to Faith tabernacle publication: 2 Personal interview with Gbenga Ibilola at Lagos State University Ojo, Lagos. He is a member of Winners Chapel, Ota, 14 September 2004. 50 http://www.salvationtimes.org/headliners.php, (accessed 04.06.2004). 51 See LFCW, AHB (2003 Article 1.3.1a). 52 Personal interview with David Oyedepo at Canaan Land, Ota, 14 October 2005. 49
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church could meet up with the global demands and pursue its modernist outlook and agenda.



Individuals from other churches could be ordained assistant pastors in the LFCW. This is an official position which points to Oyedepo’s ordination by Enoch Adeboye of the RCCG even when he was not a candidate from the RCCG. There is, however, a condition: the candidate must first possess LFCW’s Bible School certificates. 53 Ordination is usually a mass event and often said to have been a decision reached through the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit working through the Council of Bishops of LFCW. On 14 March 2004, fifty-eight men were ordained as assistant pastors. According to the church’s report, “these men have been actively involved and productively involved in the co-ordination of the Satellite Fellowship and Winners Home Cells […]”. 54



3.3



Gender in the LFCW



The place of woman in religious organisations has merited some social scientific attention. According to Stark (2004: 60), “through out recorded history, religious movements have recruited women far more successfully than men, except for those that excluded women from membership”. In Nigeria, there have been women church founders and leaders such as Captain Abiodun Akinsowon, the co-founder of the C&S movement (Omoyajowo 1982:200; Hackett 1987: 191-208; Ludwar-Ene 1991: 53-69). It is generally agreed that women, more than men, are attracted to religious activities and engage in them. This situation is true of the LFCW. In total membership size, there are more women than men. They constitute the bulk of attendees at virtually all the activities of the church: Sunday worship, crusades, night vigils, annual convention, etc. To be successful, many of the new churches design special programmes and services that specifically target women. The expectation is that when these women are successfully recruited, they would in turn pull in the men into the church.
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Personal interview with David Oyedepo, 14 October 2005. TWW, April 2004:17.
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In the LFCW, the second most powerful official is a woman; she is Faith Oyedepo, the wife of the founder of the church. This is significant as it gives inspiration to the women groups to aspire to greater heights. In the early years of the LFCW, women were usually elevated to the position of pastors. Even now the wives of bishops of LFCW are accorded a great deal of respect and given responsibility over a specified section of church activities. For example, as is the common practice in the new churches, the wife of the leader/founder is put in charge of the women of the church; she is the rallying point for the mobilisation of women. In addition, she is also in charge of the nursery and primary educational facilities of the church. Faith Oyedepo presides over the women ministries of LFCW. This women’s ministry was created in 1989 to creatively channel the resources presented by the numerical strength of women in the church. She conveys a yearly convention of women in which the loyalty to the LFCW authority is reaffirmed. The women gathering is a forum where Faith Oyedepo exploits and reaffirms her stand as the link between the women of the LFCW and the church; it represents avenue for women to exhibit their potentials which has been submerged as a result of the subordinate role they played in the church. However, bishop Oyedepo continues to wield influence on whatever programme the association embarks upon through his wife. Hence, demands and grievances from the female congregation are channelled through her.



LFCW also teaches that women should summit to their husband as commanded by the scripture. Submission is willingly putting oneself under the authority of another. It claims that it is necessary for believers who are single ladies to understand the discipline that is involved in submission, to be put willingly under the authority of husbands before going into the relationship. Submission guarantees and keeps away a perfect home from falling apart. According to LFCW, “God designed the man to be the head of the marital union. He is the aggressor, the provider and designed to take the lead, while the woman is the follower” (F. Oyedepo 1997:78). The patriarchal position only explains the tool that the LFCW has consistently exploited to hold and maintain the commitment of women in the church.
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In the employment criteria requirement for pastors, pastors’ wives are also expected to satisfy some basic requirements relating to basic education, and certain considerations concerning the upbringing of their children. The church frowns at women absorbing the roles of men and regard such attitude as a curse. It argues that there are believers (women) who want to take their husband’s place as head in the home, “they would want to trample their husbands under foot…such wives will soon be displaced, as they can’t take their husband’s place, no matter how ‘beautiful’ they are, and their husbands ‘ugly’, or how better educated or from a better family background they may be” (Oyedepo & Oyedepo 1999:81). LFCW instructs that everything they possess belongs to their husbands; even their income, if they are employed outside their homes, must submit all to their husbands: “a wife’s submission to her husband should be absolute” (F. Oyedepo 1997:119; Oyedepo & Oyedepo 1999:82). The church recognises and encourages women who are working in the public sectors to submit to their husbands in all manner of relationship so that the blessings of marriage are fulfilled in their life. Opening and operating separate bank account by couples is not totally discouraged by the church; their position is that there must be an agreement between the couples if they are going to operate separate bank accounts. It encourages women to submit their monthly salary to their husbands (F. Oyedepo 1997:119). According to David Oyedepo, “Adam was the head of the government and God presented Eve to him, to be under his government […] he however, as the head did not tell Eve of the gravity of the instruction passed down by God…she walked freely and carelessly about, and got trapped in a conversation with the devil, which eventually led to their downfall” (Oyedepo 1999). The position of the bishop’s wife has been a subordinate role since inception of the church.



Among the Yoruba, women are known to be involved in non-domestic economic activities and this has been the case traditionally. They are known to be great traders and petty business persons. The economic support of the household is primarily a male responsibility but since the oil boom women have also engaged in supportive role of men, they are found in all fields of endeavour (Zack-Williams 1982; Emovon 1979). Faith Oyedepo encourages women to engage themselves in economic activities to alleviate the burden on their husbands but not at the detriment of their homes. LFCW exposes their women to
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different creative jobs that could give income to them. Most women in the LFCW are traders, contractors, distributors of goods and services. 55 .



There is a certain level of tension and ambiguity regarding gender and roles in the LFCW. While Faith Oyedepo’s pre-eminent position among women is to be envied, it is not what any woman in the church can aspire to since the LFCW is thoroughly patriarchal in its structure and administration. The church teaches and enforces the religiopolitical power and influence of the visioner. The entrenchment of this teaching is, according to Oyedepo, the received divine order of things and it is the church’s responsibility to insist on it. However, in spite of this teaching, Faith Oyedepo’s position far outranks all other men’s position in the church except her husband’s. There is no woman that approximates her standing in the church. In this scheme of affairs, the LFCW actively replicates the political leadership structure where ‘First Ladyship’ is prominent. Starting with Maryam Babangida, the wife of erstwhile Nigerian military president, the wife of every head of state or president or even state governor, has been glamorised and reconstructed to occupy and demonstrate important symbol and real power in the ordering of the affairs of the political state. The wife of the president is called the country’s “First Lady” while her state counterpart is called “State First Lady”. This practise and the structure of political space has gradually been endorsed and incorporated into the structural and organisational ordering of the new churches such as the LFCW, the Goodnews Community International (Essien 2005:35ff) and the RCCG (Ukah 2003: 120-122; 162163) where the wives of church leaders function in the same political space as the wives of state functionaries such as heads of state or state governors. 56



3.4



Educational Institutions



The LFCW has a pro-active social ideology designed to enhance the capacity of the Christian in engaging the modern world and transforming the society. The first component is the Total Man Concept of Education. The LFCW has embarked on a range of con55



Women who are contractors and suppliers receive contracts to supply building materials, stationeries among many others. 56 See Amadiume (2000:240-257) for engaging discussion on the transformation of First Ladyship in Nigeria during the regime of Ibrahim Babangida.
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struction of educational facilities in the hope that it is building future leaders for the country and by extension for the new world order where the church will influence the ordering of social, economic and spiritual life of humankind. These leaders, it claims, would be self-sufficient and independent. 57 The range of education facilities appear near completion with the commencement of the church’s Covenant University in October 2002. In addition, the LFCW has primary, secondary and bible school. With the exception of the bible school and the university, the church’s education department supervises its network of educational institutions. 3.4.1



The Heritage School



Heritage School is the name given to the church’s nursery and primary school. This is a fee-charging school which is open to the public and not exclusive to members. The tuition fee school took off in January 2003 for the general public. Heritage school is a network of schools spread across fifteen major cities in Nigeria where the LFCW exists 58 . The curriculum of the school reveals that, pupils are made to study all aspect of English Language differently. English Comprehension is studied as a subject while Composition is studied as another subject. The same goes with Mathematics, which is divided into two; Mental Prowess is studied as a subject while proper arrangement and logical reasoning is studied as another subject. 59



There are two classes for the Nursery and each of the classes has two arms of “A” and “B”. The same structure holds for the Primary school which has Five Classes, and each of the classes has two arms of “A” and “B”. The curriculum did not place attention on the religious education of the pupils. This is taken care of by the mandatory participation in the regular morning and afternoon devotions performed by pastors among the teachers.
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See the church’s “Total Man Concept”, Interview with Oyedepo, http://www.covenantuniversity.com/ar.htm (accessed 15.02.2006). 58 TWW, June 2003:7. 59 TWW, May 2003:21.
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The Faith Academy College



This is the secondary school arm of the LFCW. It commenced activities on 25 October 1999. It is situated at Canaan Land, Ota, Ogun State, Nigeria. It is only residential for both male and female students. The curriculum of the school is broad-based, designed to equip the students for a purposeful and accomplished life. It charges tuition as well as boarding fees. The school is divided into Junior and Senior Secondary Schools. The Junior Secondary has three classes; each of the classes has two arms. A similar structure operates at the Senior School which has three classes and each of the classes has two arms each.



Pastor Daniel Rotimi is the principal of the Faith Academy College while David Oyedepo is the president of the Governing Council. The school has a body called Parent Teachers Association (PTA), which is a forum for parents of students and the school authority to interact and make decisions regarding the welfare of the school and its students. Often, however, the PTA is a fund-raising forum for the school. The School admits students on merit through a special written examination and oral interview. An interesting feature of the school is that over ninety percent of its staff is accommodated in the school premises. 60 The curriculum of the school is silent about Christian religious studies, a point that may not be unconnected with the desire of the church and the school authority to avoid antagonising non-Christian parent who may wish to bring their wards to the school. Although such educational institutions are designed to proselytise the frontier of the society, there is a certain degree of subtleness involved in doing this in order not to arouse suspicion or resentment from the larger society.
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TWW, December 2001:18
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Educational Institutions in LFCW



3.4.3 The Word of Faith Bible Institute (WOFBI) The LFCW established its first Bible Institute on 1 September 1986 at Kaduna. The bible institute is a ministry and leadership-training centre for all members and runs periodic, three specialised courses on weekly basis. These courses are designed to motivate participants positively towards distinction, both in their secular and spiritual engagement. 61 The course areas follow i) the Basic Certificate Course, which is for those who have never attended any previous bible programme of the church; ii) the Leadership Certificate 61



http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/wofbi.htm (accessed 15.02.2006)
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Course, which is a leadership development and motivational course for those who have attended the Basic Certificate Course; iii) the Leadership Diploma Course, which is the advanced leadership course open to those who have successfully passed the previous courses.



To the LFCW, the bible Institute is not just a place of learning but rather a place of transformation encounter. In the words of its founder: “There is no mountain any where; every man’s ignorance is his mountain” 62 . The Bible Institute is one avenue exposing people to knowledge, understanding and enlightenment that would enable them to subdue every mountain of ignorance in their lives. There are forms obtainable for admission into the bible Institute at two hundred and fifty naira (N250.00) per copy; the tuition is one thousand and five hundred naira (N1, 500.00) per person. 63 There are branches of the Bible Institute spread across all the major cities where the LFCW has branches. Since inception of the institution, it has graduated over 50,000 students. The Lagos campus alone has graduated over 20,000 students. There are also campuses in thirty-five African Nations where the LFCW exists. The campuses outside Nigeria claim to have graduated over 30,000 students. 64



3.4.4



Covenant University



Covenant University (CU) is a convention university built and operated by the LFCW. “It is a residential Mission University, established by the World Mission Agency (WMA) an offshoot of LFCW” 65 According to the founder of LFCW, the facilities in CU were built “debt-free, pressure-free and begging-free!”; it is “Without doubt […] a living proof of a divine mandate!” (AHB 2003:15). It is located in Canaan land, on a site named Hebron 66 . The founding chancellor of the university and chairman, Board of Regents, David Oyedepo, explains the choice of name to be connected with the church’s, and by exten-
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http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/wofbi.htm (accessed 15.02.2006) E-mail communication from Winners Chapel, Canaan land Ota, 20 April 2005. 64 http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/wofbi.htm (accessed 15.02.2006) 65 TWW, Special edition, October 2002:3. 66 Hebron means, the birthplace of kings and queens. http://www.covenantuniversity.com/fac.htm, (accessed 18. 01.2006). 63
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sion the university’s, commitment to the process of making the ‘Total man’ of all its members and the institutions students: 67 According to Oyedepo, the university was established as a “response to the global demand for a needed departure from dogmatism to dynamism in the existing educational system” 68 . The university, he affirms, is out to produce men and women who will change their generations through unparalleled ingenuity, creativity and purposeful living. The goal of CU is to develop the man that will develop his world. 69 CU, according to its founder, is poised to be a departure from form to skill, from knowledge to empowerment, from figure to future-building, from legalism to realism, from points to facts and from mathematics to life-matics. 70 . CU is a fee-charging institution; at inception it was charging N170,000 (€1030.00) per student per session. A new regime of fee has, however, come into force in the school: students in the College of Business Studies (CBS) and the College of Human Development (CHD) pay N230,000 (ca. €1400.00); students in CBS studying Accountancy and Mass Communication pay N250,000 (ca. €1515.00); students in the College of Science and Technology (CST) pay N280,000 (ca. €1697.00). 71 The chancellor of the CU, Oyedepo, explains that the range of fees charged is far little as the responsibility of financing CU lies on subsidy from the Church. 72



There have been two Vice Chancellors of the University in its short existence. The first was Professor Bola Ayeni, a professor of Geography who was recruited from the University of Ibadan; as a result of disagreement with the LFCW authority on how to run CU, he resigned from the position before the expiration of his tenure. The present Vice Chancellor is Professor Aize Olohigbe Obayan.73 Mr Yemi Nathaniel, a deacon, is the registrar of the university. 74 Dr. Olu Olulana is the University Chaplain. 75



67



http://www.covenantuniversity.com/aboutus.htm (accessed 15.02.2006) TWW, Special Edition, 2002:3 69 TWW;op.cit. 70 http://www.covenantuniversity.com/aboutus.htm (accessed 15.02.2006) 71 There are other sundry fees students are expected to pay in addition to the basic tuition charged. 72 http://allafrica.com/stories/printable/200504180403.html, (accessed 18.01.2006). 73 http://www.covenantuniversity.com/news.htm (accessed 15.02.2006) 74 The LFCW claims that the registrar holds an M. Sc degree and has a wealth of experience in administration, See TWW, op.cit.16. 75 He is a senior pastor of the LFCW and holds PhD. in Metallurgy. See TWW, op.cit.17. 68
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The University is divided into three colleges, namely College of Science and Technology (CST), which has nine Departments as well as the largest student population. College of Human Development (CHD) has four Departments, and College of Business Studies (CBS) having five Departments. The National University Commission (NUC) has accredited sixteen programmes for CU. Architecture and Computer Science received full accreditation.



CU has six halls of residence. Four of these are constructed in the shape of seven candlesticks 76 . There are two other buildings that depict what Oyedepo refers to as the Star of David 77 . The student cafeteria, designed to conveniently accommodate 2,500 students at a time, is centrally situated in the midst of the six halls of residence. The university claims to have made generous provision of thirty million naira (ca. €181.818) bursary awards for indigent students. Part of the funds goes to support staff development. 78 Candidates applying to Covenant University for admission are expected to sit for Joint Examination and Matriculation Board (JAMB) examination. This is the statutory requirement for entry into Nigerian universities. However, CU conducts its screening exercise for all candidates applying to the university. All universities now do this because JAMB flooded the institutions with the wrong people. The root of cultism has been traced to this factor. 3.5.0



Social Engagement and Economic Enterprises



3.5.1



The Medical Services



LFCW’s medical services are part of the church’s doctrines of catering to the needs of the “total man”. The physical needs of a person sometimes require medical attention. This need, Oyedepo buttresses with the “Good Samaritan” narrative in the bible (Luke 10:3076



The structure of seven candles is to give the buildings biblical figures character. The concept is Jewish; it reveals the understanding of the messiah in the Old Testament scripture. 78 Oyedepo claims that the church has made provision for the children of their members who would be certified as needy, orphans and of single parents. Further, CU will not expel any student as a result of being indigent. CU claims allow staff to enroll for postgraduates programmes and sponsor them for both local and international conferences. The reality, however is that the school insists on a ten-year bond between its teachers who “benefit” from such support and the institution. Undertaking a doctoral programme at CU tuition-free for four years will involve serving the school for ten years, according to hidden, tricky and deceptive conditions of service at CU, according to a former lecturer in Sociology at the school who had to resign his appointment as a result. 77
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37). The medical services started on 23 April 1998 as an outpatient facility with just two beds for observation, a doctor and a nurse. The establishment has grown to full-fledged hospital called Gilead Medical Centre, Lagos with five resident doctors, five nursing sisters, and five staff nurses, midwives, auxiliary nurses, one laboratory assistant, an administrative staff, an ambulance, security men and cleaners. The hospital has an annex in Canaan Land, Ota, with three nurses.
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Figure 3.8



Nusery/Primary/ Secondary Schools
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Component Sections of the Social Services Department of LFCW



Dr. (Mrs.) Nma Ndubuisi, the medical director of the centre says that God has been the source of help for the centre. “Though we treat medically, it is a combination of God’s Word and prayer on the one hand, and medical practice, on the other, which makes God our reference point” 79 Through the medical services of the LFCW, Oyedepo demonstrates his confidence in conventional (European) medicine.



The medical centre takes care of the health needs of the church workers generally. For these workers, the LFCW categorises treatment in its hospital into three, viz.: i) poor health arising from natural causes; ii) from occupational exposure and hazards; and iii) from unauthorised activities. The organisation made the categories for the benefits of 79



TWW, Dec: 2001:18
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medical subsidy. The subsidy that a staff could enjoy is limited to fifty percent of total medical cost incurred. Only poor health which arises from occupational exposure and hazards attracts hundred percent reimbursement of total cost incurred during treatment. The church denies assistance to anyone suffering from what it classifies as “under poor health which arises from unauthorised activities”. The church, however, extends the medical benefits to only four children of any staff. These children must be below working age (AHB 2003:190-193). 3.5.2



Transportation



There is a transportation service in the LFCW which straddles social service and profitoriented enterprise. At the beginning of the church, there was no such programme to provide means of conveying members from the cities to venues of worship service. However, with expansion, and particularly in the Lagos area where there is inadequate public means of transportation, the church designed one of its own to supplement what is already available. Canaan Land is built outside Lagos; it is not only expensive for members of the church to struggle for public buses to the venture, it is often traumatic and exploitative because public bus operators tend to rip-off commuters by charging extra-ordinarily high fares. This is so particularly on days of mass worship events. Some members who do not have cars usually find it difficult to reach the church because of the location and high cost of transportation. The anxiety of public transporters to make more money by the number of times they ply the roads to convey members have become hazards for the church and members as a result of careless driving and over-speeding which have resulted in many fatal accidents.



The idea emanated in 2000 when Oyedepo announced that the church would embark upon a transportation venture which would convey members to and fro Canaan Land on days of service. The idea showed a desire of the church to see to the comfort of members who are patronising the church at Canaan Land. 80 Consequently, the church procured a fleet of buses which conveys church members from Lagos to Canaan Land and back for a fare. A select team of drivers was hired to handle the business of driving the buses on 80



Oyedepo claims that the venture was in response to the cry of thousands of worshippers who are looking for stress free transportation. See also TWW, May:2001:17.
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days of services. While in the buses, commuters sing “praise and worship” songs from the point of embarkment to disembarkment. This prepares the minds of members on board for the service for the day.



LFCW’s Economic Enterprises
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Figure 3.9



The Scope of LFCW’s Economic Engagement



On 20 April 2001 Oyedepo informed his pastors that the transportation venture was taking a new phase in order “to make transportation available in a larger network”. 81 The church facilitates this statement by hiring numerous buses to complement the already mass transit buses on ground at every Sunday and Wednesday services.



The provision of transportation serves a multiple of functions for the LFCW. Apart from the obvious task of conveying members and visitors from the congested city of Lagos to Canaan Land and back, it is also a strategy of encapsulation to prevent its members from attending other churches that are nearer to them than the one at Canaan Land. Further81



TWW, May:2001:17.
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more, it is a means of proselytizing people from other churches who would be tempted to take bus ride to the famous Canaan Land. As the church found out to its delight, people who patronise the church’s services increased considerably with the introduction of the buses. The bus ride is free for those using it for the first time; thereafter, a fare is extracted each time a member uses it. For members who cannot afford the fare, it is also free. Specific buses are assigned specific routes to ply and there are elders positioned at each route to identify first comers and “poor members” who may now ride in the bus without paying a fare. There was a noticeable attendance in April 22, 2001 when the church declared transportation free for all members to and from the church.82 It called it “a bonanza”. As a bonanza, the transportation venture also serves as advertising strategy, a source of good public image-making. On the sides of the bus are large, colourful inscriptions of the name and logo of the church. These inscriptions, like those found on trucks in Pakistan (Elias 2005), have multiple functions of mediating the church’s ideas and good image as well as appealing to non-members to come and join the good, lucky, “winning people” in the buses.



Another function of the mass transit fleet is the range of employment it offers to many people as drivers, mechanics, bus attendants, cashiers, etc. With more than 500 buses, each having a driver and an attendant, the number of people who make honest and decent living from the enterprise is enormous. This point does not detract from the fact that the funds for the purchase of the buses come from church members who are now made to pay fares in order to ride in them. In order to keep recycling the buses and replacing worn-out parts or vehicles, users made small contributions in form of fares each time they ride in it. In some real and practical sense, therefore, the mass transit fleet of the LFCW addresses real problems of the people and makes an important contribution towards reducing the size of the unemployed army of people in Nigeria.



82



This was an incentive by the church with a purpose, the church might have noticed that the church was dwindling as a result of that gives incentive generally and they might want to encourage the people, since they are responsible for the cost of the buses directly or indirectly.
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3.5.3



The Banks



Although the largest structure to be seen on arrival at Canaan Land is the massive, hexagonal Faith Tabernacle, the obtrusive presence of four banks litters the large expanse of land. Three of the banks, Oceanic Bank International (Nigeria) Limited, Omega Bank (Plc.) and City Express Bank are international banks. The fourth bank is the Covenant University Community Bank (CUCB) established to primarily serve the need of students. This bank is owned hundred percent by the church. The university declared in the CUC bank’s mission statement that the community bank was established to serve as a financial support institution in the mental productivity initiative of the Covenant University. 83 Oyedepo officially opened the first account of the bank. 84 The community bank collects all generated revenue of the CU range of fees from the school fees, sales of forms, etc. The new community bank has taken over the functions performed by the older, international banks. The older banks are made to operate through the new one, supporting it with their resources and experience. The entire staff of WMA in Canaan Land collect their salaries from the CUCB and some of their staff bank with CUCB. Only LFCW workers in far away outside stations are allowed to operate banking services of whatever type with any bank other than the CUCB.



There are benefits that the church derives from the banks; they sponsor church programmes through advertisement, help to purchase hard currencies and transfer money when necessary. Through allowing banks to operate from within its premises, the LFCW has succeeded in proselytising some of the bank workers. Some bank workers would deliberately reaffiliate to the LFCW in order to retain their position in managing the finances of the church. All the workers of CUCB are LFCW members. 3.5.4



The Petrol Station



The LFCW established a petrol station to serve the needs of its mega community. The official reason given for initiating this venture was that the incessant strikes in the country which prevent public petrol stations from carrying out their duties and the frequent



83 84



TWW, April 2004:14. TWW, April 2004:14.
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fuel scarcity in the country often paralyse church programmes. Starting from the period of military regime of Ibrahim Babangida, shortage of fuel supply in Nigeria became a recurring social life and instrument of political struggle (see Dibua 2004:207-235). Many organisations and groups established their private station for easy accessibility. Also individuals obtained licences to establish their privately-owned petrol station for commercial purposes. Therefore, the establishment suggests two possibilities, for easy access to fuel because they sell it at the prevailing market price. Secondly the establishment of their petrol station might be to trade in it, since operating petrol station was and still is a source of quick cash through hikes in the prices well above market price. The turbulence in the crude oil industry in Nigeria has seen a 200% hike in pump price of petrol since May 1999 effected in ten instalments. 85 3.5.5



The Restaurants



The large number of people patronising the LFCW prompted the establishment of restaurants in Canaan Land. There are categories of restaurants, some meant exclusively for the rich and some for the low income earners and artisans who come to Canaan Land. The differences in the classes of restaurants are obvious through the menu, location, sitting arrangements and the quality of workers in the restaurant. These places offer a variety of dishes, mainly local. The high income restaurant is open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner, while the lower income one is open for lunch only. Generally, it is at the latter that most workers of LFCW at Canaan Land have their lunch during the week and on Sundays after the service. 3.5.6



The Carpentry Workshop



Even though LFCW preaches the legal right of the born-again Christian to sudden unlimited wealth, in its scheme of things there is a provision for people who still will belong to the category of “artisans” who are skilled crafts persons in different, low-paying jobs. Thus, the church has a carpentry workshop staffed with skilled craftsmen who are fully employed by the organisation. The carpentry workshop is the technical department of the



85



In May 1999, the price of a litre of petrol was N22; as at March 2006, the same quantity of petrol officially sells for N65 but no one gets it at the price. During any spell of fuel scarcity, the LFCW petrol station sells fuel at well more than the official price.
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LFCW which repairs old office and household furniture and fabricates new ones for the use of the organisation. The church recruits skilled man-power in furniture-making in order to guarantee a high level of quality for its furniture needs. The need for this department in the church became felt as demands of expansion in the church became more pronounced. The department supplied all the furniture in the Covenant University, Faith Academy, Heritage school and all the pews in the Faith Tabernacle among many others. It is the responsibility of the department to see to all the needs and requirements of the LFCW or its organs relating to woods and wood works. 3.5.7



The Bakery



The LFCW operates a bakery; this is a new development aimed at providing job opportunities for members. The church encourages its members who are not employed to find something to do as the bible does not support idleness. Based on this injunction the church established the bakery to serve its members in their pursuit of self-sustenance and support. The products of the bakery are marketed by members of the church. These products are distinctively marked with the churches name and logo. Even in the large market places of Lagos and its environs, the products of the church could be identified with church inscriptions. In addition to the market value of the products of the bakery, there is a level of valorisation of these products as embodiments of the sacred: they nourish and make whole, cure ailments and restore health and strength. Members therefore showed their support and commitment to the establishment as they frequently refer to the bakery and its product as “ti wan ti wa”, meaning “it is our own”. 3.6.0



Media Engagement



One important characteristic of the new churches both in Nigeria and elsewhere is their involvement with the media. Pentecostal Christians are avid consumers of a diverse range of media products. The production, circulation and consumption of these media items have been severally pointed as part of the reasons for the popular appeal and widespread adaptation of the new Pentecostalism (Hoover 1988; Hoover & Lundby 1997; MarshallFratani 1998; Hackett 1998; Coleman 2000; Lehikoiner 2003; Ellis & ter Haar 2004:3033; Mitchell & Marriage 2003; Asamoah-Gyadu 2004; Ojo 2005b; Ukah 2003b; 2004; 2005a:285-313; 2005b: 101-109). The media thus figures prominently in the new 71



churches self-presentation and self-understanding such that, in order to understand the new movement, it is important to both describe and contextualise their media usage, that is, how they both produce and consume media items. Unarguably, in the LFCW, the media fulfil significant functions in the dissemination of the leader’s ideas and in the church’s public self-representation and in the proselytisation of the frontier. What many people know about the church often comes from what they read in the church’s media or in the news media generally. In this section of this study, a brief description of the diverse media production of the LFCW will be presented while the ways in which such production and consumption influence church life and ideology will be reserved for the final chapter.



Plate 3.1: A Massive Billboard Advertising LFCW’s President and Canaan Land.



3.6.1



The Dominion Publishing House



The Dominion Publishing House is the flagship of LFCW’s media engagement. It was established in April 1985. Realising that the printed word would be necessary in the dissemination of his ideas and ministry, Oyedepo decided to set up a publishing house to take care of all his publications. Further, printing through commercial presses is usually an expensive enterprise. Printing takes a larger percentage of the church’s budget. Selfprinting and self-publishing, therefore, was one way of conserving resources among other
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things. The publishing house prints books of the founder and his wife. These books aim at propagating and disseminating the gospel. Oyedepo claims that God spoke to him to commit into writing all his teachings and preaching. For the actualisation of this mandate as well as the financial implications already pointed out above, the publishing house began operation in 1985 (AHB 2003:23). The publishing house prints the church’s The World of Winners, the church’s monthly magazine, Signs and Wonders, the weekly magazine, other pastors’ books, and tracts among others.



Dominion publishing house operates as a commercial venture. Its products are for sale at competitive prices apart from the leaflets which are daily used to evangelise new people. Over fifty-five books written by Oyedepo and his wife have been published. The least of their books is sold for three hundred and fifty naira only (N350.00). The monthly magazine is sold one hundred naira (N100.00) and the weekly bulletin is ten naira only (N10.00). The sales of both the monthly and weekly publications are targeted at the over 50, 000 people that patronise the LFCW headquarters. Whereas the books published are targeted at larger readership, four million copies of books have been rolled out of the press since 1992.



The publishing empire of the LFCW is indeed very influential in many areas. It is a formidable employer of labour in a society with huge army of unemployed graduates and skilled labour. It is also a foreigner exchange earner for the church; the books and magazines it publishes are sold in every parish of the church worldwide. The proceeds are repatriated in United States dollars ($) or the euro (€) to the International headquarters of the church. Additionally, the books have functioned to create a celebrity status for Oyedepo who is now known beyond the places he has physically visited. These books have helped in generating a popular appeal for LFCW leader(s) and their style of teaching. According to a recent study of the role and place of Christian publishing industry in contemporary world, Print and Christian celebrity have gone together since the very beginning of the medium and that religious publishing is as significant as ever.
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Books are not only products that can disseminate ideas internationally: they also disseminate the names of their authors and provide access to the authors for the readers on an affective level. The celebrity brand name also provides a way for more books to be published. In contemporary conservative Protestantism, Christian bookshops not only serve as a market place for ideas, but as a market place for spiritual celebrities (Bartholomew 2006:11; see also 2004; 2005). 3.6.2



The Breakthrough Tapes



The creation of a public sphere by the invention of the printing press was further extended by the invention of the electronic media. Some scholars have argued that the popularity of prosperity/faith movement is directly connected to the use of electronic media by the early proponents of the movement such as Kenneth E. Hagin and his disciples (McConnell 1988; Hunt 2002; Harrison 2005). The connection between the electronic insertion of faith preaching and its global accessibility is not in doubt particular in the life of Oyedepo who incessantly asserted the influence of watching and listening to audiovisuals of prosperity proponents (see chapter 2 for this connection).



The LFCW is one of the many new churches in Nigeria in the forefront of churning out large quantities of audiovisual products on a weekly basis. These media products are audio tapes, audio compact discs (CDs), VHS tapes and video Compact Discs (VCDs) of church services and sermons of Oyedepo. LFCW sells the audio tape at N120.00, audio CD at N250, Video cassette at N350.00 and the Video CD at N600.00. They produced them every week to meet different categories of their members depending on their financial capability. This commerce furthered the church prosperity and added the courage Oyedepo needed to exemplify prosperity. The strategy is to get people immersed into the teachings of the church. The more one listens to these “messages”, the more one gets acquainted with the motivational concepts and principles used in the church. 86 The LFCW encourages its members to buy these products for their personal use as well as get some as gifts for friends, colleagues and neighbours. Purchasing these items often go with the 86



TWW, December 2001:21.
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assurance that member would never lack since “givers never lack”. Oyedepo claims that this medium has been very effective in the spread of the gospel he preaches (Oyedepo 1989). The LFCW claims that through the electronic and print media, it has been able to reach many people and win them to the church. There is an active drive to get members of the church to purchase and consume these items in larger quantity.



In conclusion, the LFCW deploys educational, medical and business facilities to generate income, operationalise their faith commitment, generate employment for members and respond to social needs. These various forms of engaging the society are designed to create change and transformation. Members do not just listen to prosperity messages but are encouraged to work for it and to modernise their attitudes towards the contemporary world. However, these agencies may serve for encapsulation of membership- to attract and hold. The transformative ideology is hardly articulated as the responsibility to salvage the nation. The sermons say less about mobilising for social justice.
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Chapter Four Living Faith Church: The Belief System 4.1



Principal Tenets of Living Faith Church



We believe in the scriptures, as the inspired Word of God, the Godhead. Our God is one, but manifested in three persons; man the created being; his fall and redemption, we believe in eternal life and the new birth, water baptism, baptism of the Holy Ghost, sanctification, signs and wonders, divine healing, resurrection of the just, the return of our Lord and eternal retribution. 87



This chapter focuses on the belief system of the LFCW. The primary sources of data for this chapter are church documents and written materials designed to teach new converts to the church. In addition, the leader’s books are saturated with doctrinal expressions. These books are important to the members of the church as they represent doctrinal exposition and elucidation. Members of LFCW are instructed to value some of these books more than the bible since they are written by a man sent by God to proffer solutions to the crisis of the present generation (Oyedepo1997:154-158). The leader’s position as “first without equal” among LFCW members is not in doubt; hence he promulgates new doctrines and commands unfaltering allegiance. Further data and elaboration will be derived from interviews from church personnel, particularly the leader, interview transcripts, observations, field notes as well as secondary sources (related literature).



As the above citation from the church’s document illustrates, religious beliefs articulate and express the thoughts, ideas or opinions about an “unrestricted value” which draws to itself the response of people (Cox 1992:115). As tenets (from the Latin tenere, to hold), beliefs are thoughts, ideas and opinions that adherents are expected to “hold” “in order to 87



Living Faith Church bulletin, “Welcome to Faith Tabernacle”. It is usually given to new members of the church, visitors and guests. The number of Tenets is ten; this is reminiscent of Ten Commandments.
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belong to the community of the church” (Morgan 2005:6). Belief is generally understood as the affirmation of divine truth which precedes, or is put in action in, rituals. Therefore, whenever an adherent of a religious tradition articulates to him/herself or to others what this “unrestricted value” is, s/he is expostulating the integral beliefs of his/her religious tradition. Belief system holds a very unique place within religious experience. It holds a unique position in relation to the sacred. It helps believers to understand the object of worship. It, therefore, explains the religious understanding about the sacred and about human beings. This understanding varies in context from one religion to the other. Beliefs cannot stand in isolation; they are actualised in the performance of rituals. The church’s beliefs are found in many sources such as sermons of the founder-leader, his books, church bulletins, tracts and magazines. The books of the leader are particularly important because they are immensely popular with both church members and nonmembers and members are frequently directed to these materials by church leadership as where doctrines are stated and explained. They are sources for the inculcation of doctrine, and by extension, behaviour. Therefore, the belief system and its structure in Living Faith Church express the cognitive meaning of the basis of believers’ association.



According to the leadership of the LFCW, the beliefs and doctrines of the organisation are solely drawn from, and based on, the bible. However, there are special insights granted only to the founder as a man sent by God with a special message. These new insights do not contradict the scriptures but expound on them with fresh vigour and relevance particularly for the present age. Thus, the beliefs of the LFCW are inseparable from the scriptures of the Judaeo-Christian religion, the bible. Specific doctrines in the LFCW are anchored on this canon of belief. The LFCW articulates its creedal formula of twelve principal tenets around what it calls doctrinal “pillars”. 88 These are: Faith, Word, Supernatural, Holy Spirit, Prosperity, Prayer, Healing, Wisdom, Success, Vision, Consecration and Praise. Oyedepo’s sermons, seminars, books, workshops revolve around these principal themes. These doctrines, their explicitations in sermons, books, audio-visuals, electronic media (radio, television, the Internet) have achieved wide circulation among 88



“Welcome to Faith Tabernacle”, p. 3. The figure “twelve” is symbolic; it is reminiscent of the “twelve tribes of Israel” as enumerated in the Old Testament, as well as the “twelve apostles” of Jesus Christ as recounted in New Testament.
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church members and church clients. 89 The books serve as a strategy of self-identification and evangelisation. They also serve as complementary sources of the LFCW doctrine and focus on the liberation of the spiritually captured and oppressed. Oyedepo, for example, attests that:



Dominion books were major instruments in spreading the Gospel of liberation in the foreign mission. Many times, even before you start speaking the language (of the people); the books have spoken for you! In fact, some of the people (before meeting the missionaries) have already had encounter through our books. 90



In this chapter, we shall treat the doctrines of the LFCW in two major sections. The first considers the contents of the twelve pillars of doctrines; the second describes the church’s theology of economics (prosperity and success) as this is a defining feature of the LFCW.



4.2



The LFCW and the Bible



For most Pentecostal churches, the bible represents an important material icon of faith. The LFCW is peculiar for its use of Old Testament characters. Oyedepo makes references to the Old Testament more than the New Testament during his sermons and teachings. But references to Old and the New Testaments in most of his books are balanced. Old Testament characters, icons and themes such as Tabernacle, Canaan land, Hebron, Shiloh, Promised Land, Esther, vision, covenant, dominion, Gilead, Zebulum, Kadesh, Shalem, Bezer, Bethel, Mount Olive, Tower, among many others, feature as names of buildings and places in the LFCW. The prosperity gospel of the LFCW sits on the Old Testament scripture. Every programme in the LFCW is purposely tied to the Old Testament. Biblical figures such as five, seven, twelve, twenty-five, forty and seventy-two among many others are used by the church to reflect its connection with the bible.



89



Church clients are those who are not bona fide members of the LFCW but patronise the church’s numerous programmes and services particularly in search of solutions to some form of existential problems or anxieties. 90 TWW, January 2000: 3.
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Abraham was seventy-five years when he was promised a child and he received the child when he became one hundred years. Twenty five years of waiting gave birth to laughter for Sarah (Isaac), twenty five years is significant in the LFCW, it therefore expects laughter in the lives of its members as it celebrates twenty five years of LFCW establishment and seven years of occupying Canaan Land. 91 The whole idea seems reduce God to a system, process or application. As long as it is well calculated, results are bound to happen. The more the church is depicted in biblical characters so also is it well known for its economic drive, seeking biblical legitimation for its economic activism.



4.2.1



Faith



Central to the self-understanding of the LFCW is the place and function of “faith”. This fact is evident in the name of the church which contains the word “faith” as the most important element in the self-identification and self-acclaimed mission. The central place of “faith” in the LFCW is further emphasised by the change of name by the founder’s wife from “Florence” to “Faith”; the symbolic significance of this change of name is to represent a physical embodiment of the central concept undergirding the church and its prime philosophy of action. In the person of Faith Oyedepo, all the abstractness of “faith” as a theological concept or virtue can be “seen”, “touched” and “felt”. The concreteness of faith resonates with ever greater assurance for followers as they perceive their leaders manifest in reality that which is only abstractly conceived. It is, therefore, not without theological significance that faith is the first of all the doctrinal pillars of the LFCW. It is in the “Word of Faith” that church located and entrenches its roots and history and mandate. It is a “church of faith” and a “faith church”.



It is a central teaching of the church’s founder that Christians will only succeed in life based on the quality of faith they exercise in their daily existence. In other words, lack of faith in God and the power that flows from this is responsible for suffering and poverty, sickness and lack in life (Oyedepo 2004:16, 17; F. Oyedepo 2004:40; Oyedepo 2000:1; 91



This was the LFCW calculation to express the reasons behind its silver jubilee celebration which was recently celebrated. 2-7 May 2006. http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/2ndsite/silver.htm, (accessed 23.05.2006).
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Abioye 1998:116). Among many church members, the content of this faith is usually understood in terms of Hebrews 11:1 which says, “now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.” Thus faith is a strong belief in things that are beyond human comprehension. It represents the human understanding, an organ that perceives the “unrestricted values”. As Cox (1992: 133) states, “It [faith] is the lens that believers use to ‘see’ the sacred”. It goes beyond what “tradition” teaches; it is best understood in the expression of beliefs (Oyedepo 1986: 111). For the LFCW, faith is what assures the believer of victory in the face of life’s difficulties, in the battle against the devil and its minions. According to Oyedepo, this faith that anchors the church’s whole existence is not found in (human) ability, qualifications or mundane things. He maintains that only faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and on God’s irrevocable Word can give victory (Oyedepo 1986: vii). He emphasizes that faith is indispensable in Christianity. Christianity is a life of faith. As a matter of fact, Christianity was originally called “the faith” (Oyedepo 1986: 62; 2004:34). He further explains that faith is the basis on which the human being relates with God; without it there is no access to God and all the promises he has given to those who believe and live in accordance to the contents of faith. According to him, it is God’s design that humans should live by faith in order to justify their divine nature (Oyedepo 1986: 62). This suggests that faith is a condition for God’s action and the strength (quality) of faith is measured by results. Oyedepo recounts that some thirtyfour years ago, he was healed of tuberculosis. He attributed the healing to his faith in God. He states, “I have been bouncing about like stone since 1969. I’m just living, praise God! And the way I see God taking me on, at 150 [years old], I won’t have any problem with my health.” 92



Faith is conceptualised as a spiritual force and energy that connects the believing human being to God. The gospel story of the woman with issue of blood is cited to substantiate the concept of faith as divine force/energy; despite the crowd pressing on Jesus, Jesus insisted that someone had touched Him (Luke 8:46). The woman confessed, and she got assured, “daughter...thy faith hath made thee whole...” (Luke 8:50). Oyedepo maintains that only a faithful belief in God can make God to perform healing. Practical teaching on 92



TWW, May 2003
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faith is often couched in testimonies. According to a source identified as Ozo Prince, who was also healed of tuberculosis:



When I came to this church [LFCW], I pulled off my shoes and placed my feet on the bare floor saying, ‘God, if you are the same God that Bishop Oyedepo serves, then I must not leave here the way I came’. And as God’s servant started preaching, he suddenly proclaimed, ‘I remember the day God saved me from tuberculosis’. This statement inspired my faith; I took the communion and made up my mind never to use my medication again. Three days later I went for a lab test and the result was negative. 93



This testimony implies that Ozo Prince was fascinated by the bishop’s narrative of healing from the same affliction; he thereby determined to allow God to intervene in the healing process. It is this faith in God that made his healing possible. The imageries that the teaching on faith is couched in are important in visualising the content of faith: Oyedepo teaches that faith is an “encompassing force that knocks out disease”. He asserts: “there is a place you stand in God where you can no longer be sick or oppressed. It is a realm where divine nature is stirred up on your inside so that you become immune to sickness and disease.” 94



Faith is also conceived as the heart of the spiritual and lack of faith is likened to a person suffering a heart failure; the result is spiritual death as the former results in clinical or physical death. Little faith in a believer’s life cannot enable him/her to confront great challenges; weak hearts cannot undertake rigorous physical exertions. Consequently, Oyedepo advises believers to build their faith, the heart of their spiritual life, so as to be able to have things the way they want them. A good spiritual heart is a guarantee and sine quo non for tremendous spiritual achievements and accomplishments.



93 94



TWW, May 2003:1 TWW, May 2003:1
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The above articulations of “faith” and the imageries that have been deployed in its expansion and explanation potently illustrate the place and role of faith in the LFCW. For the church and its leadership, faith is the engine house, the building block and the centrepiece of its architectural edifice. Faith is a spiritual, invisible force with physical, material consequences and effects, according to the teachings of LFCW. Hence, the church teaches that the spiritual controls and manifests in the physical. Many books have been written on faith by Oyedepo; some of his principal assistants have also followed in his footstep by focusing on faith in some of their own books. These books are the guideline for other pastors and teachers in the LFCW. They are expected to use them alongside the bible to expand the teachings on faith. 95 4.2.2



The Word



The LFCW takes its teaching on the “Word of God” from the biblical verse: “The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of His being, sustaining all things by his powerful word” (Heb.1: 3). The LFCW teaches that Jesus Christ is the exact representation of God and that he is the Word of God. The church teaches that faith is based on the Word of God without which human being cannot achieve or receive anything from God. Jesus is the Word that became flesh and dwelt among men (John 1:14). Oyedepo explains that the scriptures were written under the divine inspiration of the Holy Spirit; the scriptures were written by holy men of old who spoke and wrote as they were inspired. And they wrote about the divine programme of God that came into fulfilment in Jesus Christ. 96 Oyedepo further argues that with “spiritual understanding” the bible believers can appreciate and appropriate the divine providence of Christ. 97 To appreciate divine providence is to realise the immense value and riches which the believer has been promised by God, and to appropriate this providence is to make one to win that which was initially foreign or alien to one’s nature.
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Some of these books by David Oyedepo are: Exploits of Faith, The Law of Faith, Satan Get lost!, Born to Win, Overcoming Forces of Wickedness, The Path of the Eagle, Keys to Divine Protection and Long life your Heritage 96 TWW, March 2000:9. 97 TWW, March 2000:9
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Since all things have been placed under the command of God’s Word, Oyedepo teaches that believers need the Word of God because the Word is the root of supernatural victory. He explains the “armour of God” 98 and condensed them into one, the Word. The Word guarantees triumph in the battles of life as the “Word” in believers’ hands makes them gods in the world of the spirit (Ex.417; 7:1; Jn.10: 35). To attain this stage of spiritual evolution, Oyedepo enjoins believers to imbibe truth and undertake the study of the Word so that they can stand against oppositions in life. This explains the “do it yourself” 99 approach noticed at the church’s most important ritual centre, Canaan Land, Ota, where votaries are constantly enjoined to pray for themselves. They are to cite the Word of God in their prayers as an authoritative exercise and invocation of faith. Faith comes by hearing the Word of God (Rom.10: 17) and is thereby reinforced for great exploits in the Christians’ journey of faith. The church teaches that the Word of God is the weapon of faith to win the war of life. Oyedepo refers to the temptation of Jesus (Matt 4) where Jesus pulled out the Word, “It is written [...] it is written [...].” The word of scripture cited authoritatively by Jesus in critical situation repelled Satan from further assault on Jesus’ divine sense of mission. He, therefore, encourages his followers to believe the spoken Word. 100 Oyedepo maintains that the Word is not effective until it is believed. Citing Paul, he affirms that the Word is the power of God for the salvation of those who believe. Oyedepo asserts that Christians must first believe the Word, and then the Word would convert to power, which compels its profit to be released. 101 However, the fate of those who do not receive or recognise the Word is regarded as a loss (Dube 2000:151).



It is because the word of God is a powerful weapon of faith that Oyedepo emphasizes to his follower to rigorously plough into the Word, to always use the Word of God in their prayers. He identifies prayer as an action and instrument designed to achieve victory and success in this world. 102 Adogame (2005:115) described prayer as a term used generally and loosely to designate a variety of human communication with incorporeal and super98



See Ephesians 6:10-17. At the Canaan Land, Ota, members are usually enjoined to pray for themselves. This practice was observed during the Liberation Night when individuals were instructed to link up with God and engage in forceful prayers for their own personal needs. 100 TWW, March 2000:9. See also F. Oyedepo 2004:30. 101 TWW, March 2000:9. See also F. Oyedepo 1993:82. 102 TWW, March 2000:9. 99
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human entities. Prayer is said (aloud) informing God and invoking the deities (Danfulani 2005:48). Oyedepo backs his teaching with what is called “a prayer example”: “It is written, you took my infirmities, so it cannot be there. I lay hold on my freedom from this sickness and affliction today, in the name of Jesus.” The above prayer format was noticed among LFCW members during Liberation Night Service. Oyedepo concludes his teaching on Word and faith by identifying faith with a shield of defence and the Word as the sword of attack. He referred to Faith and Word as partners in the war against the strife of life. 103 4.2.3



The Supernatural



Another important belief element in the LFCW which occasions certain ritual activities is spirit beings. The church teaches its members that there are supernatural beings operating in the world and in the lives of believers. The Holy Spirit that quickens one’s mentality and empowers it for supernatural exploits is believed to live in the lives of believers. Oyedepo cites the book of Daniel 5, where King Belshazzar saw a strange hand writing on the wall and called his wise men, astrologers, Chaldeans, soothsayers to give interpretation. But none of them could read nor give the interpretation. The queen of Babylon recommended Daniel (Dan. 5:11-12). Oyedepo implies that the queen knew the source of the operation of supernatural mentality in Daniel. And the King said to Daniel, “I have even heard of thee, that the spirit of gods is in thee, and that light and understanding and excellent wisdom is found in thee” (Dan. 5:14). Daniel indeed gave the interpretation of the writing because of the empowerment of the spirit within him which is the spirit of God. This divine empowerment is what the founder of LFCW insists is the basis of supernatural reality in the church. Employing legal terms, Oyedepo maintains that one’s citizenship in the kingdom of God is validated by empowerment (Oyedepo 2004:7). He says believers are invested with legal power and official authority (John. 1:12) to operate in the realm of the spiritual. He further elaborates: “whosoever received Jesus; to them He gave power to manifest supernatural power and operate as sons of God.” Without power, one does not have a place in the kingdom of God. Being a Christian, as evidenced in the theology of power in LFCW, is a matter of accessing (supernatural) power in all its 103
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ramifications; power as a capacity to be free and operate with results; the ability to overwrite resistances and non-conformity in a Christian’s life and experience (Oyedepo 2000; cf. Lukes 2005).



The locus and source of this power, according Oyedepo, is the Holy Spirit (Acts1:8). The Holy Spirit makes believers take their place in the world of the spirit, by empowering their spirits for dominion (Oyedepo 2000: 52). Power as domination is a prevalent view in the LFCW; the Christian is active in the world where there are multiple fields of power contesting for allegiance and domination but the Holy Spirit overpowers the other realms and regimes of power such that the Christian is emboldened and empowered to contest the world and win it for God. The influence of the Holy Spirit is to quicken the believer’s understanding, his empowerment affects the soul positively, he quickens mentality by empowering mental faculty for supernatural exploits. Oyedepo describes the Holy Spirit as the spirit of excellence that dwelled in Daniel (Is. 11). For him, the Holy Spirit is everything that gives believers mental prowess, dignity and excellence. Because the Holy Spirit is the winning spirit that characterises members of his church, the other name of the church is “Winner’s Chapel”. 104 Members of LFCW as “supernatural winners” epitomise the operation of the Holy Spirit in the lives and experience of Christians.



4.2.4



Holy Spirit The subject and person of the Holy Spirit is one of the most misunderstood and misinterpreted in the Christian faith. The Evangelicals see Him as the dormant, unannounced guest of the table ‘inside.’ The Pentecostals see Him as the force behind speaking in tongues and the motivator of spiritual zeal. Often, His presence is heralded with great emotional display. Then came the Charismatics, presenting the Holy Spirit to the World as the operator of signs and wonders, and diverse manifestations, like ‘falling under the power.’ (Oyedepo 1992: 9). 105



104



The ideas of Oyedepo on the nature and meaning of the supernatural elements of the Christian life are further explored in his books such as Releasing Supernatural, Wonders of Age, Put your Angels to work and The Blood Triumph 105 In this quotation, Oyedepo has made three important distinctions that separate the Evangelicals from the Pentecostals and what separates both of these from the Charismatics. While not providing definitions of
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The LFCW maintains the orthodox belief about the Trinity which is a defining feature of mainline Christianity. In this regard, Oyedepo describes the Holy Spirit as a person, a personality in the order of Godhead. “The Holy Spirit came to reveal the son-ship of the sons of God. He is the personality to lean on today, if we want to become accomplished [Christians]” (Oyedepo 1992:11). He is the third person of the Trinity. He describes the Holy Spirit as being in charge of the affairs of the kingdom of God on earth. Oyedepo refers to Him as “the Oil of Joy” (Isaiah 61:3) and “the Oil of Gladness” (Ps.45: 7). Further metaphors heaped on the person of the Holy Spirit in order to make concrete His existence, mission and influence in the life of the Christian include the following: the Holy Spirit is like an injection; He injects joy and gladness into the lives of believers. The joy takes over the entire system of the person and keeps it healthy, active and well. The Holy Spirit injects the love of God into believer’s hearts. As medical injections make patients well and active to undertake daily activities of life, so the Holy Spirit’s injection determines a believer’s access to revelation (Matt.22: 37-40).



Oyedepo teaches that when one is anointed with the Holy Spirit, one would begin to experience changes in the way of praising God. He cites Jehoshaphat and the people of Judah (2 Chr.20: 22) to bolster the way positive influences are experienced as a direct result of the action of the Holy Spirit. 106 Oyedepo identifies Him as the power in believers. It is easy to walk with God when one has the power that guarantees witness of the Word of God (Acts 1:8). Mike Murdock, one of those with whom Oyedepo shares pulpits during events (like Shiloh) in Canaan Land and doctrines on the nature and function of the Holy Spirit, identifies four keys features of the Holy Spirit. Murdock says the Holy Spirit is a person; He’s not a bird. He speaks, He thinks, He sees; He is everywhere (Ps. 139). He says one can know the Holy Spirit through His Word and can also be experience it through the laying on of hands. He maintains that His Word can encounter the Holy Spirit when the preacher lays hands on a person, and one can only experience Him and these “hold-all” categories, it is obvious the manner in which he delineates these groups that he pitches his tent with the “Charismatics” who attribute the workings of signs and wonder to the presence of the Holy Spirit. 106 Jehoshaphat and the people of Judah appointed singers to sing the praises of God; the Bible says that God set ambushes against their enemies.
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know Him.



Oyedepo explains that the Holy Spirit is “the unction of this end-time”, whom believers are expected to lean on so that they do not get trapped with the worldly doctrines of devils. He says signs and wonders are characteristic of the apostolic era and this must be identified because there are “lying” wonders. Signs and wonders, particularly those of healing and miracles, are mission praxis and reflection of the LFCW. The church teaches that it has a repository of these because of the influence of the Holy Spirit in the church. Claims of miracles is a commonplace event in the church as there are numerous testimonies which are published in magazines, books, tracts and recorded on audio-visuals The founder of LFCW further claims that the strength of his church is in the testimonies of the lives that have been changed. 107 This might explain what Oyedepo refers to as unction of the end-times. In a similar way, Anderson (2004: 211) asserts that Pentecostals and Charismatics all over the world see the role of healing as good news for the poor and the afflicted. 4.2.5



Prayer



This is a term that is widely and generally used to designate human acts such as speech acts, pattern of words, and behaviour relating to religious tradition. In LFCW, prayer is understood as a perpetual, unceasing act in the individual and the collective life of members. Prayer is not a seasonal, “Sunday-Sunday” ritual alone. It is the (super) natural communication between members and God. It is a claim that has been repeated often in the literature on the popularity of Pentecostalism in Nigeria that “by privileging prayer, the charismatic movements created a decline of the African Indigenous Churches that are called Aladura (meaning, the Prayer people) in Nigeria." (Adogame 2005:115; Kalu forthcoming) This view may not only be simplistic and superficial, it also makes an unsupported claim that the Pentecostals introduced innovations on prayer which transcends other Pentecostal innovations of religiosity. As in other churches, prayer is an act of spiritual obligation through which votaries make supplication to God. Prayer is necessary in spiritual lives of members of LFCW in order to ensure angelic intervention in their under107
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takings, and as well to obtain deliverance from temptation and evil.



Oyedepo teaches that some prayers do not find answers as a result of lack of knowledge. For prayers to be answered, believers must ask according to the will of God (1Jn.5: 14). The requisite knowledge needed to have answered prayers is to be found in Jesus in whose name all prayers to God are to be channelled as explicitly commanded in the bible (Jn.16: 23; Ph.2: 10). A knowledge of Jesus, backed by faith, guarantees answered prayers. A supplicant makes a request in faith believing that it has already been answered and proceeds to give thanks (Jm.1: 6; Mk.11: 24; Lk.1: 45). Pre-empting the response of the deity being prayed to with thanks is also an element found in Yoruba traditional religious practice where requests are encrusted in thanks as a way of ensuring that it is answered. While it is possible to interpret this practice as an act of spiritual presumptuousness, it is also a way of demonstrating confidence and steadfastness in the knowledge of God. Oyedepo attributes unanswered prayers to sin in the life of the supplicant: “I consider unforgiveness (sic) as a capital sin, because other sins thrive on it. It is a major roadblock to your access in prayer.” 108 Beyond unanswered prayers, a whole gamut of suffering is also the social and material consequences of sin: Christians are tormented in their health, family, business, career and finance simply because they have refused to forgive those who offended them.



A further point of interest regarding prayer as taught and practised in LFCW is the length of prayer or volume of words spoken in prayer which is considered irrelevant to the prayer being answered. Rather, what matters most is the quality of the supplicant’s heart based on earnestness and the Word that s/he is standing upon. Oyedepo advocates for a heart’s connection to God as the standard for answered prayer. He says it wins God’s love and automatically gives access to God because He will manifest Himself (Jn.14: 21). He advocates for calmness of the mind in prayer because anxiety is the evidence of doubt; it is a major hindrance to answered prayers. According to Oyedepo, “the calmer you are in the face of challenges, the more effective your prayer becomes.” 109
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Oyedepo’s teaching on faith, the word, the supernatural and prayer locks in with the principal doctrines of the Faith Movement as discussed in chapter 2. Knowledge of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit is the perfect requisite to higher performance as a Christian. The answers to prayers are already made available in Jesus Christ to those believers who ask with solid faith in Jesus’ name. To be a “born again” Christian is to enter into a contract with God with rights and privileges communicated to the believer through revelation in the bible and praying under the influence of the Holy Spirit. Accessing this liferecreating revelation is a condition for a life of abundance and total wellbeing in this world. The importance of standing on the word as stressed in LFCW is evidenced by the understanding that the bible is the book of contract between the believer and God and standing on it, as Oyedepo urges his followers, means invoking a legal document containing a contractual agreement upon which the believer could draw (Harrison 2005:8-10). It is appealing to invoke a legal text in the context of supplication and this members of the LFCW do when they “stand upon the word” in prayer to God. 4.2.6



Healing



Healing is for physical, the physical ills of the human body and is wrought by the power of God through the prayer of faith, and by the laying on of hands. It is provided for in the atonement of Christ, and is the privilege of every member of the church today. 110



In Africa, the claim by principal actors of indigenous forms of Christianity to provide health and cure from illness has always appealed to many people (Ter Haar 2003). In Nigeria, this claim is partly at the root of the Aladura movement in Yorubaland which achieved unprecedented mass appeal beginning from the 1920s onward (Peel 1968; Mitchell 1970; Olayiwola 1987). In a similar fashion, a popular feature of the LFCW is the practice of spiritual healing by which is meant the recovery of physical wellbeing and maintenance of physiological, psychological and spiritual health through the deployment 110
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of spiritual, non-physical resources such as faith and prayers. The LFCW teaches that illness is the handiwork of the devil, that life on earth is a battlefield. The church identifies areas of conflicts as three-dimensional existence (spirit, soul and body). The LFCW, therefore, focuses its healing strategies on the spiritual, psychological and the physical dimensions of the person. The church is specific that the world is full of ill healthproducing vices, which could be handled and healed if a person is in Christ. Every born again believer is a warrior who desires victory in the battle of life, hence total healing and health ensure in Christ. This teaching is buttressed by referring to the proof text of 1 John 5:4, which says, “For whatsoever is born of God overcomes the world, even our faith”. Oyedepo stresses that as children of God, believers’ victory over diseases and other unpleasant occasions in life is guaranteed in Christ.



The belief that sin is the sole cause and origin of ill health and diseases in the world is upheld by pointing to the bible; there was order, peace, and tranquillity in the beginning of the world, for “God saw all that He had made, and it was very good” (Genesis.1: 31). The disorder with its accompanying problems and hardships set in as a result of selfcreated problems by Adam and Eve. The church identifies sin as the sickness of the spirit citing Ezekiel.18: 4, “The soul that sinneth, it shall die”. The human being is therefore considered as the architect of his/her own fortunes or misfortunes. In additional to human mischief, the LFCW further identifies the malevolent agents as a part of the reasons for human problems. The church teaches that the fight of spirits against the humans is partly responsible for the fate of humans in this valley of pain and tears. The liberation of human beings in the world therefore is not a physical enterprise or encounter but a spiritual one, “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities and powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places” (Ephesians.6: 13). Although Oyedepo teaches that the Christian life is one of constant tension and war, Jesus has already secured victory and it is now the responsibility to access this treasure of total abundance through unwavering faith. The ceaseless religious activities revolving round the church and the leader’s charismata are designed to “fight the battle of faith” and appropriate the resources of God through Jesus in faith. Having access to spiritual laws of healthy living is what it means to be a born again
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Christian in a world of spiritual and material turbulence. The LFCW and its founder are positioned by divine destiny (“mandate” understood as divine authorisation) to play vintage roles in this task of bringing material and spiritual liberation to people. Prescribed religious rituals such as prayers and fasting, offerings and “sowing seeds” are part of ways designed to appropriate divine assistance in confronting and overcoming life’s many problems particularly those relating to health and wealth.



In LFCW, human impossibilities are taught to be the terrains of born again Christians to do exploit in the spiritual battle of confronting the devil and his minions. Interpreting Daniel 11:3 (“[...] But the people that do know their God shall be strong, and do exploits”) Oyedepo explains that the word “exploit” means that the people who know their God shall accomplish what is humanly impossible. In accordance with the “mainstream” teaching of the Faith movement on health (see McConnell 1988; Coleman 1993; 2000; Hunt 1998; 2000; Harris 2005; Dada 2004), Oyedepo teaches that lack of salvation in Christ debars one from receiving healing (Oyedepo 1992: 102). An often unstated corollary of this is that non-Christians could not have good health or wealth, or alternatively, that non-Christians who demonstrate good health and proven wealth must have accessed these from diabolical means. What is obvious in the LFCW treatment of health is that the church privileges the born again experience as the condition for experiencing total health in body, spirit and soul.



The LFCW’s doctrine on healing is inextricably tied to its demonology: the devil is the ruler of the physical world and this devil is stronger than any natural man. Oyedepo explains that a man without Christ is subject to the devil, the power that rules the children of disobedience. However, believers have access to a strength that makes them stronger and enables them to deal with the demonic force; the devil can only be weakened if there is “exaggeration of strength” in the battle (Oyedepo 1992: 106). One can attack Satan, knowing fully well that one is enjoying the presence of God; meaning that one is rightly positioned with God. One of the weapons prescribed for doing battle with Satan is the “name of Jesus”. The popular belief within the LFCW is that when the name of Jesus is invoked in faith, authority is established and the devil is taken in ransom. “When you
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pray and call on the name of Jesus, you are establishing a strong tower; you are hiding in the hollow of His hand. That way you have in your hand the rod that swallows all other rods. It is the all-purpose name in battle [that] perform[s] whatever is needed” (Oyedepo 1992: 114).



While some prominent proponents of Nigeria’s new Pentecostalism have enamoured themselves to the ritual use of certain evocative formula from the scripture such as “the blood of Jesus” or “Holy Ghost fire”, Oyedepo has institutionalised the use of the name of Jesus in much the same way. For example, while Reinhard Bonnke preaches about dipping and washing Africa “in the blood of Jesus” (Gifford 1987; Lease 1996), and Enoch Adeboye of the Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) privileges the Holy Spirit as the prime mover of change and transformation in the life of the believer (Ukah 2003: 265), Oyedepo has emphasised the name of Jesus as the all-powerful invocation that wrecks havoc on the domain of the enemy of God’s people. The conceptualisation of power in the name of Jesus is not original or unique since it is fully in accord with the tradition he claims to have inserted himself at the commencement of his ministry: the Faith Movement. Stephen Hunt (1998) has shown how such uses of the invocations in the Faith Movement lends itself to what he calls “magical moments” in the quest for material results through non-material means.



The teaching about healing insists that the knowledge of God is very important as it induces strength with confidence in God; strength acquired in and through the knowledge of God would bring about positive results. Also, the name of Jesus is described as a “multi-purpose name”; it is the one medicine for all human ills. This feature of LFCW’s doctrine on healing and the name of Jesus also indicate a characteristic of Pentecostalism’s strategy as an “all-purpose religious ideology that claims to have answers to all human and social problems. In this sense, religion serves as a problem-solving device or instrument which is put in the hands of believers to cope with the exigencies of life in the uncertain, unpredictable world. Conceptualising Christianity as a multi-purpose device might as well explain Kalu’s (forthcoming) argument that Africans tend to patronise
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“powerful” forms of Christianity to get the same things which they expected their ancestral deities to provide for them.



The ideas surrounding “healing” and the role of the LFCW in bringing this desired state of affairs to be is often narrated in a myriad of testimonies published in different media by the church. The following testimony, as elaborate as it appears, contains all the major ingredients of such narratives which demonstrate the active role of the church in bringing about miracles of healing to the ill and the afflicted. I had this attack of hernia […] which resulted in my having a very swollen scrotum, as big as balloon! I was rushed to the hospital and I was told I had to undergo an operation, which will cost about N10, 000. I said, ‘God I don’t have anybody, I don’t have N10, 000 either. 111 I then decided to put everything into God’s hands. Some brothers from this church came visiting my workshop. They anointed us and gave us the communion to drink. […] That night, I was very sad, I cried to God and said, ‘I don’t want this thing in my body’. […] In my sleep that night, I had a dream. In the dream, I saw myself naked, with my two hands on my private part. I also saw a well in front of me, and a small white cup by it. I heard a voice behind me telling me to take the cup and draw water from the well and drink. I obeyed, but when I wanted to draw the water, I saw that it was red, that it was blood! I said I wasn’t going to drink it, that it was blood and not water. The voice kept urging me to drink and I kept refusing. Then suddenly, a very big hand, which I cannot fully describe, came from nowhere, took the cup and dipped it into the well. There was a palm tree near-by. The hand took the cup to the tree and poured the blood down the tree from the top, and as it was pouring the blood, the bark of the tree started peeling off. The voice for the last time told me to go and drink, saying that so shall my sickness fall off as the bark of the palm tree. I quickly took the cup and drank from the well. After drinking the blood, I immediately began to feel 111
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some excitement inside me right from my sleep. When I woke up, as I was wondering what sort of dream I had had, I touched my body and it felt light. On feeling my scrotum, I discovered that the swelling had vanished! […]. I did not go for any operation and I’m healed (Oyedepo 1996:203).



This testimony illustrates the main teachings of LFCW about healing. While it does not indicate the hernia is a health condition beyond human resolve, it shows that what made it a miracle was the near impossibility of the sufferer to source for the fee demanded for a medical intervention. Within new Pentecostalism, lack of money is itself conceived as a condition of “dis-ease” or discomfort that demands divine intervention (Asamoah-Gyadu 2005:201f). The condition of hernia is also recognised as a spiritual affliction since it is often stressed that “the spiritual controls the physical”. This sort of conceptualisation is also deeply rooted in the Yoruba cosmology and world view (Ojo 1996). A point should be stressed here. While the issue of “miracle healing” may appear somewhat strange to those with access to efficient medical services (especially in Europe and North America), in contemporary Nigeria, with its near total collapse of medical infrastructure and more than seventy percent of its population is living below the poverty line (Essien 2005), it is God who saves the sick and the poor.



It is recommended in the LFCW that the sick should attend healing and deliverance sessions where the performance of rituals of healing and deliverance are believed to be efficacious in resolving human afflictions. In the testimony above, no such ritual took place within the church but “some brothers came from the church” and anointed the sick man as well as giving him communion to drink. As a believer who has been revitalised through the ritual routines of the church (the anointing and the communion), the believer was prepared ritually for his healing which took place in a dream state. This is one of the church’s claims to perfect and divine healing. God performed the act of healing through the rituals mediated by the church. According to Oyedepo, “Holy communion is God’s covenant toast for total health. It affects the spirit, soul, and body. The power in the communion exceeds that in the manna, which the children of Israel ate in the wilder-
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ness” 112 The emphasis given to “covenant toast to total health” illustrates the belief that complete health is the legal right of the believer who believes correctly and obeys certain identified spiritual laws.



A peculiar form of affliction which literarily drags votaries and clients to the LFCW is barrenness. Among the Yoruba as Peel (2000) has shown, offsprings in a family are of primary importance to the biological reproduction of the lineage but to a woman, children are the jewels on the crown of a happily married life. Olanipekun Bamikiya succinctly asserts that: Bi eniyan ni egberun apo (owo) bi ko bimo o segbe, eni kole ti ko bimo, ile asan loko. Eni lowo ti ko bimo owo asan lo ni (Trans.)“If one has money in thousands and has no child, it is a loss. He that builds a house and has no child has a valueless house. He that is rich and has no child is rich without prestige” (Asaju 2001: 205). The statements show the attitude of Yoruba people to barrenness. For a woman to be married and not have children to show for the product of the union is one of the most intense, agonising torments in her life. They do not enjoy dignity. They are considered cursed or when in old ages are accused of being witches who devoured the babies in their wombs. In contemporary Nigeria, with its burgeoning urban centres and urban stress, there is an increase in the incidences of reproductive stress and disorders among the population (Isiugo-Abanihe 2003). The few competent private medical facilities which claim to handle these cases are always too expensive for many people. As a result, many women flock to the new churches where the leaders claim having the charisma to bring out a solution to the problem. According to Caldwell, Orubuloye & Caldwell (1992:1172) the healing message of the new Pentecostal churches such as LFCW are “financially attractive during economic hard times when structural adjustment policies have often meant charging for treatment and medicines in government health facilities”.



Many of these people literarily flock to the LFCW in droves. In a survey of 740 votaries at LFCW, fifty-two indicated their most important church service is the deliverance service where diverse forms of healing are conducted, and by far, the majority of those at-
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tending this event is women. The LFCW identifies barrenness, referred to metaphorically as “the matter of the dry tree”, as a spiritual problem which the devil has brought upon its victims. 113 The church, therefore, integrated ‘anti-barrenness rituals’ into its system of teaching and ritual in order to combat the problem. The founder of the LFCW claims thus: Some years back, a woman whose fallopian tubes had been completely sealed up in an operation attended one of our meetings, where she had an encounter with the power of God and became pregnant! It was such an undeniable miracle that her Muslim doctor and his family gave their lives to Christ. 114 Oyedepo asserts that child bearing makes a husband and his wife one in flesh (Gen.11: 6). He outlines three conditions for fruitfulness in marriage. The first is commitment to the service of God which is the most paramount of the three (Exodus 23:25-26). Commitment goes beyond regular attendance at church services; the believer should go further to find something to do for Him, such as caring for children, stewarding, security patrol and ushering among others. All these services have benefits; it is a matter of “give and take”. The second is that God deserves praises in all situations. Fruitfulness can be achieved through praises. it as a challenging task for those under the bondage of barrenness to be joyful, lively and thankful to God always. Since God is not the cause of barrenness, he is always eager to resolve the problem in favor of the committed, faithful believer. The third condition is that those desirous of children should make a vow since every commitment must be ratified with sacrifice. The experience of Hannah anchors this point: O lord of hosts, if you will indeed look on the affliction of your handmaid, and remember me, and not forget your handmaid, but will give unto your handmaid a male child, then I will give him unto the Lord all the days of his life, and there shall no razor come
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upon his head, ...and the Lord remembered her (1 Sam.1: 10-11, 19). In order to arouse God to their plight, believers must make vows and pledges that indicate wholehearted commitment to faith in God and a desired new state of affairs. It is a vow that quickens the miraculous workings of God on our afflictions. God respects covenants and must keep his own side of the exchange contract. “When one cuts a covenant with Him, one commits Him to work. And God cannot say no in His integrity”. 115



It is generally believed by members of LFCW that the teachings of their leader, his books, anointing oil and the bible constitute healing objects capable in themselves to bringing about wholeness and wellbeing in body, mind and spirit. Usually, counselling is offered and instructions are given which when adhered to, it is believed, bring about desired results. Often, people in search of solution to their barrenness are referred to numerous books, audio-visuals and other resources from the church. A couple related that in the search for knowledge that brings about solution to their predicament, they listened to thirty-nine audio tapes, read thirty-two books and watched nine video tapes 116 . Knowledge, which contains the key to open the door out of one’s afflictions, is in his books and other related means of communication that exist in the church.



The teaching and practice of healing in the LFCW is both complex and elaborate. At the end of each Sunday service, the sick and afflicted are gathered in small groups for special, impromptu prayers by church officials. In cases discerned as “serious”, other procedures are followed. There are rooms specifically designed as healing and counselling rooms where the sick are attended to and advised on the next step to follow in the search for healing. Each of the rooms has at least a pastor who lays hands on the sick for divine healing. However, there are some cases that usually need the attention of Oyedepo himself. These are usually resolved by special appointment. Since Oyedepo is believed to 115 116
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have a concentrated form of healing powers which he alone can exercise, those judged to be seriously ill with “strange diseases” (HIV/AIDS, cancer, tuberculosis and diabetes, etc.) are reserved for the attention of the powerful man of God, (Oyedepo) to handle.



Aside from the healing rooms where prayers and counselling are offered to church members and clients, the LFCW operates a range of Intensive Care Units where those seriously ill are diagnosed by medical professionals such as nurses and doctors. Diagnosis is made and Oyedepo prays and anoints the patients. The LFCW also operates two medical centres, Gilead Medical Centre 117 , the first established in 1998 in Lagos and the second established in 2000 in Kaduna. These medical facilities are meant to bolster the search and provision of divine healing. Although it is a fee-charging health facility, the church subsidises the fees as a way of making it easy for the poor members to source for medical attention. The church meticulously documents incurable diseases which have been miraculously cured at these centres. 118 From the foregoing, the LFCW does not only insist on divine healing, it also supplements this with conventional medicine. The whole idea suggests holistic caring for and sustaining of members, it also suggests a way of winning new members, because the facility is extended to outsiders as well. Even in the use of this latter form of medical institution, Oyedepo emphasizes God as the ultimate healer. The strategies of healing in LFCW do not radically depart from what obtains in other new Pentecostal churches in Nigeria. Likewise, it is the same rang of healing services found in other faith communities such of the Mission Churches in Nigeria where the provision of health services such as hospitals and clinic support their religious services. 4.2.7



Wisdom



The word “Wisdom” is one of the important religious phrases in the LFCW. It occurs frequently in books written by pastors, newsletters, magazines and bulletin of the LFCW. It occurs several times within any sermon by the leader or other members of the LFCW. It constitutes a ritual phrase in the ways it is applied even in conversations among members. According to Oyedepo, wisdom is the correct application of knowledge. It is the last step in the thinking process, after which action follows. He appeals to the bible in con117 118



Gilead in the bible represents the abode of healing (Jeremiah 8: 22). http://www.winnerscanaanland.org/au.htm, (accessed 18.01.2006).
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ceptualising “wisdom as knowledge”: “Surely He has borne my sickness and carried my pains. He took my infirmity and bore my diseases, and by His stripes, I was healed”. His exegesis of this Isaiah text underlines understanding in handling practical existential matters: “If He [Jesus Christ] has already borne your sickness, then, you are not sick” then wisdom says “If you are not sick, [then] stop feeling sick! Stop looking and acting sick, if you must ever get well.” (Oyedepo 2000: 57). This is a sort of religio-logical extension and application of certain “facts” to a believer’s life situation. This implies that at a given time one has taken delivery of a fact and understood it in its context and the desire to benefit from the fact is what can be referred to as wisdom. Oyedepo argues that it is understanding that helps one to appreciate the reality of (divine) providence. In the task of the utilitarian application of scripture to life situation, both knowledge and wisdom are functions of the mind. Mind is where knowledge is acquired, and it is a place of understanding and as well the seat of wisdom.



Oyedepo says that wisdom informs that one is not only called upon to give, but also to create avenues through which God’s blessings in response to supplication will get to one. One must work with one’s hands. He cites Psalm 1:3 saying, “And whatever he doeth shall prosper”. It invariably means one must start working to create channels for God’s blessings to flow back to one. This idea, he calls “the operation of wisdom in your mentality” (Oyedepo 2000:61). Thus, a person who operates in wisdom does not live with obstacle; his actions would guarantee unending triumphs and a continuous humiliation of obstacles of life, because wisdom offers higher insight. In the teaching of LFCW, wisdom has an unlimited ability to deliver results notwithstanding the conditions. An often cited bible example is Pharaoh who surrendered his throne to Joseph’s wisdom (Gen. 41: 3846).



Aside from certain personal gains a believer derives from applying wisdom, Oyedepo teaches that wisdom delivers peace both social and personal. He explains that it sees trouble far ahead of time, and takes steps to deal with it (Oyedepo 2000: 63). This implies that one has to be prognostic in the way one handles problems. Wisdom is multifaceted; there are four sub-types: “earthly wisdom”, commonly called “common sense”; humans
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are born with it. Another sub-type of wisdom is “sensual wisdom”, which has to do with intellect, and the “devilish wisdom”, which is found among diabolical persons and occultist forces (Oyedepo 2000: 64). Finally, there is “Godly wisdom”, a way of understanding that derives from the wisdom of God. Our understanding of the doctrine of wisdom in the LFCW suggests that the church privileges itself as a repository of the wisdom of God; it is God’s ordained design that the church exemplifies this wisdom and brings about outstanding results in the lives of believers. This wisdom is a reality that is available to all LFCW believers in whatever situation they might find themselves. Oyedepo reaffirms that the word “wisdom” is a strong pillar that is protecting the church from failing in the spiritual, physical, numerical, financial and other such realms.



4.2.8



Vision



The founder of LFCW and his senior pastors give “vision” a pride of place in their teachings. To them, vision is a powerful spiritual channel of inspiration and guidance in both doctrine and rituals of the church. Salamone (2004: 435) sees dreams and visions as sources of knowledge which contain major revelations, and bring power to the person having the dream or vision. In a similar manner, Oyedepo (1992: 11), for example, conceives “vision” as the unfolding of a divine plan as it relates to a nation, a group of people or an individual. Vision is identified with the ability to see ahead, to have a foreknowledge of an upcoming event. Vision, when followed faithfully, is a pathway to honour and dignity. Vision in this sense is inextricably related to knowledge. As is popular among religious leaders in Nigeria, Oyedepo bolsters his emphasis on vision as knowledge by referencing Hosea (4:6) “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge”. This verse not only underscores the importance and place of knowledge in the new paradigm religiosity, but also the role of Oyedepo as a divinely sanctioned religious innovator, a purveyor of fresh divine truth for the contemporary times and peoples.



Two levels of visions are emphasised in the teaching of the LFCW. These are: the experiential and the rhetorical levels. The experiential level has to do with the encounter with the supernatural in trance, dream or ecstasy. It does not institutionalise this level since
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members are not encouraged to go into ecstasy, trance possession and there are no visioners or woliders 119 in the church. It, however, does not encourage members to primarily patronise the church because of dreams or visions, but not withstanding this caution from the leadership, members still relate their dreams, which, in the end, results in the pastors praying for them. Aside from the teaching, the practice of relying on dreams or recognising it as a veritable channel of divine intervention and revelation still holds sway among the members of the church.



The second level, the rhetorical, may be referred to as the figurative level of vision. It teaches that God has a plan for His people, both as a body and as individuals. It tries to show that believers are not just on earth but that God ordained them to carry out a particular function, that is stewardship, and this is not limited to church ministry. It points out that every member has a particular function and they all work together for the building of that body. Stressing this point, Oyedepo teaches that a discovered function or assignment is what is called vision. He cites people who had functioned for God in the bible to buttress his point. Joseph had a divine task. He was sent to Egypt to preserve lives. Gideon was not called to preach but to deliver the people of Israel. God established Abraham as an institution through which the families of humankind would be blessed (Oyedepo 1992:13). This point is not generalised to mean that every apparently good idea is a godly idea with divine sanction. 120 However, on the official level, it is strongly impressed on the members of the church that as believers they are legally entitled to vision because it is the divine insight into God’s plan for them. One of the legitimising visions of LFCW is narrated in the church’s magazine thus: In an open vision on May 27, 1979, Bishop Oyedepo (who was not yet in ministry) saw a heap of [farm] harvest being attacked by the birds of the air. Then an old woman in tattered clothes appeared, sweating profusely in



119 120



This is institutionalised in Celestial Church of Christ (Adogame 1999). TWW, August 2002: 7
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her attempt to chase them away with her head tie. She was getting tired of doing this when he joined her in her tears of frustration 121



Also, in another vision Oyedepo narrates how he saw labourers lined up, some were filling sacks with grains, and some were sewing up the mouth of the sacks, while others were carrying the sacks into the store. All these visions are experiential visions that put up his belief and conviction about his life vocation and mission as a religious founder. These experiences and their manner of narration are interestingly core elements in the cosmologies of founders of the Aladura movement in Yoruba land (Peel 1968, Omoyajowo 1982; Adogame 1999). 4.2.9



Consecration



Oyedepo affirms that: At the root of every evil is sin, because before sin came, there was no evil. At the root of every disease is sin. At the root of every frustration is sin. Sin is a spiritual heart disease! And you know that heart disease is the shortest cut to death. ‘The soul that sinneth it shall die’ (Oyedepo 1997: 59).



In the LFCW, theme of holiness in the Christian life is another doctrinal orientation; without holiness, the church teaches, no human being can see the God. Issuing from the emphasis placed on holiness is the doctrine of sanctification as a definite, yet progressive work of grace, commencing at the time of a person’s admission into the believers forum and continuing until the consummation of salvation at the Second Coming of Jesus Christ.



Spiritual sanctification is not only related to a believer’s conduct of life with God but also has a strong social resonance with how a believer lives and conducts his/her social life 121



TWW, November 1999: 3.
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with neighbours, fellow believers and strangers. In its social and ethical ramifications, Kalu calls this doctrinal emphasis “the third response” (Kalu 1998:3-16). The emphasis on living a consecrated Christian life among members of the LFCW appears to be a prerequisite for seeing the glory of God and enjoying in good conscience all the good things that proceed from this encounter. This is a Yoruba idea of Hebrew (12: 14) which is found in one of its songs which says: Oju elese ko le ri ogo re; oju elese ko le ri ogo Olorun (Trans: “The eyes of sinner cannot see the glory of God.”) Consecration for LFCW members means living in the right way with God in order to have a maximum benefit from the relationship. Favour, dignity, honour and a worthy Christian reputation all result from living an unblemished, consecrated life beyond reproach. Living a sinless life is not socio-spiritual impossibility for the spiritual essence of the “new birth” which functions as a spiritual and social marker that inaugurates this era of sinless ness for the born again Christian. The beginning of this is when an individual answers the altar call and commits his/her entire life to the care of God through Christ.



Members of LFCW who are popularly known and called “winners” is the social meaning of living consecrated lives that make it possible for them to dominate their environment and excel in whatever activities they are engaged in. Only consecrated winners are entitled by the legal document of the bible to the good things of this world. 4.2.10 Praise God is ever excited at praise. That is what He loves. Praise is God’s choice any day. He delights in praise. Every time you give Him praise, you touch His heart and you get Him excited. Praise is the way to God’s heart; it gets Him to empty His heart (Oyedepo 1995: 41). As pointed out in the treatment of healing in the LFCW, praising God, according to Oyedepo is a key to solving all human problems and reaching to the hidden treasures of God in Christ. Believers are admonished to continually praise God for all His benefits over them (Ps.67: 5-7). In the scheme of theological orientation in the LFCW, praise is not simply the expression of thanks and admiration to God but constitutes a formal act of
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worship offered to God for being both creator/father and giver of all good things to his children who accept in faith what he has destined for them. Worshipping God in and through praise is a guarantee for the release of divine favour and benevolence. A thoughtful heart is usually a grateful heart. Jesus gave thanks to God during the feeding of five thousand people (Jn.6: 11) by provoking God to multiply and increase by his praising Him with thanksgiving. Also at the grave of Lazarus (Jn.11: 41-44) Jesus applied the same spirit of thanksgiving which mobilised God to restore the life of his friend. Oyedepo further anchors his teaching on praise on a Yoruba adage: Eni dupe ore ana ari omiran gba. (Translation: “One who appreciates what was received yesterday would receive another.”



A social form of praising God is seen in the structure and organisation of testimonies at LFCW. This attitude suggests the principle behind persons giving testimonies before the congregation at the LFCW. In the LFCW, praising God comes in three forms namely: by singing, by saying the words of praise and by praying the words of praise. All these ways form the standard of praising God.



According to a sister who testified that she was always having breathing problem, but she spent a whole night praising God until her voice gave way. She then slept and dreamt of vomiting a thick, black, stinking substance. She woke up in the morning to discover that she could breathe freely and clearly, without any pains! She was set free from the affliction (Oyedepo 1995:109).



Praising God is a way of encrusting petitions and requests and subtly persuading God to give his best for his people. This giving further provokes more praises from believers who are rewarded with more favours and so on. This is the circle of Christian life which should characterise the life of winners and champions of the race of salvation.
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4.3



The LFCW and the Doctrine of Trinity



Though the LFCW believes in the concept of Trinity it does not always use it in the same sense that it is used in the Anglican Church and the Cherubim and Seraphim. The LFCW does not recite the “Lords Prayer”, and does not recite or sing the “Gloria”. Gloria is a set of words used in Christian liturgy to praise God in the three aspects of his manifestation, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. But it does baptism for new members in the concept of the Trinity as found in the Anglican Church and the Aladura churches.



The LFCW believes that God revealed himself in three dimensions as the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit but in its rituals it emphasises the Son more than the Father and the Holy Spirit. Deliverance or set free services is done in the name of Jesus, anointing oil is applied in the name of Jesus, offerings are blessed in the name of Jesus. The celebration of Holy Communion which is central to the LFCW rituals and usually referred to as miracle meal, explicates the higher level it places the Son among the three manifestations of God.



4.4.0 Theology of Economics in the LFCW 4.4.1



Prosperity



The LFCW is a rapidly expanding church with large branches in almost all non-Muslim Africa, particularly in west, east and southern Africa (Gifford 2004; Asamoah-Gyadu 2005). Built into its primordial founding reason is its theological orientation which is firmly anchored on the Faith Movement. According to the vision the founder claimed to have had that inaugurated the church, God commanded him to preach the Word of Faith in order to bring liberation to people suffering from a two-prong attack of the devil: illhealth and poverty. The mission of the church therefore is to reverse the circumstances of illness and poverty by preaching the word of faith which brings with it wealth and health for the correctly believing Christian. The LFCW exists to set humankind free from starvation, lack, wretchedness, and poverty. Consequently, the founder went over to the United States of America to be tutored by the pioneers of this “new faith” which has sometimes been disparagingly dubbed “health and wealth gospel”.
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Central to the churches self-presentation and self-understanding is a theology of wealth which does not in the main deviate from the publicly acknowledged roots and sources of the church. This source is Kenneth Hagin (Snr). The doctrinal emphasis on prosperity is one element that endears the church to many upper middle class men and women in Nigeria and elsewhere. The emergence of the church and its aggressive appropriation of the doctrine of prosperity coincided with the period of austerity in various forms in Nigeria and a crisis period in Africa at large. This was a period when Nigeria was beginning to experience social, political and economic crises and increased abnormalisation of the lives of its citizens as a result. While not establishing a causal relationship between the LFCW and the fraught situation of the 1980s, it is important to underscore the political economy of the emergent new churches at this time which sought relevance in claiming to provide services which the imploding State was not providing (Hackett 1995, Ellis and ter Haar 2004).



Constructing wealth as its socio-spiritual hallmark, the LFCW has erected an intricate theology of economic principles and behaviour. Oyedepo, whose family humble background partly influenced his theology and quest for prosperity defines prosperity as a condition of being successful, in which one enjoys abundant peace, and experiences fulfilment in every area of life. It is a state of wellbeing which one enters into through the covenant of abundance. He stresses that prosperity is not the availability of cash but personal encounter with Light. Writing in Understanding Financial Prosperity (1997: 2324), Oyedepo affirms: “What you are selling or the business you’re involved in is not what determines your prosperity. No! It is the light under which you are operating that determines the results you get”. Wealth is entrusted into the hands of a person, and not what such a person can acquire. Operating under the influence of divine covenant guarantees prosperity; it is not a matter of prayers and fasting. When believers enter into the “power of covenant” they experience the “power of wealth” in an unprecedented manner. According to Oyedepo (1997: 25), “since that day in March 1981 when I saw the covenant of prosperity, I entered into my rest”. 122 This covenant is a contract between the be122



This was when he received the “mandate” for his new mission.
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liever (the covenantee) and God (the covenantor), legally binding on both in terms of privileges and responsibilities. For the believer: “All you need is a good understanding of what the covenant entails and you’ll be up in abundance” (Oyedepo 1997:24). A “good understanding” is specified to mean “Harvest answers to seedtime”; what a believer sows during seedtime is what is harvested during harvesting period. Every giver provokes divine blessings; and when he works, he takes delivery of those blessings, for “in all labour there is profit!” (Oyedepo 1997: 29, emphasis in original).



The nature of prosperity, for Oyedepo and the LFCW, transcends the limitations of the nation’s political and economic regulations and state of being. For those who believe rightly and are faithful to the covenant, their “hope is not in the budget of my country, my hope is not in the national economy, nor in the global economy”. The hope of prosperity for the Christian is in the covenant contracted with God and guaranteed in the Jesus Christ and His precious blood. It is important to realise that this doctrine was evolving about the time the Nigerian economy was tottering towards collapse. While this doctrine might have appeared as a critique of the failed national economy of the time, it also served as a legitimation of the status quo since the very poor were offered no practical alternative than to concentrate on the seedtime in order to harvest abundantly.



Since it is God who gives the power to become wealthy according to Deuteronomy (8:18), Oyedepo identifies poverty as the gravest oppression of Satan. Getting polemical about the entrenchment of poverty in the society, Oyedepo identifies the mission churches who glorified poverty as a sign of piety as the purveyors of poverty (and by extension agents of Satan). 123



Shortly after the second phase of the introduction of Christianity in Nigeria in the middle of the 19th century (Sanneh 1983; Ayegboyin and Ishola 1997), the mission churches acquired the reputation of austere living and disposition which accommodated poverty as a virtue that promoted pious living. This state of affairs soon made it difficult for many
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The witty saying “as poor as a church rat” emanated from the mission churches, according to this line of reasoning.
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Christians to crave and accept wealth as a divine demonstration of virtuous living. Poverty could also be an instrument that executes divine judgement. 124 Much of the suffering and financial hardship prevalent in the society, according to Oyedepo’s theology, serves to humble the proud and haughty. Since God is Jehovah Jireh, the provider, the originator of prosperity and owner of gold and silver, people suffer when he withholds his blessings in his wisdom. Oyedepo argues that heaven is the epitome of affluence; therefore wealth should be seen from a more heavenly than worldly perspective. For Oyedepo, since the buildings in heaven are mansions and streets paved with gold, if being prosperous is sinful then God is the worst sinner. 125 Although Oyedepo’s conceptualisation of prosperity is drawn almost literarily from the bible from where he copiously culls proof texts, it resonates graphically with traditional Yoruba understanding of alafia: the good life (Peel 1990, 2000). Alafia, or total wellbeing captures the materiality of what the Yoruba understand as the wholeness of life. Wande Abimbola (1978:26) identifies money, children and health as essential ingredients of alafia and the most important blessings on earth in Yoruba scheme of thought: Ire meta lawa nwa



There are three blessings we desire



Awa n wowo



We want money



Awa n womo



We want children



Awa n wa atu botan aye



We want total wellbeing in life



Explaining the emphasis placed on the materiality of blessing, particularly on money as the most important blessing, Abimbola (1976:26) states that “He that has money will be able to marry a wife, build a house and Purchase clothing. This is the reason why money is senior to other blessings. Our fathers often say that, ‘Money is senior, Children are junior’”. While Abimbola’s analysis coheres with Peel’s (2000) later study, this only points to part of the attraction of the prosperity gospel among the Yoruba and not that this strand of Christianity itself is a local innovation. In this respect, Gifford’s conclusion is apposite: “the gospel of prosperity does not belong in Africa’s revival. It did not originate in Africa, it originated with the media evangelists of the United States [...]. The fact that it is



124 125



See Deut. 8:3: “And he humbled thee, and suffered thee to hunger”. TWW, February 2001:11.
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so commonly preached in Africa shows the degree to which this current revival is direct from the U.S.A” 126 . The similarity between Oyedepo’s teaching on wealth and what exists in Yoruba cultural worldview is remarkable; for example, he writes that, “Abundance without health equals lack; because whatever wealth you are able to amass is eventually eaten up by sickness” (2004:98). It goes beyond economic gain. For the Yoruba, money is valued but not over children. Prosperity in Yoruba worldview goes beyond materialism to include virtuous living and good character. As Abimbola succinctly articulates, “no matter how much a person has, he cannot buy children from the market, neither can he extend his life span. This is the reason why the blessing of long life is better than that of money in the end”.



In the LFCW, prosperity is predicated on the legal right of believers who are thought to have been programmed by God for dominion. However, because of lack of knowledge, it has been impossible for Christians to locate the insights and principles that would enable them to attain prosperity. He notes as first principle that prosperity cannot be achieved in prayer or with fasting and confessions, for it is a covenant that one practices. He stresses further that God has created avenues for prosperity but it is left for one to tap into the understanding of what the covenant involves and then swim into abundance. Giving, which is likened to sowing seeds, is central in the conception of ways to prosperity in the LFCW. Harvesting bounteously from the Lord of good things only responds to giving, that is, payment of tithes, offering and “sacrificial offerings”. He also identifies gratitude to God as an important tool that can provoke abundance of prosperity. Demonstrating gratitude for things/favours yet to be received is a strategy for provoking God for increase.



Furthermore, there are other responsibilities which the believer is enjoined to observe in order to prosper. One such responsibility is the reiteration of the commandment to love and honour one’s parents; he anchors this on Ephesians 6:1-3, “Children...honour thy father and mother; which is the first commandment with promise. That it may be well with 126



Deji Ayegboyin, A Rethinking of Prosperity Teaching in the New Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria in Afe Adogame (ed.) Pentecostalism and Globalization. RCAS Series Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press (Forth coming)
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thee, and thou mayest live long on the earth”. His emphasis is the promise; if the promise is important to believer, then the instruction must be obeyed. He infers that certain lacks in the lives of some people could be as a result of their neglect of their responsibility to their homes. Responsibility to one’s family is another strategy to provocation of wealth. 4.4.2



Success



The theology of LFCW could be aptly summed up as centred upon doctrines of accessing power, empowerment and success through scriptural teaching and living. Generally, success could carry one of four connotations: i) the attainment of a desired, valued and cherished objective or aim; ii) attainment of power and/or wealth (wealth is a power resource and power is required in the achievement of wealth); iii) a favourable outcome of an enterprise or pleasant experience, event or occurrence, and iv) a non-material achievement such as excelling in a particular vocation or human endeavour, becoming popular and famous. In all these senses, individuals and organisations can be successful. The leadership of the LFCW frequently reiterates its mandate to mission as a rescue call by God to salvage the present generation of humanity from poverty and pain and the bondage of the devil through the teaching of “the word of faith”. This word of faith is conceived and disseminated as a special revelation of God on how to guide humanity from poverty to prosperity and wealth through knowledge. Knowledge is articulated as the key to success in life: a device, an instrument or a technology for unlocking and gaining access to the resources available to believers as their legal right wrought by Christ’s sacrifice and death on the Cross.



For Oyedepo, and indeed the entire leadership of the LFCW, the mission of the church is to teach the secrets of success, of access to power and ability to transcend mundane troubles of life and dominate one’s environment. The teachings of the LFCW, therefore, lean heavily towards motivation of its members to actualise their potentials as believers designed to exercise dominion on earth. Success is tangible and not abstract; it is wellpaying job; marrying a rich spouse; passing a promotional examination leading to higher remunerations; a sudden, dramatic and positive change in life circumstances; being well above one’s peers in life; being special, peculiar and different in a positive and attention-
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catching sense; being drenched in fame and wealth. Gifford (2004:56-61) examines the sermons preached at the church’s mega branch in Accra and concludes that “At winners’ Chapel the stress is all on success. ‘Success is your birthright’, ‘if you don’t succeed, go to another church’” (p.57).



Oyedepo’s exposition on success views life as a “race” and the believer is designed to be a champion: “Champions are not born but they are made.” 127 The church makes champions of hitherto drab Christians. Oyedepo affirms that in every race, there must be a winner, and anybody can be a winner if the “right system” is put in place. One cannot be champion without taking part; it takes those who see it as such to succeed. Another metaphor employed by Oyedepo to describe both his role as a purveyor of ways to success and the place of followers is that of football. He considers members as footballers who are under instructions and/or rules of the game. Footballers must know the rules guiding their games, having located their skill, gifts or ability. In order to succeed and excel in the race or game of life, members are to be prepared to pay a price and demonstrate concentration and discipline. A member must be mentally tuned to the demands of the race or game or competition.



Another significant metaphor which crops up frequently in Oyedepo’s teaching on success is trading. A successful Christian life is likened to a star product which must have a trade secret. In order to replicate this product, there is need to access the trade secret. Becoming a “star Christian” demands information about the secret formulation. This information is only available to a select few, those he claimed God sent with the formula of success (Oyedepo 1997:154-156). Those sent with the information or secret formula of making champions of otherwise colourless Christians are special people, super hero pastors and men/women of God. He counts himself as one of them and the genesis of his access to the formula he traces to reading a particular book by Gloria Copeland: My encounter with [success/prosperity] started after I heard the testimony of the Copeland’s and believed it. […] God has sent men in various areas 127



TWW, May 2000: 14.
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of life, and has given them adequate proofs to show, so that people can find light by their light. I found it through Gloria Copeland’s book, a few people have found it through me, and I see many more finding it through this book (Oyedepo 1997:155-156). Although Oyedepo claims to having been sent by God with a special message, he also acknowledges reading books written by important inspirational writers such as Martin Luther King Jnr. He quotes from these renowned authors to bolster his own perspective on success in the Christian enterprise. For example, he quotes Martin Luther King (Jnr) as saying “If any man has no purpose for living, he is not fit to live.” 128 He concludes from this statement that “persons of purpose are persons of impact.” Although success can come in stages, it is socially visible in its nature; it cannot be hidden for long. 129 There appears to be no contradiction between the emphasis on personal discipline in pressing on towards success and the stress on the divine component: successful is to walk in divine promotion. As Oyedepo conceives it, promotion in life is connected with the obedience of God’s instruction and following His direction. It is not prayer but a believer’s response to the terms of covenant that gets God involved in one’s promotion and uplifting. Nothing can ever be achieved in one’s life except the support of God is involved (Heb.3: 4). God guarantees success in the lives of believers.



Success is intertwined with prosperity. In order to be prosperous, a believer needs to be successful and being successful defines the external contours of prosperity. In the scheme of thought of the LFCW, successful and prosperous living is a legal right of the believer; it is a consequence of entering into a covenant relationship with God. Such a relationship guarantees “covenant prosperity” and is based on seven pillars of “unshakeable strategy for unlimited prosperity”; namely giving, working, thinking, trusting, waiting, talking, and thanking. A believer who anticipates great financial blessing from God should give by paying tithes, giving offering to God through the church, giving to the prophets of God and making pledges to God in respect of spreading the news of the Kingdom. Tithing is an inescapable covenant obligation (Oyedepo 1997:187). Defaulting on this brings 128 129



Oyedepo cited this during a Summit in Lusaka on June 24, 2002 in TWW, August 2002. TWW, March 2001: 3.
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with it an almost irredeemable financial curse because “prosperity is impossible without tithe” (p.189). One has to work to earn what one gives because one cannot give what one does not have. The believer is admonished to think good, positive thoughts and never conceive black, negative ideas. Good thoughts should cohere with firm trust in God and his messengers that his promises will be realised in due course of time. This brings in the aspect of waiting on the Lord’s good pleasure to fulfil his promise of covenant wealth. The believer should ceaselessly give testimony about the goodness of God even before receiving the promise of abundance. Testimonies of anticipated fulfilment of the promise of wealth will cajole God to keep his word. Giving testimonies and thanking God by praising him functions as watering does to sprouting seedlings. “I regard giving, working, thinking, trusting and waiting as seed planting, while I consider talking and thanking as watering [ ] Until we have planted and watered, God is not committed to bring increase our way” (Oyedepo 1997:299). They (the attributes mentioned) bring about unfailing fulfilment of God’s promise to make his followers rich.



Although several elements are mentioned as elements in the “school of prosperity”, as Oyedepo calls his teaching, giving is privileged most of all. Entering into the giving covenant in order to get covenant prosperity guarantees both material wealth such as money, and non-material “covenant blessings which money cannot buy” (Oyedepo 1997:319). Just as there are seven elements in Oyedepo’s school of prosperity, so there are seven covenant blessings that accrue to an ardent, conscious student of the school. You give in order to get money but when you give you actually get more than money: “Many people see only money, but there’s more to the giving covenant than money”. These seven blessings are i) sickness-free life; ii) sorrow-free life; iii) curse-free life; iv) defence; v) long life and pleasures; vi) it will be well with you; vii) no barrenness (Oyedepo 1997:320-328). It is instructive that in the LFCW these are called “blessings” because they are non-tangible, non-material and unquantifiable; the tangible, concrete forms of increment or positive fortunes are called “success”. Together, they constitute covenant prosperity which is the birthright and heritage of a believer and the bedrock of economic and social transformation of LFCW members.
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Chapter Five The Ritual World of the LFCW



5.0



Introduction



The term Etutu expresses the concept of “ritual” among the Yoruba of southwest Nigeria. It is a concept with a richly nuanced, multilayered meaning implying an activity that is performed by either a person or group of persons for the purpose of serving some social, cultural, or religious functions. Among the Yoruba, ritual is an important way of coordinating the social, religious and political lives of people. Rituals relate to rites; they are patterned, repetitive actions and behaviours through which an individual or a group organises its worship of a deity recognised as wielding great influence over the way human life is lived on earth. Ritual involves actors and actions, and the use of time and space as well as symbolic agencies and agents (Bell 1992; 1997). The worldview of the LFCW reveals the interplay of these different elements in their activities. For the members of the LFCW, ritual activities are indeed serious encounters not only designed and directed towards communication but actively intended to achieve a desired purpose. They are purposive engagements which involve the investment of valued resources such as time, labour and funds. Consequently, in order to understand the social and religious constitution of the LFCW and its impact, the ritual activities through which its organisational life is routinised deserve detailed investigation and description. This chapter describes important ritual activities of the LFCW. The primary sources of data include participant and non-participant observations of religious activities in the LFCW, detailed interviews and church texts (books, booklets, pamphlets, magazines and bulletins, videotapes and audiotapes) describing and explaining certain significant events in the church. This chapter discusses three broad categories of rituals, namely: i) rituals of time, ii) rituals of passage and, iii) ritual space. A fourth category, ritual actors (bishops, pastors, elders, etc), is discussed in the last chapter. 5.1 Rituals of Time In the LFCW there are certain religious events and activities which take place at regular, specified times of the week, month and year. Their significance may relate to the period 114



in the calendar when they are performed. These are calendrical rituals which provide an established, ordered, and meaningful pattern for the calculation and changing of time. Apart from these regularised, routinised events, the international HQ of the LFCW is a “24/7 religious space” for members and visitors who may want to meditate and pray in the church. There are church attendants who look after church property as well as attend to votaries who come in during off periods. If a votary should need the attention of a clergy, there is usually someone in the church vicinity to seek out a pastor or an official to attend to such immediate needs. 5.1.1



Sunday Services



The importance of Sunday in the history of Christianity as “the Lord’s day” reflects in the liturgical calculation of the LFCW. Much of the liturgical life of the church revolves around the centrality of Sunday, which has its own set of services marking it as a “sacred” day set apart for the worship and adoration of God. The events of Sunday are regular and almost predictable by members. The principal Sunday event begins at 9.00 am and lasts for about two and a half hours. While congregations of the LFCW could adjust the timing of their Sunday worship to fit into certain local circumstances, at the headquarters, the 9.00 am service was traditional till January 2005 when a shift was introduced. What used to start at 9.00 am was shifted to early morning to accommodate more worshippers who usually had problems attending the singular event. An early event begins at 7.00 am and lasts for two hours.



The principal sacred site for worship is the magnificent Faith Tabernacle auditorium with a seating capacity of 54,000 worshippers. The Sunday morning service attracts many people such that the auditorium is full. To bring many of these people who do not have their personal means of transportation to and fro Canaan Land, the shuttle buses roam round Lagos and its environ conveying people to the venue of the service. The buses commence their shuttle service at 4.00 am, three hours before the commencement of the service. Each bus runs several sorties before the Sunday services begin, helping people to the venue for a small fee while those with personal cars, and there are many in this group, drive themselves in their cars to the church site.
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During the worship proper, there is a marked absence of written order of service for the organisation of the different parts and elements of worship. Several sessions of participation in the service during field research reveal that while no written order of service is used by the pastors and the presiding bishop, there are near impeccable, almost choreographed order of worship in the church. After several years of conducting services of a routinised nature, much of what is done is second nature to the officials who also are guided by the exercise of liberty in choosing from a large repertoire of church approved actions and practices such as intoning some choruses or calling for a second offering, etc. It is the case that many parts of the services are highly routinised, but changes and modifications are constantly being made. For example, in 2005 the church introduced a written programme titled Turning Point 2005 Weekly Announcements for their Sunday services. This weekly programme contains the entire announcement for the week and the hymns for worship. This was absent in 2004. While Pentecostal liturgical sessions are generally marked by a certain degree of fluidity, there are elements of regularity and repetition which anchor innovations and new introductions (Salamone 2004:319).



Plate 5.1: A Poster Advertising Special Sundays in LFCW
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Oyedepo, as the presiding bishop of Faith Tabernacle, Canaan Land, is the officiating pastor at Sunday services. He has showed dedication by never failing to be physically present at the Sunday service. His characteristic dress code is the western suit. His pastors copy his dress style and taste. The stewards or ushers appear in suits as well while the congregation dresses in various types of apparels usually comprising traditional, casual or official styles. The LFCW service usually starts with invocation; citations from the scripture concerning all that God had promised to do with the believers who have come. It as well reminds its members of God‘s activity among them in the past week.



Music stands out as an important element in Pentecostal worship. Power, identity, liberty and spontaneity are all elements which are easily teased out of Pentecostal worship songs, often called “Praise and Worship”. According to Melvin Butler (2002:121) Pentecostal worship songs are “a means of accessing the power of God to combat life’s adversaries and survive in their midst”. Music saturates LFCW worship sessions. After a brief invocation of the power of God to take charge of the assembly, there is a twenty-five minute music session. These songs are contemporary songs not usually culled from an official hymnal. There is a standing choir, its members uniformly robed in some western attire, equipped with modern musical instruments, that leads the entire congregation in lively, energetic, popular music sessions. Songs are mostly in the English language but supplemented with Yoruba, Igbo and Hausa languages. The “Praise and Worship” is contemporary in style. It is influenced by rock, country, gospel and jazz traditions, accompanied by guitars, trumpets, and electronic band set with percussion instruments. This is similar to what Kalu characterised as “praise-cotheque” instead of “discotheque” (Kalu forthcoming). Because the songs are not from a hymnal, they attract and foster spontaneous responses through activities such as dancing, clapping, shouting, waving of arms or mantles and interjections of “Amen”. As LaMothe (2005:101) documents, dancing has always been an important element in Christian worship: “Christians throughout history have danced and are dancing their faith”. Members of the LFCW are encouraged to dance out their faith and worries to God in the community of worshippers.
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The bible has a central role in the Sunday service; references are tirelessly made to it by the officiating bishop who alone presides at Sunday services at LFCW Faith Tabernacle. The references function as supporting or proof texts, a form of authority for the point of view being expounded upon. Of interest is the observation that clearly more than half of all citations during any particular service is pulled from the Old Testament, particularly the Psalms. The Psalms are known to have covered a wide range of human emotions of praise and pain even when these are directed towards divine adoration. As hymns set to musical instruments the Psalms appear to have an unusual attraction and appeal to Oyedepo. The reading of the Psalm follows and is usually read in a responsive manner. The leader takes the first verse and the members take the second simultaneously. The last verse of the Psalm is usually repeated and recited in prayer form and it usually ends the “call to worship”.



This is usually followed immediately by fervent prayers. The leader would announce the prayer points and members would pray spontaneously. The duration of the prayer session is between twenty and thirty minutes. The participatory style of both the reading from the Psalms and the intercessory prayers is rooted in the belief, prevalent in the church, that God is quick to hearken to the prayers of his people who are now gathered as a community of believers. Emphasis is placed on individual members to purge their heart’s worries to God in prayer. The intense prayers that feature during this period are supported with the bible passage “Ask and it shall be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you...” 130



The testimony time is another important aspect of the Sunday service programme. Oyedepo claims that the LFCW is successful today because of the testimonies (of signs and wonders) that its members are giving every time. 131 Testimony is a public declaration of believers about their experience with God. It is usually a narration of positive outcomes in favour of the narrator. An important rationale for the often reiterated importance of giving testimony in the LFCW is rooted in the culture of the Yoruba and is under-



130 131



See Matthew 7:7-8. Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication.
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scored by the saying: Eni to ba dupe ore ana, a ri omiran gba; meaning (“any one that appreciates what was given yesterday would definitely receive another”). The LFCW testimonies are usually screened to accommodate interesting stories which could attract, appeal and captivate people. Pastors of the church collect a wide range of testimonies and then select the more dramatic ones which reinforce specific aspects of the teachings and practices of the LFCW. Those selected are then called up during the service depending on the time allowed for such narrations. Testimonies also function as evidence of the truth and power of the founder of the LFCW; they demonstrate the power of God at work in the words and work of Oyedepo.



The way testimonies are recycled fit into the way science and scientific thinking and culture are obsessed with proof, evidence, demonstrability and possibility. Science works with proof and evidence, so Pentecostal practice also approximates scientific thinking in stressing its own category of testimonies as proof of its veracity, authenticity, power and authority and hence, legitimacy. It is because of these multiple functions of testimonies, such as self-validation, affirmation, self-advertising, proof value and reinforcement of believers, that they occupy a very prominent and strategic place in the Sunday service of the LFCW. In strategic terms, testimonies are aspects of “religious brand management”; for the LFCW, miracles and prosperity are its super brands and testimonies affirm that these brands are real, authentic and ever present in the church. Such brands also constitute the public identity of the church. Testimonies also affirm this identity and so function in addition as strategies of identity management. According to Jenkinson, Sain and Bishop (2005:83) Every organisation benefits from a clear, shared mental picture of its identity that is deeply rooted in its reality. Any organisation should possess something distinctive and unique that characterises it and makes it recognisable in relation to other entities. In addition, it should identify a set of aspirations that are coherent with its identity. The value it delivers should reflect its uniqueness. In the testimonies publicly delivered during services are all the elements of LFCW’s public self-understanding as a God-ordained mission with a unique product and service of
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mediating miracles. It is part of an elaborate argument presented to the public that joining the church, buying into its narratives, would produce similar miracles in a person’s life.



At Canaan land, LFCW HQ, Oyedepo usually delivers the Sunday service sermon as well as the sermons during other ritual events. A commissioned pastor can perform this function of delivering the sermon only when Oyedepo is unavoidably absent from Canaan Land on a Sunday. In such a situation, the pastor looks at the opportunity to preach at Canaan Land as a privilege. He begins by publicly acknowledging that he is grateful for the privilege to preach at Canaan Land. Like most rituals of speaking among Pentecostals, Sunday service sermon is characteristically a very long one. On the average, it lasts about 90 minutes and sometimes longer. A central feature of the sermon is the prominent place given to citations from the bible. The preaching concludes with an “altar call”, a significant ritual element with Pentecostal order of exposition where it is hoped that those who heard the sermon and are not born again Christians already would come to a decision of “giving their lives to Christ as their personal Lord and Saviour”. Those who come out to the altar in answer to the altar call are required to confess Jesus as Lord and Saviour after which the presiding pastor prays for them. Then the church welcomes them and the bulletin that contains the beliefs and other information about the church are handed out to them. Some designated pastors are put in charge of these “new converts” and they collate the new entrants’ particulars such as names, addresses and telephone numbers. Certain church events with special names such as “Covenant Day of Fruitfulness”, “Special Thanksgiving”, “Anointing”, “Impartation” and “Birthday Thanksgiving”, are usually celebrated on a Sunday. They usually form part of a normal Sunday worship service. 5.1.2



Midweek Service



Midweek service is an additional ritual in the LFCW HQ. It takes place during the weekday. For about twenty years LFCW conducted this service on Thursday evenings 132 but it changed the day to Wednesday evenings from September 2004. The service is in the same form and content like Sunday service but with a stronger focus on prayer, the study of the scripture and offering. The only aspect that is missing is thanksgiving. Midweek 132



See Sunday Concord, Lagos, 7 November 1999:18.
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service is unpopular among the members of the LFCW when compared with the Sunday service attendance. Midweek service is common in most other churches in Nigeria. The LFCW’s population during the midweek service is usually about one quarter of the population of the church. It is a two-hour service that commences at about 5.00 pm and lasts till 7.00pm or thereabouts. The service is sometimes combined with either anointing, Holy Communion or impartation service. The midweek service appeals especially to those who are looking for solutions to various existential problems: students, barren women, singles, petty traders, sick people, travellers and job seekers. The people in the age bracket of 15 and 45 years usually attend this event. Some of those who attended are not necessarily bona fide members of the LFCW. It is not infrequent to see friends bring in their friends who have some problems they would want to present to some of the pastors of the church. However, many of those who attend the midweek service are those experiencing afflictions in body, soul and spirit. Other persons burdened with such needs as jobs, spouses, and fruits of the womb also attend the service. The format of the service is prayer, bible teaching/preaching and lots of dancing, clapping and shouting accompanied by the guitar and electronic music instruments. Because of the reduced crowd, there is ample opportunity for attendees to meet Oyedepo to lay his hands on them compared to Sunday services when the number of worshippers is high and those wanting to consult with him too numerous. Often, this makes it difficult for him to attend to everybody on the waiting line.



The LFCW midweek service is similar to the midweek communion in the Anglican Church. Midweek communion service has four sections, namely prayer, four readings from the bible, a very short exhortation, and the Holy Communion. It is performed either in the morning or in the evening depending on the convenience of the local Church. If in the morning, it has to be very early around 5.00am. Oyedepo’s maternal grandmother, a member of the Anglican Church, was a regular attendee at the early morning communion service in Ilorin 133 . And in the evening it is held from 6.00 pm to enable workers’ participation at the event. Wednesday is a sacred day in Celestial Church of Christ (CCC) and it



133



Interview with Bishop Oyedepo at Canaan Land, Ota, 20 September 2004.
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is called Ojo Aanu (Mercy Day); it is a day set aside to pray for member’s forgiveness of sin (Adogame 1999:161). 5.1.3



Liberation Service



Liberation Service, also known as Breakthrough Service, is a monthly, all-night vigil event. It is a prayer event that attracts about one half of the total population of the church. Like many other events of the church, many of those who attend are not members of the church but friends of members, visitors, seekers and the curious. As an open programme, it is so designed to accommodate the interests and desires of a wide variety of worshippers. It takes place every third Friday of the month. The event usually commences at 10.00 pm with a long session of worship and “praise-cotheque”: spirited, energetic songs accompanied with heavy instrumentation. There are usually two sermons; the first sermon takes place before midnight and the second sermon is delivered towards the end of the service. At the end of the second sermon, an altar call is made and those that come out are usually prayed for and sanctified with the “blood of Jesus” in a symbolic way. Thanksgiving offerings are then collected. The service is full of dancing, clapping, shouting, jumping and extempore prayers. The programme serves for conversion, performance of healing, miracle, deliverance and blessings, and it is preceded with an extensive advertising campaign to increase turnout particularly among non-members since one of the obvious aims of the programme is to proselytise even to a Christian population. A woman who attended the programme for the first time remarks: I am a wife of a late pastor in the Deeper Life, and I’ve been abandoned without any care with my four children after the death of my husband; no money to feed them, and we owe money for the [rent of the] house we are living in. I have decided not to go to any church again until a woman who saw my condition invited me here. I initially told her I was not coming but she pressed on me that God will meet my needs in a wonderful way, and that is why I am here. 134



134



Interview at the vigil of the LFCW, at Canaan Land, Ota, 17 September 2004
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The LFCW claims that Canaan Land is a “Solution Ground” where every aspect of a person’s life, both material and non-material, is met. The monthly vigil is acclaimed as an occasion that makes Christian believers notice and empathise with other believers who might be facing difficulties in life. The promises made during advertising campaigns for this programme, as well as many of testimonies narrated either during worship services or published in the church’s magazines and in Oyedepo’s books, set very high expectations and desires in the minds of attendees. According to a 76-year old man, Omo mi, aye ti su mi. Mi o laya, mi o lomo mo. Mi o ni nkankan lowo, ko sala fehinti, ko sebi. Arakunrin kan lo ba mi soro itunu, o tun fun mi lowo. Oun lo ni kin waba Jesu soro nibi, nitori musulumi ni mi. 135 Translation: My Child, I’m fed up with the world. I do not have a wife and children again. I don’t have any valuable thing, no family, and nobody to lean on. One man spoke words of comfort to me, he even gave me money. He said I should come and speak to Jesus here, because I am a Muslim. According to another attendee at the LFCW programme I am 35years old, an Anglican member. I started coming to Vigil here since October 2001. And ever since then I have been a regular. It is an opportunity for me to dance before God, and here in Winners I always enjoy their praise worship. That is my attraction; on Sunday I am in my own church. You see the devil cannot penetrate into my life because I am always before God, both in the day and night. Next Friday is my church vigil; I must be there again. 136



The two persons quoted above show that the vigil is for them a programme of spiritual support and intensification in the normal earthly existence. Although they have made attendance at the event part of their monthly schedule of activities, they are not yet mem-



135 136



Interview at the vigil of the LFCW, at Canaan land, Ota, 17 September 2004. Interview conducted at LCFW, Canaan Land, Ota, 17 September 2004.
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bers of LFCW. They have only picked this event because it is of special interest to them in their specific life situations. Part of the interest the programme holds for them is anchored on the promises often made in the advertisement of the event or by word of mouth, usually by a member of the church. Oyedepo gives his followers and members of the church the imperative to “market your church”; “Identify the targets, identify their needs, and provide the Gospel solution”. Carrying out this marketing drive is to find out someone who is in some form of life crisis, suffering from illness or joblessness or even spiritual attack and then “constantly put evangelism on your targets, until they finally bow” (Maier 2000:266). Invitation to the monthly night service is usually made open to all people irrespective of their religion or faith. It accommodates those who are not willing to be members of the church as well.



Most of the other Pentecostal churches in Nigeria conduct similar monthly night services. In the Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) it is called Holy Ghost Night, and it occurs every first Friday of the month. The RCCG advertises this service through the media. It is an open affair. The practice is slowly creeping into the service programmes of mission churches who now have their own versions of night vigils. Aside from serving the obvious function of prayers and supplications to a higher power for human needs, it is also a way of containing members from shopping for their spiritual needs in other churches. Such “shopping” (Cimino & Lattin 1998) for spiritual needs sometimes end in church switching. Churches lose membership strength through the high promises Pentecostal pastors make particularly the promises of “instant miracles,” or “Twenty-four hour miracle,” as one poster advertising one such event in Lagos had put it. In many of the Anglican Church parishes in and around Lagos, for example, the night vigil is organised on the last Friday of the month. This night vigil is a means of seeking the face of God. Its popularity is spreading. Generally, no matter in which church it is performed, it is a ritual that involves intense prayers, singing, clapping, drumming, jumping, and drama sketches illustrating biblical themes, among many other activities.



Movements of people are noticed from one church to the other without conversion. This is a matter of convenience and the desire to get solutions to one’s needs. The attitude is
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not encouraged by church leaders who fear they are bound to lose their members to more enterprising pastors who promise more and are perceived to offer more to those who throng their churches. However, in spite of official reservations about the practice, the promises of grandeur dispensed by pastors facilitate and entice the populace into seeking for solutions in the context of church services. Members from time to time switch to other churches on invitation or for a “specialised service” that might have received publicity through the print and electronic media. Multiple or fluid membership is the norm of Pentecostal church participation where layers of beliefs and practices serve as strategies of competing effectively among churches and shoring up a believer’s repertoire of ideas and beliefs (Ukah 2003: 321; Cimino & Lattin 1998). While this practice is not restricted to the churches in Yorubaland but obtains within other Pentecostal movements elsewhere in Nigeria or Africa, spiritual shopping is also found in Yoruba indigenous religious culture where different duties and specialisations are assigned to different deities and adherents are found patronising them according to their specific needs (Peel 2000).



There are a number of side attractions to the Liberation Night event. One of such is music. During this event, newly released albums of Christian musicians are usually sung and danced to. The event is an opportunity for marketers and producers of Christian popular cultural materials to showcase their products and create awareness among the Pentecostal community.



The many Christian night events in Nigeria portray night as a spiritual battle time when to seek radical and drastic solutions for drastic human (individual) problems. The African worldview shows that evil is usually perpetrated in the night and having night services disrupt and destroy the plans of the perpetrators of evil from “the dark world”. An Anglican pastor disclosed this at a night service around 1.00am: Eyin omo Olorun e mase sun, akoko awon aje ati oso lawayi, ako gbodo gbawon laiye lati lo ipade oni. Oya, egbadura 137 (Translation: A “Children of God do not sleep, we are in the hour of the witches and wizards, and we must deprive them of going to their meeting today, rise and pray”. Also a similar call was made around 3.00 am and 4.00 am from the same pastor thus: Won ti n 137



Vigil held at St Paul’s Church, Ajara, Badagry, Lagos, 27 February 2004.
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bo, awon to lo ti n bo, won ko gbodo dele, e gbadura! Meaning: “They are coming back, those that went; they must not reach home. Pray!” The Yoruba believe that witches and wizards go out to perpetrate their evil acts between the hours of midnight and 4.00am. For many believers, prayers at this time serve as a preventive measure against the perpetration of evil. If witches and wizards do not get to their meeting places and venues they cannot move mountains of destruction and in case they get to the meeting venue they will not get home to accomplish their evil missions.



5.1.4



Mothers’ Day



The LFCW is a dynamic church that keeps introducing new, attractive programmes for its members as well as interested clients. One such new attraction is Mother’s Day. 138 This is not the unique invention of LFCW as it is an old programme in many mainline churches. The maiden edition for LFCW was celebrated 19 March 2006. The celebration is to remember the aged mothers and the widows in the church as well as all classes of persons who are mothers. According to the church’s announcement for the celebration, members of the church make special offerings towards the successful hosting of the event. Two weeks before the event, announcements and advertisements for the event were mobilised. The LFCW would thereafter distribute the offerings to the aged mothers and widows in the church. Members were also enjoined to package gift items for their mothers in the church. 139 The service follows the same form as Sunday service in the LFCW but colourful, glamorous and full of excitement. The celebration features call to service, music, dance, special numbers by the choir, two sermons, thanksgiving, testimony, traditional dance women group, offerings and altar call.



138



Mother’s Day celebration in the United States of America holds on May 11 each year. It is a public holiday. The roots of the feast go back to the ancient festivities in honor of mother goddess in ancient Greek empire. In Rome, about 250 BC, a mother goddess called Cybele, was worshipped at the Ides of March (15 – 18 March). Mothering Sunday in the Church of England (or Mid-Lent-Sunday, that is the fourth Sunday in Lent), was celebrated during the 1600s. It is significant to notice the timing of the LFCW celebration with the Ides of March. For the somewhat different versions of the history of Mother’s Day, see “Mother’s Day History”, http://www.dayformothers.com/mothers-day-history/index.html; (accessed 24.03.2006); cf. http://www.theholidayspot.com/mothersday/history.htm (accessed 24.03.2006); “Mother’s Day History: An Alternative View”, http://www.theholidayspot.com/mothersday/viewhistory.htm (accessed 24.03.2006). 139 Sunday Bulletin, 5 March 2006, posted into the LFCW website, (accessed 22 March 2006).
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Women were put in charge of practically all aspects of the service; this reaffirms the avenue created for women to exhibit their potentials as discussed in chapter 3. Representing the women folk, Faith Oyedepo delivered the first sermon of the event for 2006. The only part taken by a male was the second sermon which was delivered by Oyedepo himself as patron and founder. The recurring emphasis in the two sermons was the power of influence embedded in mothers and womanhood. In her sermon, Faith Oyedepo mentioned her mother-in-law and grand mother-in-law, and the ways they both influenced her husband, David. According to her, the liberality of her husband was a carry-over from his mother. His delight in paying tithe is an influence from his late grandmother. In his own sermon, David Oyedepo sees Mother’s Day as an opportunity to remind women of their power of influence in every ramification. He re-echoes the influence of his grandmother over him in the area of finances. He reaffirmed his wife’s earlier claim that his grandmother influenced him on the payment of tithes. He, therefore, enjoined women in the church to utilise their power of influence positively in their daily pursuits. The mothers’ day celebration is a global activity; it is to appreciate the wonderful work of motherhood and to remember widows as well as those who are barren, looking for the fruit of the womb. The LFCW has as well slated 18 July 2006 for the celebration of Father’s Day. This is to strike a balance in the church’s range of new introductions in ritual celebrations. The three hour long mother’s day celebration was streamed on the church’s website. 140



5.1.5



Shiloh



The LCFW organises an annual ritual event called “Shiloh”, which attracts participants from all over the world. The biblical grounded for this event is derived from Joshua 18:1, which reads in part thus: “the entire Israelite assembly gathered at Shiloh, and set up the tabernacle”. The event, which usually holds in the month of December, lasts for four days. For the church, it is an event that brings about an encounter with God for those who are present. The event has had a long history; it started as “the feast of the Lord” or “Gospel feast” in 1989 when the church headquarters were located at Raji-Oba, Iyana-



140



The author viewed the three hours’ clip celebration of Mother’s day on the website of the LFCW on 21 March 2006.
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Ipaja, Lagos. When the church relocated to its present headquarters in September 1999, the name of the event was changed to “Shiloh” to reflect the church’s attention to biblical precedents for its rituals. The switch in name took place during the dedication of its “Faith Tabernacle” auditorium. 141 Today, Shiloh represents a groundbreaking event for the church, where every challenge of life is supernaturally subdued. The word “Shiloh” is an Old Testament name for a place of divine activities. The church defines Shiloh as “feast of the Lord”, 142 an event that reconnects with, and rekindles, the encounter Hannah had with God. Hannah was the barren woman who went into the Temple at Shiloh to pray for a child on a vow that if she was given a child, the child would serve the Lord throughout his life. She was eventually blessed with a child who became a priest in Israel. The LFCW claims that its version of Shiloh still retains the same connection and source of spiritual power as Hannah’s. Hence, the church publishes many testimonies from both members and non-members who claim to have experienced the blessings of God in some unusual form during the event. As a four-day event, Shiloh is systematically packaged with a series of programmes such as two teaching sessions daily, one in the morning and the other in the evening, several seminars on business empowerment and numerous healing sessions to deliver the afflicted from all forms of diseases. Each year, the church provides a catchy title for the Shiloh event. The title for the event for the 5 – 9 December 2006 edition was “Destined to Win”, a tag that aptly captures the church’s intentions and doctrinal and ritual orientation for the duration of the event. This orientation is summarised by one the media products on sale during the last event: “Success seems to be connected with action. Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don’t quit” (Hilton 2003:115). This anecdote best describes the church’s intention and teaching to its numerous members and other participants who came in from several countries of the world. Three months prior to the event, the church commenced intense prayers for the successful hosting and outcome of the event. To achieve this objective, three days of the week (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday) were declared “prayer and fasting days” designed to mobilised spiritual strength for the event and create strong awareness among its members. Similarly, the month of 141 142



TWW, September, 2001:1 TWW; September, 2001:1
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November 2006 was declared a month of purity and captioned “Blessed are the pure in heart”; it was a month of cleansing, consecration and devotion to God for a successful Shiloh 2006.



In addition to the above spiritual preparation for the Shiloh event, there are also media preparations which usually commence months before the actual event. Principal among these preparations is publicity creation which involves the use of radio and television jingles, the production of colourful handbills, posters and banners. The leader of the church frequently makes several appearances on local television networks describing the coming event and arousing support and awareness for it. Bishop Oyedepo made dramatic appearances at Silver bird Television channel during the station’s “Hosanna Hour”, a Christian programme. Following the format of similar promotional advertising for secular events, the bishop tells the audience “You are destined to win. Be there!”. Before the bishop’s final imperative to the audience, there are three individuals who come out to invite people in three major indigenous languages (Yoruba, Igbo and Hausa). The personal appearance of Oyedepo was a new innovation in the bid of creating a far-reaching awareness for the Shiloh event. Before now, Oyedepo did not make personal appearance on television advertising the Shiloh event. According to a church official, “in the past God did not order him [Oyedepo] to go to television houses to advertise the Shiloh events. However, the departure from the old style was an order from God for these changing end times”.143 These publicity materials are distributed to church members who constitute themselves into “mobile sales force” for the church’s event. The posters and billboards are pasted and mounted at strategic corners of streets and major highways in many cities in Nigeria and other West African countries such as Cameroon, Ghana, Benin Republic, etc. The billboards and posters carrying the colourful images of both Oyedepo and his wife along with Shiloh 2006 inscription and the names of guest ministers, such as Mylse Munroe (Bahamas Faith Ministries International), Matthew Ashimolowo (Kingsway International Christian Centre, London), Ted Arthur Haggard (formerly of New Life Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado) and David Abioye of the LFCW. All the ministers enumer-
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Interview with a church official who wants to remain anonymous (05.12.06).
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ated on the advertising billboard were in attendance except Ted Haggard who was absent for obvious reason. 144



In addition to the use of mass media, the church uses mass rallies on major streets and roads in many cities in Nigeria which feature drumming and dancing by church members as they move from place to place distributing handbills (which carried only the photograph of Oyedepo and his spouse) and announcing the church event through public address systems. These handbills were distributed at hotels, college campuses, marketplaces and other important places in many cities in Nigeria. Vehicles were also decorated with image-carrying stickers of the Shiloh. Members also paste the photograph of the bishop and his wife on their cellular phones to attract attention and “anoint” the handset with the grace flowing from “the man of God”.



Attendance at the event proper commenced three days ahead of the official date. This is in order for members of the church located far away from the headquarters to traverse the long distances, often on dangerously bad roads, to get to the venue and secure a sitting place close to the stage area. Only foreign delegates and visitors were allowed into Faith Tabernacle, the famous ritual site of the church. These delegates and internationals visitors of the church were accommodated at the church’s guest houses as well as other adjoining hotels in the city. The local members of the church who could not secure accommodation anywhere in Canaan Land or at the hotels (due to lack of availability and cost), slept on bare floors, benches and tables or whatever flat surprise they could get for the duration of the event.
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A pastor of the church informed me that the absence of Ted Haggard was inevitable because of his [Haggard’s] admission to homosexual relationship, an event that received much media publicity. For example, “In November 2006, [Ted Haggard] resigned or was removed from all of his leadership positions after allegations of homosexual sex and drug abuse were made by Mike Jones, a former male prostitute. Initially Haggard denied even knowing Mike Jones, but as a media investigation proceeded he acknowledged that some allegations, such as his purchase of methamphetamine, were true. He later added “sexual immorality” to his list of confessions. After the scandal was publicized, Haggard entered three weeks of intensive counseling, overseen by four ministers.” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ted_Haggard, accessed 09.04.07).
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In the past editions, the daily programme was divided in to two sessions, one in the morning and the other in the evening. But the 2006 edition was modified to carry three sessions of daily teachings: one in the morning, one in the afternoon and the last in the night, which is usually the main event of the day. The first two sessions were devoted to teachings and seminars on various themes derived from the principal theme of the event. The afternoon sessions were designed to meet the specialised needs to its participants such as the business community, healing, those in search of travelling visas, marriage. These sessions were chaired by the bishops of the church. The last session which stretched from late evening to deep in the night, called “Wonder Night”, was devoted to more than just teachings; it carried full devotional rituals such as “Praise and Worship session”, prayers, offerings, testimonies, altar call, etc. Oyedepo’s preaching/teaching, titled “Winning Weapons” ran from part 1 to part 7. Oyedepo and his guest ministers handled the Ministers’ Conference, which was titled “How to Choose a Successor”. On the second day of the event, Oyedepo released six new books, each of which was sold for about N800 (ca. €5). 145 The last day of the event was devoted “anointing for winning”. Participants who came with their bottles of “anointing oil” brought these forward for consecration. This grand finale of the event saw prominent Nigerian politicians in attendance. These include Femi Pedro, deputy governor of Lagos State (who is also contesting for governorship position under the Labour Party in the coming elections in Nigeria), Professor Jerry Gana, a former presidential aspirant.



One special feature of Shiloh was the prominence given to testimonies by people who claim to have received special blessing s during previous editions. These testimonies play many roles such as demonstrating the spiritual authenticity of the events and the backing of God as well as gathering support from people about the present event. They also show that Oyedepo is truly a man of God who is operating according to a divine mandate as a special channel of God’s blessing s and miracles for the people who heed his preaching and teaching. B. H. Owoh has this to say about her experience at Shiloh:
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The titles of the books are i) Exploits in Ministry; ii) Signs and Wonders Today; iii) Possessing Your Possession, iv) Walking in the Dominion, v) Winning the War against Poverty, vi) Wisdom that Works. All these books were published by the church’s own publishing company, Dominion Publishing House, Lagos.
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Before I went for “Shiloh 2000”, my hormonal system was malfunctioning. My period came six times in a year with regular itching and severe abdominal pains. I spent thousands of naira in trying to normalise my monthly period. I also went to other churches in order to have a permanent solution to my health [problem] but all to no avail. My doctor told me that there weren’t enough hormones for my regular flow. He then prescribed tablets and injections that cost 650 naira [ca. €4.50]. Then I remembered that Shiloh was around the corner, though I had never attended before. I decided to let go of the injection and try the God of this great commission. At Shiloh, on that fateful Wednesday, Bishop Oyedepo asked us to pray as Hannah did at Shiloh, that whatever our case, there must be a solution. Then I knelt down and cried my heart out to the Lord and told Him that I didn’t want to leave without my own encounter. The next day, Thursday morning, my menses came with pressure that I have never seen before in my life. Thick clots of black blood were being removed from my body. My period now flows regularly and normally. 146



This is buttressed in another testimony of one G. Ogbe: Two months after my marriage, I started feeling somehow. I thought I was pregnant, so I went to the hospital for a check up and the doctor said there was something like a mass in my stomach that I should go for a scan test. The test showed that I had fibroid. I went to another hospital and the same thing was diagnosed. I was told that the only way I can be pregnant is by going through an operation. One day, I sat down at home really discouraged, something told me, why not read “You shall not be barren”, authored [sic] by Bishop Oyedepo. The first thing that struck my heart in the book was where it was written that there is no reason strong enough to prevent me from having children. I also read about the woman who stopped menstruating three months before she had her baby. I said “I’m still menstruating; my case is settled by God”. [Thereafter] I attended Shiloh 2000 and Bishop Oyedepo prayed for the people looking for the fruit of the womb. That night I vowed to God that if He can make me have my baby in spite of fibroid, I would come and testify to His glory. I got pregnant in 146



TWW, October, 2001:5.
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January. I was always falling sick because the fibroid was fighting with the baby. In February, I went to the Bible school. There, we were told nothing shall cast her young, so I believed and I kept confessing it to myself. To God be the glory, October 10th, 2001, I delivered my baby in spite of the fibroid. I give God all the glory. 147



There are other cases of barrenness that were testified to have been healed in the course of Shiloh encounter in 2000. These testimonies point to the public image of Shiloh which the church has perpetuated over time: that it is a place of possibility, a site of solution to human problems and distress. God gives solutions to problems according to the spiritual level of the persons searching for them. Shiloh’s effectiveness is not restricted to Nigeria for, according to Oyedepo, it is divinely designed for the liberation of humankind. He asserts further that Shiloh is a generational worship centre where every nation would be represented in a holy worship of Christ. 148 He gave an instance of how forty-four people, from different locations in the world, connected their flight in London to Shiloh 2000, all of them on the same flight. Oyedepo says that “We have an understanding that every nation will have her footprint on this ground, Shiloh”. 149



There is a commercial side to Shiloh 2006. Aside from the religious teachings that took place at the event, other activities were organised as a typical trade fair, much buying and selling transacted all through the event. The LFCW provided spaces for local traders in the Canaan Land, with each allotted space costing a trader between five thousand and twenty thousand naira. People traded in printed materials such as books, calendar, stationery, telecommunications accessories, audiovisuals, electronic products, branded Teeshirts, bag, cap and stickers of various sizes. All the printing materials bore the images of Oyedepo and his wife. Olive oil of different sizes was also sold both inside and outside the Canaan land. Oyedepo instructed that participants should each buy a bottle for the anointing service that ended the Shiloh event.



147



Signs & Wonders Today. 15 August 2004. TWW; September, 2001:16 149 TWW, September, 2001:16. 148
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The LFCW restaurants recorded huge profits as they were filled to the brim although the duration of the programme. Apart from the restaurants, food vendors surrounded the Canaan Land to meet the demands of the teeming crowd. The LFCW introduced its brand of drinking water in sachet called “Hebron” to the Shiloh gathering. 150 “Covenant bread”, another consumer product of the church, was also on sale during the event. According to Adeolu Onaoluwa, a participant at the events: “we are in the desert just as the Israelites were, water is available and bread is also available just as Water and Manner were provided for the Israelites” 151 . The only difference between the Israelite experience and what happened at LFCW Shiloh is that both bread and water are for sale according to the dictates of prevailing market conditions. 5.1.6



Impartation Service



This is a yearly event in the LFCW and is one of the oldest of the annual programmes in the church. It has been on for about twenty years. This ritual is usually performed alongside the Sunday service. It is the laying of David Oyedepo’s hands on all members of the LFCW. According to Oyedepo, In the 18-hour vision that culminated in my call into ministry, I saw a parade of suffering masses, agonising for rescue. The sight was so terrible and even more so was the sound of their cries; groaning and wailing, that I too began to sob and cry. It was then the Lord mandated me to go and wipe the tears off the faces of humanity. Ours is a prophetic ministry, committed to the liberation of mankind. The unction on this commission has resulted in diverse testimonies — the dead coming back to life, the blind receiving their sight, the insane regaining sanity and people at crossroads receiving direction (Oyedepo 2000:101-102). 152



150



Some members of the LFCW showed their displeasure about the introduction of the sachet water. They saw it as selfishness. To them, it will be disadvantage to some of the LFCW members who are producers of the sachet water and who usually made financial benefits through the church especially on occasion like Shiloh. The information was provided by a member who pleaded anonymity. 8 December, 2006. 151 The informant realised that Shiloh is not a desert but he tried to show that the bishop is full of vision and that made it possible to think in the direction of producing bread and water for LFCW. 152 See also TWW December 2001:3.
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Members of the LFCW situate their understanding of impartation service in the teachings of Oyedepo for whom the prophetic office carries transferable “unction”. Prophets, according to many pastors and church founders, are able to transmit the gift of God in them to others (Oyedepo 2000:99). According to a 39-year-old mother of three and member of the LFCW, “Prophets are conductors of the gift, unction and power of God. When they step into a place, there is an availability of unction, just waiting for whosoever wants to draw from it.” 153



David Oyedepo claims that LFCW received the spirit of wisdom when Pastor Adeboye laid hands on him at the commissioning of his ministry. This he compares to the action of Moses when he laid hands on Joshua and Joshua was full of wisdom (Oyedepo 2000: 104) 154 . The LFCW claims that it was a practice in the bible times, and buttresses it with the passage from the bible “Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of God, which is in thee by the putting on of my hands.” 155 According to Oyedepo, impartation also takes place when the words of God are spoken. As prophetic utterances are made, there is an impartation that takes place (Oyedepo 1996: 132). To bolster this teaching, Oyedepo references his personal experience during a meeting in Tulsa under Kenneth E. Hagin’s ministration: I sat down somewhere afar off, and while he was speaking, I saw his face transfigured (I don’t know how many people saw that), and there and then, I had an encounter. My heart exploded, and I began to sob openly. The spirit entered into me and changed the entire course of my ministry! Before then, I used to preach jumping all over the place and sweating. But that day, the spirit entered into me, and the serenity of Kenneth Hagin’s style of ministration was imparted into me instantly (Oyedepo 1996:133).
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Interview with Mrs. Deliha in Lagos on 28 of August 2004. She claims that she joined LFCW in 1995. See also Deuteronomy 34:9. 155 See 2 Timothy 1:6. 154
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In a further elaboration, Oyedepo claims that Hagin’s style which he cherished and admired was imparted on him because of his flexibility and openness to receive from the spirit; he described his heart as a tablet. He received insight and as well received impartation that enabled the insight to reproduce (Oyedepo 1996:133). Oyedepo believes that impartation could as well take place through teachings. Such teachings could be through spoken words in forms of audio and videotapes, television and radio messages. “When you are exposed to anointed teachings, you contact power. The more exposed you are to anointed words in seminars, conventions or services, the more access you have to the power of God” (Oyedepo 1996:136).



The large attendance at impartation service in the LFCW might not be unconnected with people’s search for the power of God. Also, the desperate search for anointed books might be one of the reasons why Oyedepo devotes considerable time to writing books and the LFCW’s engagement in the production of audio and videotapes of past teachings and preaching of Oyedepo. Impartation services usually records large number of attendance in LFCW. In 1996 it was claimed that over 40,000 people were imparted, while the 1997 figure increased by about 10,000, and it was so each year right up to 1999 when it was held at the Faith Tabernacle, Canaan Land, Ota. 156



Confirmation service in the Anglican Church is very similar to the impartation service in the LFCW. The two rituals are similar in two respects. They carry the same action of laying on of hands as well as imparting the Holy Spirit on their members. It is a service of regeneration for the members of LFCW. Contrary to impartation in the LFCW, confirmation is a rite of passage in the Anglican Church. It is conducted once in the lifetime of a member. It guarantees one membership and recognition of the church. Confirmation is preceded by baptism. 5.1.7



Holy Communion



The Holy Communion is the church’s commemoration of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ and the celebration of his sacramental presence to the community under 156



TWW, February, 2001
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the appearances of bread and wine. This is a sacred meal that, through narrative and ritual, recalls a past salvific event so that the community might enter into it and experience its power. Salamone explains that the meal is a culture in the Christian Church; it is a symbol of communion, an instrument of miraculous signs and wonders and a sign of their inclusion in the Kingdom of God (Salamone 2004:130).



The LFCW celebrates Holy Communion frequently and without restriction as to when it should be taken. The consumption of the elements of the Holy Communion is open to all believers. There is no special course of study or responsibility that is attached to it other than the faith that adherents are enjoined to put into practice so as to achieve all the benefits attached to the blood of Jesus. The LFCW uses bread and black currant for its Holy Communion. Unlike in the Anglican and Catholic Churches where a special kind of unleavened bread called “wafer” is used in the celebration of the Eucharist, the element of bread which is served as the body of Christ in the LFCW is not unleavened bread. It is leavened bread sliced into sugar-cube forms. 157 Large quantities of bread go into a single celebration of the Holy Communion because of the large population of adherents and visitors who are eager to partake in the ritual in order to claim the promises attached to its consumption. Perhaps the demand for bread for this ritual partly explains the establishment of a bakery which produces “Winners Bread” 158 as well as the cube-sized bread used for communion service.



The LFCW uses black currant as the symbol for the blood of Christ. Black currant is sweetened juice made from grapes. The tree from which this juice is extracted is the deciduous, spineless shrubs of the genus Ribes, native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere and having flowers in racemes and edible, variously coloured berries. The juice is used for Holy Communion. It is official doctrine in the LFCW that fermented wine must not be used for the ritual of the Holy Communion, unlike the practice in the Anglican or Catholic Church where the “communion wine” is fermented and so contains some quantity of alcohol. The prohibition of fermented wine in the LFCW is because fermented



157 158



The author partook in its Holy Communion during his field work in 2004 and 2005. Winners’ bread is produced and commercialised for public consumption
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wine contains alcohol, and there is an explicit abhorrence of the consumption of alcoholic beverages in the church or by its members. The consecrated communion wine is served in small cups, holding the contents of about a tablespoon size. During Holy Communion, some of its members come to the service with one-litre bottles of black currant purchased in the open market. After the official blessing of the substances, these members transfer their share of the “consecrated wine” into their bottles and take them home for later use. Some members of the church get a small quantity of consecrated wine, from the pastors and mix it with the content of their own unconsecrated bottle of currant. The small quantity is believed to transform the entire liquid into which it is poured into “the blood of Jesus”. This is meant for later use in their homes. Taking the species of the communion home is another practice that differs from the practice in the Anglican or Catholic Churches where church members are not allowed to take it out of the church where it is administered.



Several testimonies circulate in the LFCW on the manifestation of the power that is present in the sacred meal. Oyedepo points out that: “I have been servicing my system with this mystery since 1977. All my veins and blood are in perfect order –— that is partly why I can stand and lay hands on over 50,000 people in a day without sitting down” (Oyedepo 2002:13). The above testimony makes a claim that there are material benefits from the ingestion of “the blood of Jesus”. Foremost in these benefits is physical health: because he has benefited in this encounter of Jesus through the consumption of his body and blood, he is introducing it to his followers so they also could share in the benefits. Further, he specifies that “taking the flesh and the blood is not enough, taking it with understanding is what guarantees outstanding result” (Oyedepo 2002:20). There are a number of narratives from church members about their encounter with the power of the “blood of Jesus”. Some of these narratives are reproduced by Oyedepo himself in some of his books. An example suffices here: It was about 9 pm. As I was entering a compound, the lights went off and I had the instinct to turn back, but I took a step further. As soon as I entered, I felt that there was somebody standing behind the wall. Yet, I took a step
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further and then I felt something being sprinkled into my eyes twice. I pointed my torch to see who that is. Behold, it was a big cobra about to strike me! Instantly, I shouted, ‘the blood of Jesus!’ And the snake turned the other way, and that was all I saw-My vision went blank! The second day, I was rushed to the hospital and the doctor said the poison must have got into my system. We went back home and continued to pray. The next day (in my house), I told my brother to prepare the communion based on the scripture that says when He (Jesus) gave the communion to His disciples, their eyes were opened! However, they were still swollen. Somebody then told me to get milk and use as an absorbent, which I did. By Wednesday, the swelling cleared! (Oyedepo 2002:23).



Aside from the intrinsic power inherent in the blood of Jesus, the testimony cited above indicates that the communion table can be prepared by every believer. Unlike in some mainline churches such as the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican Church where the consecration of the Communion under the species of wine and bread is the sole prerogative of ordained clergy, in the LFCW, non-ordained members can prepare their own “Holy Communion” in the privacy of their homes. This is a significant difference in the sense that it points to a certain degree of decentralisation of sacerdotal authority in this respect, a fact that also indicate some sort of laity empowerment in the LFCW.



The testimony also functions as evidence and proof of power and spiritual force which could be mobilised and deployed simply by invoking the “blood of Jesus” in moments of danger, uncertainty and powerlessness. In the case referenced above, the invocation was able to turn the snake away from the votary but not before the poisonous spittle had been sprayed into the eyes causing irritation, swelling and pain. There is power in the blood of Jesus to restore to health and to avert bodily danger and harm. It is not specified how the invocation functions, for example, in the turning away of the dangerous snake. Snakes are deaf and in the case cited above, the particular snake could not have “heard” (perceived) the frightful invocation of the testifier. It is believed that it is the power of God which is
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miraculously made evident in a circumstance that appears most unlikely to bring about such result. Another member testifies that: Before I joined this commission, I was a sickler. After I joined, I contacted wisdom about the Communion table and the value of it. So I decided to partake of the communion daily, sometimes twice or thrice till last month when I went for a check up and the doctor’s report was that the sickle cell had vanished. I am now negative. 159



The Holy Communion is held weekly (on Sundays), mid-week and other days set aside for it together with other related rituals. It is distributed when necessary. The LFCW places importance on the “blood” and “body” of Jesus. It holds that the power in the “body” and the “blood” of Jesus is received and the qualities that were found in the “blood” are usually beneficial. Unlike the practice in the main line churches, both children and adults in the LFCW participate in the Holy Communion service. “The blood of Jesus” is also at times sprinkled on the members during ritual to ward off evil manifestation and power.



The celebration of Holy Communion is found in many different types of churches in Nigeria. It is an important ritual event among the AICs, some Pentecostals (as we have seen with the LFCW) and among some mainline churches. In the Anglican Church, it is the highest ritual in the church. The celebration is presided over by a priest, with at least four readings from the scripture and a prepared sermon. This ritual recalls the Last Super and the death of Jesus so that people might enter into it and experience its power. The root of the LFCW ritual of Holy Communion is found in the New Testament, where, Jesus anticipating his death selected two elements, the bread and wine, to define his nearing end and its memorial. 160



159 160



TWW; December2001: 11. See Matthew 26:26-30.
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Oyedepo cautions against unworthy partakers in the Holy Communion ritual. According to him, many unworthy partakers have suffered and are suffering as a result of the ritual abuse. He fails to specify in what sense or way a person can become an unworthy partaker (Oyedepo 1996:80). 161 Further, Oyedepo conceives the blood of Jesus as a powerful ritual defence for the believer as well as ritual weapon that wards off evil or attacks the believer’s enemies. The blood of Jesus could be invoked against enemies; it can empower the believer and transform him into a conqueror in the face of daunting enemy insurgence (Oyedepo 1996:80). In the LFCW, the blood of Jesus represents for the believer the real power of God that has the ability to bring back to life a person who is on the threshold of death and perdition. It is a transformative and restorative potency in the life of the believer on earth (Oyedepo 1996:81). Because of the diverse teaching on the power and potency of the blood of Jesus, which not only cleanses from sin and brings eternal salvation, but also works visible, endless miracles in the life of the believing Christian, the ritual of Holy Communion in the LFCW is very popular among the members of the church and even non-members who patronise the church. 5.2.0



Rites of Passage



Rites of passage are ritual ceremonies that mark socially recognised and regulated fundamental transitions in a person’s from one stage, phase or status of social, spiritual, sexual to another. Because such events are important in the life of the community, the community comes together to celebrate or enact the ritual around which meaning and progress are woven together. Rites of passage demonstrate how a given community reproduces itself as well as accumulate social meaning thought important in community selfunderstanding. There are ceremonies surrounding such events as childbirth, puberty, marriage and death which are considered the principal rites of passage in many communities. Similar events which mark the passage from one stage of life to another are celebrated by the LFCW. Such events include naming ceremony, baptism, marriage and burial ceremonies.
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See also 1 Corinthians 11:30.
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5.2.1



Naming Ceremony



Naming rituals among the Yoruba provide opportunities for identification and celebration of newborn babies (Idowu 1995:30; Awolalu & Dopamu 1979:174). According to Salamone (2004:272) it is an important and powerful force that grants newborn babies and older people alike the gift of an identity. The LFCW celebrates naming ceremony to appreciate fruitfulness in the life of believers: “Lo, children are the heritage of the lord and fruit of the womb is his reward. As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man; so are children of the youth. Happy is the man that has his quiver full of them; they shall not be ashamed” 162 .



In the LFCW parish in Badagry, members who are of Yoruba extraction constitute 80% of the entire parish. The Yoruba believe that a new born baby must be named within nine days after birth in order him/her to live longer than the parent of the same gender. The LCFW performs naming rituals after the eighth day of birth outside the church with songs and praises, prayer and a reading from the bible. The sermon is long with explicit bible references. The pastor anoints the child with oil as a sign of keeping the new baby under the protection of God. The announcement of the baby’s name follows. Financial offerings are collected and given to the parents of the new baby. The implication is to show that the child belongs to the community and is everyone’s responsibility. Food is served after the ceremony. The dedication of children is done in the LFCW on the third Sunday of every month. The parents present their new born babies before the altar for blessings after the naming ceremony.



In African culture barrenness is a serious issue which affects many women more than men. It is usually perceived as an abomination. Among the Yoruba, deeply entrenched traditional and cultural values insist that bearing children legitimises the existence of women. Children not only add value to a woman’s life, their presence is the sole security a woman needs to secure a permanent home in her husband’s extended family. Children are anchors that direct and stabilise a woman’s otherwise drifting life. Consequently, be-
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See Psalm 127:3-5.
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ing infertile, barren or childless can be a deeply traumatising experience for a woman who can be object of pity, ridicule and scorn. Not infrequently, childless women are blamed for illness or death in a village. They are the first to be suspected of witchcraft activities or other malevolent events in the community. Since they do not have children of their own, they are suspected of being envious or jealous of other women’s children and may therefore intend to harm these children through diabolic means such as witchcraft and sorcery.



Every woman is expected to reproduce after marriage and that is seen in the manner of blessings she receives on her wedding day. On such a day, some prayers and invocations are made, such as Eyin Iyawo ko ni mo eni (Trans: “The Bride will not remember the pain on the mat”). The pain on the mat refers to conjugal rites. This means, “the wife will not be barren”. In the Yoruba worldview also, children are very important in the house and therefore the newly married couple face the challenge of reproducing themselves and the family or the community by extension. The people would usually say at the birth of a new child: Atupa lomo e gbodo ku, meaning, “A child is a lamp or lantern, it must not extinguish”. Also, Ileke lomo, e gbodo ja o, meaning, “A child is a string of beads, it must not cut”. Children are very important, and a situation where there is a delay in a married woman becoming pregnant, the blame is usually put on the wife. She is in such a situation referred to as Ako aja, meaning, “male dog”. However, modern scientific knowledge has proved that either the man or the woman could be responsible for infertility. Iya abiku, a woman that gives birth to “born-to-die” children is even preferred to a barren woman. Africans believe that there is a circle of wicked spirits who, of their own volition, enter the wombs of pregnant women and are born only to die shortly after (Awolalu & Dopamu 1979). This can be found in the Yoruba saying, Abiku san ju agan (Trans: “born-to-die children are better than a woman who cannot be pregnant”. This idea is found in virtually all churches where the Yoruba constitute a larger percentage in membership. The attitude in the churches is similar. A special forum is usually organised for barren women called, Awon to n woju Oluwa (Trans: “Those who are looking up to God”). It means, “Women who are looking for the fruit of the womb”. At LFCW such women are given consecrated oil to rub on their abdomen every time before meeting their
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husbands 163 . Specially blessed water for drinking at home at regular times and fasting periods are also prescribed. All these form the experiences of a couple in dire need of a child.



There are two significant differences in the naming ritual of the LFCW when compared to the Anglican Church and the CCC. Firstly, the Anglican Church provides more consumable items for naming such as cola nut, sugar, bread, palm oil, and sugar cane among many such items, while CCC provides various fruits such as mango, sugar cane, oranges and many other such fruits which are elements hitherto peculiar to the Yoruba traditional religion. The LFCW regards all those elements listed as idolatry and worldly and would not want to start a new beginning with such unacceptable elements 164 .



Secondly, among Yoruba Christians, children are given names from the bible as well as names that identify with culture. This is also true of many African ethnic groups that have become predominantly Christian, such as among the Igbo of Eastern Nigeria. The Yoruba would say Ile lanwo ka to somo loruko. This means that the name to be given must reflect the home such as Oluwa gbemiga, Oluwa funke, Oluwabukola. And all the names given to human beings, even place names in the Old Testament scripture, have definite meanings. The names either speak about a person’s encounter or experience with God and place. The Anglican Church gives both a cultural name and a biblical name to a new child. But the LFCW prefers giving such names as Miracle, Anointing, Faith, Hope, Favour, Grace, Blessing, and Godspower, among many others. David Oyedepo’s children are named, David Jnr., Isaac, Love and Joy. 5.2.2



Baptism



Baptism is a rite of purification by water, a ceremony invoking the grace of God to regenerate the person, free him/her from sin, and make that person a member of the church. The LFCW teaches that baptism in water is by immersion; for the church, it is a direct 163



The author engaged one female member of LFCW, Abuja, on the use of anointing oil. She claimed that she on instruction of her pastor used anointing oil to rub her stomach before she conceived after several delays in getting pregnant. 08 September 2005. 164 Personal interview with Pastor David Buoye of the LFCW, at Lagos State University, Ojo. 21 July 2004.
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commandment of our Lord, and is for believers only. The ordinance is a symbol of the Christian’s identification with Christ in His death, burial and resurrection. 165



Baptism is usually required for membership in the church.166 Those intending to join the church as bone fide members are required to enrol in the church’s bible course. Attendance at this bible teaching programme and its successful completion prepares a person for baptism and by virtue of that ritual, membership of the church. This makes new members eligible for baptism. The duration of the course is about three months. The course contents are beliefs and practices of the church and a brief history of its founding. The LFCW teaches new members the word of God, the need for a person to study the word as the word produces faith, connects the person to the nature of God, builds spiritually, makes Christian believers wise unto salvation, produces profit and cleanses the person from all unrighteousness. The LFCW however identifies how the person can acquire the word of God. It locates such in reading, hearing, studying, meditation, commitment to its practice, sharing the word and the reading of anointed books. 167



During the bible course, the LFCW teaches prospective members not just how to pray but also the reasons why one must pray. Prayer is necessary for believers to obtain help from God, to secure angelic intervention and to obtain deliverance from temptation and evil. It gives the way to pray and get results as a person must ask according to God’s will, ask in the name of Jesus, ask in faith and the believer must believe that he/she has the answer and give thanks. 168



The LFCW teaches new members about “kingdom stewardship”, this is stewardship of trust (gift or position) granted for profitable use, since a person’s salvation is a gift entrusted in one’s hands for profitable use. The LFCW sees a member as a branch grafted in God to bring forth fruits or more results. It emphasises a profitable use of whatever a Christian believer has (or is) for the advancement of the kingdom of God. The LFCW 165



Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication. Pg.3. Http://www.encyclopedia.com/htmi/bi/baptism.asp 167 Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication, pg.8. 168 Welcome to Faith Tabernacle publication, pg.8. 166
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gives such reasons why a believer must be involved in kingdom stewardship as that it determines their relevance or position before God, determines how much God will commit into their hands, connects them to divine blessings (prosperity, fruitfulness, health, preservation), and enables them to enjoy distinction from the evils in the world. 169 The LFCW identifies areas of kingdom stewardship as follows: i.) Spiritual (praying and fasting, soul winning and evangelism). ii.) Financial/Material: (tithing, kingdom investments, offerings and almsgiving to the poor and the less privileged). iii.) Physical/Mental: (Person’s physical strength and mental abilities or skills).170 Others include ushering, crowd control, security, protocol, car park, and children’s church.



The LFCW also teaches its prospective members about the personality of the Holy Spirit. It says that the Holy Spirit is a person and not a feeling or influence. The Holy Spirit is real and tangible, the third person of the Godhead. The function of the Holy Spirit is to impart divine enablement, teach all things. He is one’s comforter and guides and assists one in prayer life. The church explains that the baptism of Holy Ghost is the initial experience of the infilling of the Holy Spirit with the evidence of speaking in other tongues. LFCW maintains that the infilling with the power of God is for victorious Christian livings, and the experience is for all those who believe. It therefore describes ways to receive the Holy Spirit. LFCW says one must be born again, be desirous, be thirsty for the Holy Ghost; the member must believe that the baptism of the Holy Ghost is for him/her, recognise that Jesus is the one who baptises, trust him to keep His word, ask him for the baptism, and open one’s mouth and speak as the spirit prompts one. 171



New members are made to confess their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God. Based on this training and their confession, they are brought to the river or seaside where baptism is performed. At the riverside, the ritual begins with songs of praises, after which the pastor prepares for the ritual by blessing the river. This is followed by the actual baptism. The pastor baptises by the authority of Jesus Christ in the name of the Father, and 169



Distinction is frequently emphasised in the LFCW. It is one of the elements of the church’s theology of success (see Chapter 4 above and Gifford 2004:56f) 170 Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication, pg.8. 171 Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication, pg.8.
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the Son, and the Holy Ghost. 172 He baptises new members one after the other by bodily immersion into the river or water. The pastor makes sure he dips them into the water to signify that they are fully buried with Christ in his death, (their old, ungenerated selves are dead and buried), and they are raised from the water to signify that they have risen with Jesus (that is, they have risen to a new life in Jesus Christ). It is usually a day of joy for the church, in which new members are formally welcomed into the fold. The teachings given to new members at the LFCW before baptism are rigorous and imply that a person becoming a believer is convinced of the new faith and is not merely lured into it. 5.2.3



Marriage



Marriage is one of the four most important rites of passage in the LFCW. This is a union of two people of the opposite sex. The union is viewed as building a God-centred home with the slogan, ‘one man and one woman.’ The church usually solemnises this occasion in “holy wedlock” in accordance with covenants entered into between a man and a woman before God and witnessed by members of the church.



Wedding ceremony takes place on a Saturday, being a work-free day for civil servants, and it starts at 10.00 am. At this ceremony, more than one couple may be presented for holy wedlock, depending on the number that would have previously registered and prepared by the church for the rite. The LFCW’s preparation for marriage usually includes a period of counselling and medical examination. The woman is examined for confirmation that she is not pregnant before marriage. If she is pregnant the preparation will not continue, since the church does not support pre-marital sex. Also, intending couples are subjected to HIV/AIDS tests. This practice of pre-marriage HIV/AIDS test is increasingly becoming the norm in many Pentecostal churches in Nigeria and elsewhere as Luginaah, Yiridoe and Taabazuing (2005) have shown in Ghana. This practice, it is suggested, help create the awareness of the dreaded disease as well as prevent its spread among the Pentecostal community (see Caldwell, Orubuloye & Caldwell 1992).



172



Welcome to Faith Tabernacle Publication, p.3.
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The couple are usually dressed in a suit for men and wedding gown for women, which are regarded as western robes fit for an important occasion such as wedding. In some cases, they are attired in traditional apparels. Members of the LFCW usually encourage their daughters to marry their male members or male members from other Pentecostal movements. It is not common for a woman in the LFCW to be given in marriage to a man from one of the mainline churches or the AICs. However, the LFCW allows its men to marry from other churches in anticipation that the woman automatically becomes its member. The church does not encourage marriage to Muslims, but its policy allows male members to marry female believers from other Christian churches. It however does not encourage female members to engage men who are not members of the Pentecostal churches in marriage.



Marriage is a relationship and bond, most commonly between a man and a woman, which plays a key role in the definition of many families. A precise definition varies historically and between and within cultures, but marriage has been an important concept as a socially sanctioned bond in a sexual relationship. The LFCW allows an intending couple (members) to go through the traditional wedding processes before it joins them together in the marriage ceremony. The marriage tradition is the affair of the families of intending couples. Among most African cultures, marriage is regarded as something that unites the families of both husband and wife and makes them one (Awolalu & Dopamu 1979:178). The climax of traditional wedding is the payment of dowry by the family of the intending husband. The LFCW ensures the consent of the families before performing the marriage ceremony in its church. The consent of families is usually received publicly during the traditional rites.



The wedding service starts with “Praise-cotheque” and worship. This is followed with readings from the scripture, after which the couple is joined together, with the wedding ring as the symbol of the union. This is followed by a lengthy sermon with explicit bible references. This is concluded with signing of the register and thanksgiving. Wedding ceremony usually lasts for about three hours or more after which the whole congregation proceeds to the reception hall for refreshment, presentations of gifts and money. This pat-
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tern is similar to what it is obtained in the RCCG. The Anglican Church at times combines the ritual with Communion service; this is requested for by the couple that must have proved their status in the church as communicants.



The Yoruba attach importance to marriage as one of the “rites of transition” in their cultural world. An adult who is ripe for marriage and is found wanting is usually considered irresponsible. If the person is a man, it may be assumed that he is impotent and he is referred to as Oda ewure (castrated goat). Such a person is considered to be under a special curse and the solution is to make special sacrifices to the gods. A Yoruba adage underscores the cultural importance attached to marriage: Aini yawo ko se dake, bi aba dake lasan, enu ni yoni (“A man cannot just keep quiet without a woman”). Another cultural saying indicates the significance of marriage: Foro foro imu iyawo, O san ju Iyara Ofifo Lo (“A deformed lady is better than an empty room”). Through sayings such as these, the Yoruba articulate the social and cultural significance of marriage in the reproduction of the community. It is not infrequent among the Yoruba to notice parents agitated by seeing their grown up sons unmarried. In such situations, they initiate the move to select spouses for them. Ordinarily, the son is expected to introduce his intended wife to the parents, who will then carry out investigations and background checks on the woman to make sure that she will be a suitable bride for the family (Awolalu & Dopamu 1979:178). The parents at times consult oracles on the matter (Idowu 1995:77). An unmarried grown up man is not only perceived as socially irresponsible, he is at the same time denied of honorific positions in the community such as the taking of important titles or induction into societies of men. This is so because the community does not have confidence in him; he has failed in assuming his social reproduction.



Women also experience the same situation. A grown up woman who remains so for long is derogatorily called aja igboro, which means “town dog”. She is regarded as a “left over”, a “social reject”, abandoned as a result of her promiscuous behaviour even when this is not the case in fact. It is not unusual for many to consider her under the burden of a curse that has been “taking the eyes of men” away from her. Solutions are sought first through consulting diviners who would search the minds of the deities to find out the
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cause of the lady’s predicament and prescribe appropriate sacrifices and rituals to unburden and release the woman so she could be fulfilled like other women in the society.



This traditional articulation of the place of marriage in the social arrangement among the Yoruba has come to play an important role in the LFCW’s teachings and rituals concerning marriage. The circumstance of a depressed economy and other social upheavals have created a large market for marriage with many grown up men and women not marrying at the culturally considered appropriate time. Many churches have sprouted with the mission to provide a solution to the unfortunate situation. The LFCW has, as should be expected, tapped into this large pool of unmarried men and women. The church sees itself as waging a war in favour of marriage. There are seminars for singles where the possibility for getting a partner is real, as lectures and teachings are usually focused towards this direction. There are house fellowships dedicated to bringing marriageable adults of the church together so they could find partners among themselves. There are also counselling sessions for those who are afraid of marital life. Faith Oyedepo is in charge of marriage ministry in the LFCW. She has a weekly newspaper column (Family Matters) as well as a radio programme named The Family Hour of Refreshing. She has written about ten books on marriage and this has brought hope, joy and a sense of fulfilment into many homes. In many of these books, testimonies and experiences of those who claim they have benefited from the church’s interventions and programme are narrated. According to one such testimony: I was forty, single and quite anxious about not being married yet. However, when I came for the Women Convention in 1994, something extraordinary happened! While Faith Oyedepo was ministering, one of the things she said was, ‘before the year runs out, as many of you that are single and desire a life partner will be married’. I caught the statement. No sooner did I get back home than my miracle arrived! I met a brother who proposed to me! I discovered he was God’s choice for my life and today we are not only married, but also blessed with a bouncing baby boy. For with God all things are possible! (F. Oyedepo 1997:187)
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5.2.4



Burial Ceremony



Death constitutes the final exit of every human being from material existence. The Yoruba people believe that life on earth is not interminable. They hold that the phenomenon called death will come upon any person and consequently everyone is regarded as a sojourner on God’s earth. No matter how long one lives, death must come as a necessary and unavoidable end (Awolalu & Dopamu 1979:253). There are categories of death: bad or good death or death of the young and old people respectively. The death of a young person usually receives lamentation from the parents and relatives. Untimely death through sickness, suicide, childbirth and accident, among many others, is regarded as a bad death. This category of deaths is not given formal burials. The victims are usually hastily buried without delay by specialists or priests. On the other hand, good death is that which comes at a ripe old age. The death of aged people is usually celebrated, though death is regarded as difficult and disturbing. 173 It is an occasion for rejoicing. Such a person must have lived a good and exemplary life and must have left behind some children. There is usually a burial form of disposal depending on the religio-cultural setting of a particular people.



The LFCW has no laid down regulation concerning the death of a member. Part of its theology is that if believers should pay their tithes correctly and appropriately they will live to old age. In order to reflect its teaching about good health and long life, it does not provide any laid down procedure for deaths and burials. It assumes that all its members are destined to live to old age. It sees its activities as waging a war against sudden deaths. Despite this, however, there have been records of deaths among members of the LFCW although because of the standing rule of the church such announcement never features in the church. The LFCW sees death as a negative confession which negates its teaching, principles about life and goals of multiplying and dominating the earth. According to Pastor David Buoye, “since I joined the church in Raji- Oba in 1992 till today, only two deaths have received announcement in the LCFW, i.) The death of Archbishop Benson Idahosa was announced by Oyedepo himself and, ii.) the death of Pa Abraham Oyedepo



173



Death among Yoruba people, either good or bad; young or old, is attached with reasons and meanings, it must have a cause, or must have been brought about in one way or the other by the evil forces.
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(Bishop David Oyedepo’s father)”. 174 The death and burial of Pa Abraham Oyedepo was seen as a celebration of life. The actual date of his death was not announced; the LFCW only announced his passing away as a celebration of life and gave the date and venue of the celebration.



Abraham Oyedepo was buried on 24 April 2004. The officiating ministers were thirteen Pentecostal bishops, one prophet, one provost, and thirty-three other Pentecostal officials. These officiating ministers come from the LFCW and other Pentecostal churches. The service was performed at St. Paul’s Anglican Primary School field, Omu-Oran, David Oyedepo’s village. The service featured four parts: Funeral service, proceedings at the grave side, special thanksgiving and reception. The funeral service started at 8.30 am with an opening prayer, praise and worship/songs, two hymns in English simultaneously translated into Yoruba language. The translations were done to meet the needs of the community members of Omu-Oran who were present and might not be able to understand the English language. The only bible reading was Psalm 90:1-12, followed by choir ministration, this was followed by a sermon, which was followed by special prayer for the family of the deceased. The above items are followed by announcement and greetings and the closing prayer. The second part was the service at the grave side. It started with a prayer, followed by praise and worship, which was followed by short exhortation, interment and the benediction. The third part of the service was thanksgiving. It started at 10.30 am with a prayer, which was followed by praise worship and a welcome charge. There was also music ministration by the Faith Tabernacle choir, Ota, featuring Ebenezer Obey, a popular juju musician turned evangelist and the famous gospel singer, Pastor J.A Adelakun (Ayewa).The sermon was followed with thanksgiving; this involved collection of money offerings from the large crowd present. It was followed with prayer for the family of the deceased and the closing prayer 175 . The final and fourth part was the recep-



174



Interview with Pastor David Buoye at Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos, 21 July 2004. He resigned his pastoral employment with LFCW when he got the hint that the organisation was embarking on sack of pastors who do not possess university degree. He is still a member and worships at the LFCW HQ. 175 The four parts events of the burial are contained in the programme of events titled, A Celebration of Life of our father, Grandfather and great grandfather Pa Abraham Oyedepo, 1901-2004.
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tion where food and drinks were served. Venerable Akande 176 remarked that the funeral service was attended by cream of society. The occasion had the representation of the federal government in attendance. 5.3.0



Ritual Space



Aside from the hexagonal Faith Tabernacle the whole 1000 acres space 177 called Canaan Land is regarded as a holy land for members of the LFCW. The name Canaan Land is derived from the Old Testament scripture. It was an area of Palestinian territory west of Jordan River. The Israelites regarded the land as their promised land. God promised Abraham and his descendants a land. Joshua and Caleb spied the land and claimed it was full of milk and honey. The Promised Land is important to the Israelites who had no land of their own because of their captivity. They were exploited and enslaved. DOMI adopted the name Canaan to identify with the biblical character of the Promised Land, DOMI wandered for eighteen years and finally reached its Promised Land known as Canaan Land Ota.



In 1988 the Land, Canaan Land Ota was a forest, it was full of plants, dominated by trees and species of animal. After negotiation with the natives the LFCW purchased and possessed the Land. The LFCW possessed the land with clearing work it carried out on the land. This enabled easy passage of people on the land. The church held a service of consecration on the land which makes the land holy. Both the clearing work and the free access of people to the land disrupted the forest, the trees were pulled down and animal species unique in nature disappeared in the area.



Immediately after the clearing work DOMI began construction work of the “Faith Tabernacle”. The Faith Tabernacle was the first project embarked upon by the church, built on sixty acres of land and completed in twelve months. The LFCW claims that the audito-



176



Interview with Venerable Akande at St Paul’s Anglican Church, Omu-Oran, 30 August 2005. Anglican church owns the school where the burial ceremony took place. He claimed the ground was given freely to Oyedepo because of his recent contribution to the school. Also, some of his sisters are members of the Church. 177 DOMI initially purchased 560 acres land in 1998. It claimed that the land was bought dept-free. See the TWW, November 1999. It acquired more when the need to expand arose.
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rium seats 50,000 people. Between 1999 and 2002 there have been several new structures on the land. These structures include Faith Tabernacle, Covenant University, LFCW secretariat, youth chapel, children’s complex, Ramoth estate; forty-three apartments for pastors and other staff, Faith Academy, Camp House; twenty-four executive rooms and 192 rooms for guests during special events, mission lodge and shopping complex.



The community is a replica of Oral Robert Ministries in Tulsa, Oklahoma, United States of America 178 with all the religio- economic and social human needs. DOMI provides all categories of education: Nursery/ primary, secondary and University. Such modern commercial institutions as banks, supermarkets, lodging services, a hospital, restaurants, a petrol station and bakery, among many others, abound. Chapels are constructed along with all the educational facilities. Canaan Land, as the International Headquarters of DOMI., started in Ilorin, moved to Kaduna, from where it moved to Lagos, and finally to Ota, Ogun State, it is “promised land”. The LFCW describes Canaan Land as “Breakthrough Arena” and “Shiloh; where all things are possible”. At one of the LFCW services, Oyedepo instructed members of the church to remove their shoes at the entrance gate and curse every devil out of their lives; especially the devil which came to the church with them and refused to “unpossess” them. The act of removing shoes is symbolic for holiness. Moses was in the burning bush. Moses was instructed to remove his shoes because he was standing on a holy land. 179 It is a common practise among the Aladura churches in Nigeria. 5.4.0



Ritual Objects and Symbols



In the ritual world of the LFCW, there are objects which are symbolic, such as the bible, anointing oil, black currant, bread, covenant ark, mantle (that is exemplified by handkerchief) and water. These are powerful instruments that are relevant for the liberation of its members from every form of affliction. Some of the objects are purchased individually, while some others are provided by the church. A closer examination of each of these is provided below. 178



Oral Robert Ministries is a mega organisation which has several facilities within its reach. David Oyedepo claimed he visited Oral Robert University and received the same impartation Oral Robert received. The impartation enabled DOMI to replicate his experience. 179 See Exodus 3:5
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5.4.1



Bible



Oyedepo refers to the bible as “spiritual food” that persons cannot do without. For him, the bible is more important than food, for some people need the bible more than they need material food (Lk 4:4). It is a very important record of God’s manifestation and dealings with humanity. It is a sacred book, and must be carefully handled. Some members put their bible in a pouch to preserve it from damage as a result of frequent handling, rain and other harsh conditions, while others do not put it together with other books. The LFCW claims that all its tenets are contained in the bible. This of course explains the frequent references of Oyedepo to bible passages. He says the bible still speaks to the daily life of this generation. 180 An informant says that “the bible is a sword in the hand of every member of the LFCW. The devil must not catch us unawares, we are battle ready always. What we need to fight the devil and his cohorts are in the bible. We are to speak the word of God and as well pray it. And God will fight for us.” 181 The LFCW encourages members to buy their personal bibles and as well buy for other people who might need it but do not have the means to purchase it. The attitude of the church to the bible is similar to what obtains in other Pentecostal churches in Nigeria such as the RCCG as described by Ukah (2003:210-211).



5.4.2



Anointing Oil



The symbolic use of anointing oil is very rife in ritual activities of the LFCW. David Oyedepo does not see anointing oil as a symbol. He remarks that “anointing oil is not a symbol nor a religious rite or doctrine. He sees anointing oil as a medium for persons to enjoy the supernatural ministry of the Holy Spirit”. He says it is a powerful instrument which is very relevant in present day encounters (Oyedepo 1992:219). He therefore links anointing oil to the bible. This is similar to the event in the book of Exodus where God describes to Moses the components he should put together for the anointing oil. The detailed description, according to Oyedepo, shows that God must have a spectacular reason for introducing the ministry of the anointing oil (Oyedepo 1996: 217). He reasons that the 180



Interview with David Oyedepo,15 August 2004 Interview with Engineer Popoyon Donald Kuponu, (36 years old), member of the LFCW, Badagry, 21 July 2004.
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phrase, “throughout your generations” (Exo.30: 31), indicates that the instruction given to Moses was not limited to the generations of Moses alone; for him, every believer belongs to the generation of Israel through the death of Jesus Christ. This he supported with the scripture, “that the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles through Jesus Christ; that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith”. The argument implies that the use of oil was not limited to the Israelites but its use is extended to all those that place their trust in Jesus Christ.



The oil that the LFCW uses for anointing is an olive tree product, commonly called “olive oil”. This is found in some shops and stalls where it is in open display for sale; and on special occasions people are found hawking it around the LFCW HQ at Ota. The oil is also purchased in wholesale quantities by the church for retail sales to members. Such purchases are retailed in Dominion Bookshop. The ritual purpose commences after it has undergone purification and sanctification through prayer by the ministers of the LFCW or Oyedepo himself. After this it becomes anointing oil. Members are usually taught how to use this oil during services. Oyedepo refers to it as “Do it yourself”. 182 At other occasions pastors use it on sick members of the church. Generally, members apply it on their bodies; sprinkle it in their shops, their offices and their homes for security and for attracting divine favour. Oyedepo maintains that the oil that is sanctified has divine abilities and power. It is a divine enabler that assists members to perform supernatural feats. It is such a carrier of power that each time it is applied in faith it releases the presence and person of the Holy Ghost (Oyedepo 1992:218). This implies that anointing oil is not the Holy Spirit, but it is a medium through which the Holy Spirit operates. Oyedepo identifies anointing oil in the bible as an instrument of extraordinary and divine performance. He says Jesus sent his disciples to go and preach, and they cast out many devils, and anointed with oil many people who were sick, and healed them. This explains the uses of oil in the LFCW.



Oyedepo asserts that when anointing oil is used, there must be excitement and amazement for persons who appropriate its significance and use, and it enables persons to see 182



Dominion Tape, titled Covenant day of favor
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how God moves supernaturally in their affairs. He says a sister in the church anointed her runaway brother-in-law’s shoes, the man who had deserted her sister for sometime, and the man returned home the following day (Oyedepo 1992:219). He further cites a testimony of a brother in the LFCW: A brother took his anointing oil home and anointed a letter he had received from his office, decreeing for himself a promotion and increase in allowances. This was not a natural thing to do in view of the fact that he had only been promoted six months earlier. But children of the kingdom are not ordinary men and cannot be subjected to natural laws. This brother had that revelation established in his heart as he anointed the letter. The following day, he was called by his superior and informed of his promotion and increase in salary (Oyedepo 1992: 200).



The testimony shows that members can apply anointing oil themselves, and the use of the oil does not have limitations. Its uses depend on a person’s situation. It is also drunk for cure and prevention from ingested poison. Pregnant women apply some quantity on the abdomen for the protection of the unborn baby in the womb. In a similar way, barren women use it to massage their abdomen before and after sexual intercourse with their spouses in the hope that it would aid conception.



During the course of field research at the LFCW HQ, a couple narrated their experience with armed robbers and how they used anointing oil to detect their attackers. The wife said it was possible for them to locate where the robbers came from because the second time the robbers attacked their residence, she anointed their foot paths. And it was their footpaths that exposed them when they came the third time. Another testimony which reveals the conception and power of the oil in Oyedepo’s thought is given thus: One day, a sister’s husband suddenly decided that the sister was too old for him, and decided to look for a younger woman. All at once, she found herself leaving her room for the younger wife, while she moved to the boy’s quarters. Blessed be God for the
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day she attended the anointing service. Armed with the lethal weapon against the kingdom of darkness (the anointing oil), the hour of opportunity came when the adulterous couple went out to have fun. The sister tiptoed to their bedroom, found the door unlocked, so she entered and anointed the bed. That was the end of their adulterous union! When they got back that night, a serious quarrel ensued and the intruder left and the legal wife was reinstated in her rightful place! (Oyedepo 1992:223).



According to Oyedepo, pastors too make use of anointing oil. He cites a pastor in Magongo, Kogi State, Nigeria, who got saved and was baptised in the Holy Ghost while reading one of his books, The Miracle Seed. This same pastor attended one of the LFCW ministers’ conferences and went back with a bottle of oil. Being led by the Holy Spirit, he anointed his pulpit at night and the following day the Holy Spirit’s purpose for making him anoint the pulpit was revealed. The pastor called on every sick person to touch the pulpit and various outstanding testimonies of divine intervention were recorded (Oyedepo 1992:222). The LFCW encourages the use of anointing oil since it is considered an instrument through which God manifests Himself in signs and wonders.



African tradition has a similar ritual symbol. They use palm oil as a medicine and to ward off epidemics such as measles. Palm oil is applied on the body and is also mixed with water and sprinkled on the surroundings. Palm oil is also taken by persons who fear they have ingested poison because of the belief that it neutralises the harmful effects of caustic chemical and substances.



5.4.3



Covenant Ark



There are four covenant Arks in the LFCW, Canaan Land, Ota. It is observed that prayer requests are dropped inside them. The number of the Arks might be as a result of the large crowd, since each of them is placed before the altar facing the four passages leading to the entrances. At the call for prayer request, ushers are found going about to collect written prayer requests from the audience. These pieces of written requests for prayers are eventually deposited into the Ark for Oyedepo to bless. He sometimes pours anoint-
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ing oil upon the writings inside the Ark as a ritual of mobilisation of sacred powers to attend to the needs expressed in them. The Ark itself is an instrument of divine blessing. The Arks are made of wood and are designed structurally like Arks. 183 The idea about Ark is from the Old Testament. The Ark covenant was the most important piece of furniture in the wilderness Tabernacle. The Tabernacle was tent or place of meeting between God and man. 184



5.4.4



White Handkerchiefs



White handkerchiefs, commonly called mantles, are another important ritual material in the LFCW. During services, many of the members wave these materials in the air over their heads. At such moments, the sight is beautiful and fascinating when the whole congregation raise up their hands with their handkerchiefs. Generally, Oyedepo blesses the materials which are brought by members. Such a blessing means that power is transferred onto the material for miracle and healing. In the course of a song, the materials are empowered for praises and for favour from God. The anointed handkerchiefs are used on the sick in order to restore them to health. The LFCW calls it “Mantle”, which is a biblical nomenclature according to one of its members. He says: “And Elisha took the mantle of Elijah that fell from him”. 185



5.5



Conclusion.



All the rituals of LFCW are directed towards manifesting its ideological position about alleviating poverty and rescuing the masses from the clutches of the devil. These rituals are meant to concretely assuage the affliction that the church believes many people are experiencing in the present generation. The LFCW’s rituals appeal to many of its members. This is not altogether surprising considering the large presence of Yoruba. Rituals play significant roles in Yoruba traditional religion (Idowu 1995:108-147). Those who have been socialised in this religion will invariably be attracted to ritual performances
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For a visual representation of the Ark, see, 2004 Covenant Day of Favor, Dominion Video tape. See Exodus 25:10-22. 185 See 2 Kings 2:14. 184
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that celebrate “the joys of life” 186 and the promises the future holds such as empowerment in the Holy Communion, community reproduction through marriage, the joys of new life through childbirth, community identity through naming rituals, etc. The LFCW understands the power of ritual not only to anchor abstract beliefs, but also to create lasting social, religious and psychological bonds among its followers. This explains why LFCW introduces elaborate rituals to meet the diverse needs of its members.
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See Benatar 1998. Commentary: Cloning and Ethics; An International Journal of Medicine (QJM) Great Britain: Oxford University Press. Vol. 91:165-166. http://qjmed.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/91/2/165 (accessed 23 April 2007).
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Chapter Six



Summary and Conclusion



This chapter summaries the salient themes in the preceding chapters of the present study and relates these to pertinent issues in the study of contemporary global Pentecostalism, particularly in the context of developing societies. It focuses on the LFCW and examines the ways in which it differs from other Pentecostal movements in Nigeria. One significant issue that has emerged from the history of the LFCW is the relationship it has with the Aladura movements in Nigeria. A central point is that Oyedepo played important roles in the Cherubim and Seraphim (C&S) movement before exiting the church to establish his own ministry. And what kind of relationship existed, and still exists, between the LFCW and the C&S movement? Another area of interest in this study is the reference to the several overseas trips which Oyedepo made to USA immediately after he received the Commission from God and the hosting of foreign evangelists during the LFCW’s yearly Shiloh programme. It is important to underscore the influence of North American contacts on the theology and structure of the LFCW. Further more, there are factors responsible for its fast growth and spread in the country.



6.1



The LFCW and the Aladura Movement



Although much suppressed from official records of the LFCW, Oyedepo before 1981 was committed to the C&S Church, Omu-Oran. Although the actual date of his exit from the church could not be ascertained, it is evident that he received his vision of the LFCW while he was still a member of the C&S church. Basically, though Oyedepo ceased to relate with the C&S officially, he has not ceased relating with members of the church on individual basis. More importantly, some of his extended family members still belong to the C&S movement. Gideon Oyedepo, a younger brother of David Oyedepo, claims that the latter was never excommunicated from the C&S but left the church of his own accord without any incidence. Oyedepo, on his part, maintains a studied silence on his previous relationship with he C&S as well as the reasons for his disaffiliation with the church. The C&S accordingly looks on Oyedepo with a great deal of respect and Oyedepo himself has
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refrained from criticizing his former coreligionists as wont many other Pentecostal church founders who usually subject their “first church” to excoriating criticism.



Because the C&S branch where Oyedepo worshipped still sees its former member in good light, the church maintains contact with Oyedepo. One such contact occurred recently; the C&S church in Omu-Oran contemplated visiting Oyedepo who it regarded as its son to solicit his support on the actualisation of Orimolade University, Omu-Oran. 187 On the whole Oyedepo still relates indirectly with C&S church. Aside from Oyedepo’s personal relationship with the C&S, his mother, Morenike Oyedepo, also maintains a healthy relationship with the C&S. This healthy relationship is demonstrated recently when she donated six bags of rice to the church during one of its anniversaries. According to Ajitoni who is himself a member of the C&S, “She has ceaselessly been supporting us whenever we solicit her assistance”. 188 The subsisting relationship between the Oyedepos and the C&S could be understood when it is remembered that Morenike Oyedepo had initial difficulties conceiving a child and was persistent at the C&S church services for spiritual assistance in securing “the fruit of the womb”. 189 Hence, Gideon Oyedepo claimed that it took Oyedepo so many years before his mother and his two brothers could become members of the LFCW. 190 However, most members of the C&S church, Omu-Oran, are not happy with the LFCW branch church at Omu-Oran. According to some of the C&S members at Omu-Oran, the local branch of LFCW is engaging in blackmailing their church in order to proselytise their members. The LFCW branch is accused of claiming that God is not in C&S church and so members of the church are being pressured to reaffiliate to the LFCW which is conceived as “the ship of salvation” which God has sent to Omu-Oran through Oyedepo. The allegation against the LFCW in OmuOran was confirmed by one of the former members of the C&S church, Omu-Oran, who 187



Interview with Dr. Kayode Ajitoni (58 years old), at the University of Ibadan, 8 September 2005. Ajitoni was a class mate of David Oyedepo at Secondary school. Both were members of the C&S and belonged to the parachurch group called Egbe Ogo Society of the C&S. He informed the author that the C&S movements, Nigeria proposed university is located at Omu-Oran the home town of Oyedepo. The proposed location makes it necessary for the local branch of the C&S to seek financial support from its children abroad to see to the take of the university. The proposed university is named about Moses Orimolade, the co-founder of the C&S movement; see Omoyajowo (1982:) for insight. 188 Interview with Dr. Ajitoni at University of Ibadan, 08 September 2005. 189 See chapter two for details. 190 Interview with Pastor Gideon Oyedepo at C&S Ijesa, Lagos, 5 October 2005
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is presently a member of the LFCW. She claimed that the LFCW is the “ship of God that is sailing believers to the kingdom of God”. 191 Furthermore, Gideon Oyedepo confirmed that most of the people who are very close to Oyedepo in the LFCW are the people who left the C&S church. 192 Like many other new churches in Nigeria, the LFCW has only emerged out of the C&S church; it has not successfully made “a complete break with the past” (see Meyer 1998:316).



6.2



The LFCW and other Pentecostal Churches



The LFCW is a member of the Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria (PFN). This umbrella organisation was formed in 1991 as a common platform for all Pentecostal churches. It incorporates “(all) Christian churches, organisations and believers who believe, experience, practise and cherish the ‘full gospel’ message with evidence of speaking in an unknown tongue, in addition to their Evangelical Faith and practice”(Ihejirika 2005). Nigerian Pentecostals claim that they proclaim the Word of God as set down in the Bible without compromise or adulteration. According to Ihejirika, this uncompromising stance on things which are not related to the Word of God, clearly paints most Pentecostal churches in Nigeria in fundamentalist colours. By extension, therefore, the PFN could be construed as a Christian fundamentalist organisation pursuing an aggressive evangelical agenda. The LFCW, therefore, by belonging to this body, identifies with its broad programmes of assertive evangelicalism.



The LFCW operates a liberal policy with many Pentecostal churches; it extends invitation to them whenever it has important functions. Oyedepo honours invitations, usually as guest preacher on prosperity. The LFCW’s bible school (WOFBI) also accommodates members of all Pentecostal ministries who freely enrol for its bible school. The WOFBI is therefore placed in a position to train pastors who are potential founders of Pentecostal churches. The LFCW also makes its ministers’ conference an open conference to all Pentecostal churches pastors. We can conclude that, though all Nigerian Pentecostal churches 191



Interview with Mrs. Ibiwoye at Omu-Oran, 30 August 2005. She claimed that she has been preaching to C&S members at Omu-Oran to flee from their church and come to the LFCW, Omu-Oran, for this is the only way that leads to heaven. 192 Interview with Pastor Gideon Oyedepo at C&S Ijesa, Lagos, 5 October 2005.
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are in the same religious market, the LFCW does not monopolise its gift so that it overrides others but it exchanges its gifts with other Pentecostal churches which are willing to, or have the same doctrinal understanding with it.



The most prominent counterpart of Oyedepo in the Pentecostal field is Adeboye. The duo pay regular visits to each other’s church. It is interesting to note that their relationship is like son to father, with Adeboye playing the superordinate role. The relationship became cordial after pastor Adeboye ordained Oyedepo as a minister of God. While both church leaders claim that their relationship was divinely inspired, it is important to observe that the C&S background of the RCCG as well as that of the Oyedepo would have been as a significant religious lubricant to their mutual attraction. Both churches’ doctrines and rituals evidently demonstrate a reflection of their C&S roots.



Oyedepo was born into C&S while Pastor Adeboye was born into Anglican Church but he left Anglican Church for RCCG which had its root in C&S. The association of Oyedepo and Pastor Adeboye and with some other leaders of Pentecostal churches who had their root in C&S church, points to the fact that the LFCW is not totally a new church but somewhat a reflection of C&S Church in a new form. However, there are other Pentecostal pastors who do not agree with the doctrines of the LFCW and they have come out openly to attack its founder.



Pastor Tunde Bakare of the Latter Rain Assembly, Lagos, is among the prominent Pentecostal pastors who have openly attacked Oyedepo on doctrinal matters. He accused Oyedepo of sprinkling blood on people and questioned, “Where did the word of God say the oil is not a symbol of Holy Spirit but the life of God in a bottle?” Bakare claimed that a Celestial Church of Christ pastor told him that the only difference between Pentecostal churches in Nigeria and Celestial Church of Christ is the white garment robe which the latter wear: “there is nothing we are doing that you are also not doing”.193 193



Bakare Tunde. “Interview”, Sunday Sun. (Nigeria). 25.09. 2005. On Celestial Church of Christ, see Adogame (1999). The author made several attempts to interview Pastor Tunde Bakare in 2005 to explicate further on his interview with The Sun newspaper but he was always out of the country during several visits to his church.
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Apart from being a member of the PFN, the LFCW relates perfectly with other Pentecostal churches which share the same principles of prosperity and divine healing. There is always an exchange of pulpits through invitations. At the fiftieth birthday anniversary of Oyedepo and the Silver Jubilee of the LFCW, Pastor Adeboye of RCCG was the guest preacher. Oyedepo also features prominently as a guest preacher in RCCG and The Redeemed Evangelical Ministries (TREM), among many others. 194 Basically, the LFCW has continued relating with this body because it accommodates its doctrinal beliefs and teachings.



6.3



The LFCW and the Mission Churches



The Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) is the rallying point of all Christian organisations in Nigeria. The LFCW, together with other Pentecostal churches, relate with the mission churches in the pursuit of common goals. Although the goals vary, they concern decision making and pursuit of the same (Christian) cause through dialogue with other faiths and the nation. However, the mission churches have been serving as the religious shopping malls where the LFCW shops for members. Many of the LFCW pastors interviewed in the course of this study point out that they were once members of the Anglican Church. Even though Oyedepo often claims that his grandmother, who was a member of the Anglican Church, influenced his approach on offering of tithe, he was never at anytime a member of the Anglican Church although he was groomed in the Anglican Primary School.



Most people interviewed in Omu-Oran, Oyedepo’ home town, claimed that the LFCW branch in Omu-Oran is a welcome idea, their main reason being that their son founded it. But their fear about the LFCW concerns its attitude towards CAN which they regard as not encouraging: the LFCW neither attends CAN meetings nor participate in any CAN programme in Omu-Oran. “The church has never participated with us, it doesn’t agree to
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“Nnamani, Enahoro, Ibru, others at Holy Ghost Congress”, Sunday Tribune. (Nigeria). 18.12.2005. http://www.tribune.com.ng/181205/news05.htm, (accessed 20.12.2005).
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the joint prayer organised by CAN.” 195 However, the Venerable Akande, Vicar, St Paul’s Anglican Church, Omu-Oran had a different opinion about the LFCW. He claimed that its founder, Oyedepo, responded to the appeal sent to him by the committee which was set up by St Paul’s Anglican Primary School, Omu-Oran, when some of the school’s building dilapidated. Oyedepo, who was a student of the school, approached government authorities on behalf of the school and there was immediate intervention by the government.



6.4



The LFCW and the Moslems



While Moslems are among the target audience of the LFCW, the church has no official relationship with the Moslems. Recently, it became one of the victims of religious violence in northern Nigeria during the solidarity religious riot over the controversial cartoons published in Europe on Prophet Mohammed. 196 Oyedepo claimed that his church’s location in Kaduna was strategically located for protection against similar assault of people with ulterior motives. The LFCW Kaduna enjoys the presence of its neighbours who are mostly wealthy and military personnel. During religious riots the military usually protects the church from attack and destruction.



However, the LFCW patronises Moslems who are not even prepared to join the church. Three men who are contractors and suppliers with the LFCW were interviewed at the Canaan Land, Ota. Differently, they claimed that they have been making supplies and taking contracts from the LFCW since it began construction works on Canaan Land in 1998. They have never been intimidated or owed money but sometimes payments were delayed which, to them, was understandable and never related to their faith as Moslems. The LFCW argues that contracts and supplies to the church are not limited to members alone but extend to outsiders irrespective of their religion, as long as one could meet its de-
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One of my respondents in Omu-Oran claimed that CAN usually organises joint prayers at the beginning of a new year for one week, the hosting of the prayer is always rotated among all the churches in OmuOran, but the LFCW is yet to participate in the CAN programme since it was established in Omu-Oran. 196 Maiduguri mayhem: 58 killed, 30 churches burnt. Daily Sun, Nigeria. 20.02.2006. http://sunnewsonline.com/webpages/features/newsonthehour/2006/feb/20/newsbreak..., (accessed 20.02.2006)
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mands in terms of quality supplies or contracts execution. 197 The LFCW’s open incentive is an enticement and invitation, a way of proselytising people of other faith.



The LFCW admits Moslems into its schools though it does not provide worship centres for them but mandates them to attend its chapel. This is an infringement on the freedom of religion which the country’s constitution guarantees. 198 However, the LFCW’s position is made very clear to the Moslem parents even before their children get admitted into the school. This position creates the opportunity for Moslem students to learn and participate in the LFCW doctrines and services which might not necessarily proselytise them hence some of them return to their religion whenever they are away from the school. 199



Oyedepo, who came from a family that is partly Moslem, is yet to convert his whole family to Christianity. Though his father was converted and became a member of the LFCW after his active years as a Moslem, his stepmother, stepbrothers and stepsisters still remain faithful Moslems. 200 That it is easy to find in one family members belonging to different religious traditions is a further demonstration of Yoruba religious pluralism. The analogy is simple: a prophet is without honours in his hometown. This does not rule out assistance which Oyedepo renders to his family from time to time. This kind of assistance communicates the Samaritan woman’s message to Jesus that dogs feed from crumbs of food from the masters’ table. 201 However, Stark (1996:142) argued that people do not join religious groups because they suddenly found doctrines appealing but they align their religious behaviour with that of their friends. The family members of Oyedepo who became members of the LFCW did that not because of the LFCW doctrinal beliefs and rituals but because they want to fraternise with Oyedepo, their blood relation.



197



Interview with David Oyedepo at Canaan Land, Ota, 14 October 2005. The Nigeria Constitution, chapter four, section thirty-eight guarantees rights to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. http://www.dawodu.com/const.htm, (accessed 05.05. 2006). 199 Interview with Pastor Idowu Kafisewon at the Faith Academy, Canaan land, Ota, 20 August 2005. He teaches Mathematics. 200 Interview with Madam Morenike Oyedepo, at Ibiwoye’s residence in Omu- Oran, 30 August 2005. 201 Mrs. Ibiwoye pointed out that despite all the regular financial assistance which Oyedepo renders to his family, his step brother and sisters and their mother are still practicing Moslems. 30 August 2005. 198
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6.5



The LFCW and Ritual Symbols



Apart from the Holy Communion which the LFCW sees as “miracle meal” (Oyedepo 2002), every symbolic element employed in the LFCW appears to have its root from what Oyedepo imbibed in the C&S church. The use of anointing oil, the covenant ark that contains the prayer requests, dancing out one’s faith, water and bible are biblical characters which the C&S places great emphasis upon. These are the hallmark of the Aladura movements in general (Mitchell 1970).



The act of prostrating which Oyedepo does during impartation service with barefoot and the instruction given to the LFCW members to remove their shoes on certain occasions at the entrance to Canaan Land are features of the C&S church which are reinvented in the LFCW. These inventions are best described in the theory of imagistic mode of religious behaviour put forward by Whitehouse (2002, 2004). Expanding on Whitehouse original formulation, Berner writes that elements of the imagistic mode “based on experiences, emphasising irrational means of communication with God or the gods, as, for instance, visions and dreams, the normative implications derive not from their argumentative, but from their iconic, power” (2004:158). The C&S church does not allow people to wear shoes or sandals into its sacred places. It is known for dancing which might even lead members to a state of emotional ecstatic. These are features which keep connecting the LFCW to the C&S.



During one of my field visits to the church, I observed Oyedepo play the drum during one of the LFCW services. There was music and dancing and outpouring of emotion; this led to Oyedepo displaying his talent on the drum for about thirty minutes. 202 It generated considerable interest which was seen as a strange behaviour by members of the church; this made some of the members to conclude that the Holy Spirit was fully present at the service. 203
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The author witnessed this at Canaan land Ota in 2000, when this study was still invisible. Members, who were standing with the author in the church, reacted with shock, surprise and emotional laughter which show that they were seeing him on drum for the first time. The author overheard one of the members saying “this is impossible; it is the work of the Holy Spirit”.
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Among the propositions of Stark (1996:144) for the success of religious movements is that there should be attempts to socialise the young sufficiently well as to minimise both defection and of reduced strictness. However, the scene which Oyedepo created might have been a re-enactment of his years as a drummer boy in the C&S church before his exit. 204 Therefore, Oyedepo’s idea of Christianity is shaped by the doctrines and his ritual experience in C&S Church, Omu-Oran. A contextual understanding of the LFCW, therefore, directs attention to its root as sources of religious capital as well as doctrines and rituals.



6.6



The LFCW and Prosperity Gospel



The LFCW is known for its claim to make people rich through its founder. The commission as described in chapter three is frequently reiterated and proclaimed as a legitimating impetus for its teaching. Oyedepo alone expands on the commission towards achieving LFCW’s organisational goals and objectives. Overtime this proclamation has created an identity for Oyedepo as the only messenger of God who has the key to worldly rewards with emphasis on financial success and prosperity. He is described as a prosperity expert by his Pentecostal counterparts. 205 Oyedepo fulfils this prosperity task each time he honours invitations primarily to do so. He gives out techniques which are adoptable and appropriate for people to get wealth. 206



The LFCW places emphasis on reward for being a born again Christian. The reward includes wealth, promotion; position, sickness free life, and long life among many others are rights and privileges of a believer. The LFCW speaks these rights and privileges to believers in tangible ways and the rights and privileges have created identity for Pentecostal believers, the rights and privileges are for believers alone to enjoy. However, this doctrine of prosperity differs from the “holiness type” which claims deliverance alone
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Interview with Dr. Kayode Ajitoni at University of Ibadan. He claimed that Oyedepo was a good drummer in C&S Omu-Oran, 04 September 2005. 205 Interview with Rev. Prince of the Grace Assembly Pentecostal Church, Lagos, 18 September 2005. 206 David Oyedepo is a regular guest prosperity preacher at the yearly RCCG Holy Ghost congress and sometimes monthly Holy Ghost nights. See Oyeniran, Kayode. Insight, Edifying the Saints. Nigeria: A monthly journal, vol.1. No. 1
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from all types of oppression like sickness, sorcery, evil spirits and poverty should be the goal of the Christian life.



The doctrine of prosperity, which Poewe (1994) characterised as a manifestation of global charismatic Christianity, is defining of the LFCW; it is the “word of faith” which Oyedepo claimed God called him to preach to the world in order to set people free from poverty and demonic attack. This teaching accommodates the gospel to the world by its insistence that the believer is legally entitled to the good things of this world in this world rather in a future world. Although the bible states that Christians are passers-by in the world and are therefore not of the world, the LFCW takes the world very seriously, not simply as an arena for its mission objectives, but more importantly as a site of reward for possessing the correct kind of faith. 207 As has already been pointed, Pastor Tunde Bakare has shown some dissatisfaction towards the church’s attitude to wealth ands its doctrine of prosperity. However, Stark (1996:143) suggests that successful religious movements are likely to compromise with the world but the compromise must not cause too great reduction in the degree of tension between the movement and the surrounding society.



The LFCW has created an identity for its members as, not just a people of privilege, but more importantly, possessors of a legal right to the wealth of other people who are considered as unbelievers in God. The wealth of these “unbelievers”, the church assures its members, will be redistributed to them as God’s people who are also possessors of the right sort of “faith”. No doubt inequality of wealth is found among mankind irrespective of their faiths. But it seems that those who are not Christians but are well placed in the same society and are wealthy should be dispossessed of their acquired wealth (see Oyedepo 1997:63). Its explanation is simply that the power to make wealth belongs to God and by virtue of Oyedepo’s commission he is privileged to understand the mind of God about the way to create wealth as stated in the scriptures.



Despite all the emphasis and techniques which Oyedepo teaches, most members of the LFCW are still very poor. A defence of this state of affairs is the argument that believers 207



See John 15:19; 17:14-16.
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who remain poor are likely to be living in sin or lacking in knowledge. 208 According to data collected in the LFCW local branch, Badagry, the educational level of the respondents revealed that in the LFCW 28.38%, 24.32% and 16.22% account for members with Higher National Diploma (HND), Bachelor of Arts or Science (BA or B.Sc.), and Masters of Arts or Science (MA or MSc.) respectively, while, 8.11%, 10.81% and 12.16% account for members with primary, secondary and Ordinary National Diploma (OND) respectively. The implication is that most of the people attending the LFCW possess basic formal educational background.



The knowledge of making wealth is different from educational knowledge; the knowledge of making wealth is only understood by the one whom God has revealed his mind to. The knowledge can only be received through listening to tapes, hearing messages and reading the books of Oyedepo. This explicates why the LFCW continues to produce electronic and print versions of past sermons and teachings of its founder for public consumption.



A thorough reading of Oyedepo’s books reveals features of twisting and meandering. These features are done purposely in the books to create dissimilarity in contents and emotional appeal. These features result in repetitiveness as ideas are endlessly and monotonously recycled for the purpose of creating dominion over the consumers (members) and the society. 209 Hence, there is anxiety, enthusiasm and nervous yearning on the part of consumers (believers). Oyedepo continues to duplicate his ideas on print and electronic media which were once relevant in his own life. Oyedepo has been listening, hearing and reading other preachers of the prosperity gospel which supposedly influenced him.



Though Oyedepo made several references to his faith mentors in his books and sermons, this does not give reinterpretation of the LFCW as a movement which is influenced by 208



See Hosea 4:6. This text is often used by Oyedepo in his sermons. See also Oyedepo 1988:1; 1997:102; 1998:10. 209 The idea of constructing religious believers as “consumers“, religious leaders as ”producers“ and churches as firms is anchored on the religious economy framework variously articulated by the American sociologist, Rodney Stark and his collaborators (see Stark and Finke 2000).
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Americans mainly because of its foremost gospel of prosperity. Anderson (2005:) quotes Kalu as observing that in the decade after 1985, Nigeria’s new churches “blossomed into complex varieties” and that in their development, “European influence became more pronounced” thereby greatly influencing the packaging of African Pentecostalism and its focus. The LFCW could be so characterised as a church founded in Nigeria in the early 1980s, and with deep roots in the Aladura movement, it exhibits strong American influence in both doctrine and packaging. This transnational impetus has immensely worked in its favour in attracting and keeping upwardly mobile young men and women. This fact confirms Anderson’s (2005:30) point when he wrote of this strand of new churches: “the originators continued to be African, imitating foreigners, eclectically producing foreign theologies but transforming these for immediate contextual purposes”. Contextual form of Christianity which the LFCW sometimes introduced also contributes to its success. Anderson emphasises cultural continuity between a new church such as the LFCW and previous forms of Christian appropriation and marginalised society under colonialism. Stark also echoed this by suggesting that cultural continuity should be retained with conventional faiths of the societies within which a religious movement seeks converts (1996: 144). Credence should be given to Oyedepo because he did not only assimilate but he also appropriated all the external influences that he came in contact with. This explains the global prosperity identity which he has appropriated.



The faith mandate which Oyedepo received pushed him to America where he met experts on faith ministry who made the prosperity path straight for him. Oyedepo’s teaching about prosperity is basically an encouragement for believers to desire and aspire to live beyond whatever barriers which are placed in their lives by accidents of birth. Harrison (2005:148) observed that the founders of faith movement in America, Kenyon and Hagin, were essentially poor and they attained limited formal education but they aspired to live beyond these barriers placed in their lives by accidents of birth.



Consequently, the evidence of God’s blessing distinguishes believers from other people on the face of the earth. This is evident in personal transformation, healing, deliverance from man and spirit (witches and wizard) which ultimately opens doors for realisation of
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life, longevity and financial prosperity as proclaimed by the LFCW. Hence practical Christianity requires believers to show the presence of God in their lives through what they have accumulated.



6.7



The LFCW and the Media



The LFCW’s formative years show that Oyedepo’s commission implies that God was preparing to liberate the world, and needed a human vessel to accomplish this liberation, and for this task Oyedepo was found a worthy instrument. This statement is analogous to the passage which Jesus cited from the Old Testament to support his own messianic claims among the Jews. 210 For the manner in which the commission has been multiplied and codified in diverse forms function as a prophetic statement of identity for Oyedepo. Helpful in demonstrating and popularising the prophetic image of Oyedepo is a wide range of media products which promote his spiritual mandate purportedly received from God. These media products which are mass-produced have promoted Oyedepo’s messages on the acclaimed mandate and commission. Oyedepo claims that this medium has been very effective in the spread of the gospel he preaches (Oyedepo 1998).



Members of the LFCW are persuaded to buy and read books written by Oyedepo. Badagry branch of the church, for example, 36.49% of members have between one and five books of Oyedepo. The demand and supply of the LFCW products does not only further the wealth of the church, it clearly pictures and identifies the LFCW as a glamorous and desirable prosperity movement. It also added the courage which Oyedepo needed to exemplify his prosperity gospel. Hence, Oyedepo proclaims prosperity for his members and he severally refers to himself and his commission as living proof of the LFCW. According to him, “God alone … saw the church collecting N3 offering in 1984 … a steward of multi-billion naira investments”. 211



The LFCW advertises its messages through handbills, billboards, and big poster. These prints carry boldly the photograph of Oyedepo and his missionary message to the world 210



See Isaiah 61:1-5. David Oyedepo “Interview”, Daily Champion (Lagos), 22.04.2006, http://allafrica.com/stories/200604210188.html, (accessed 22.04.2006). 211
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as a rescuer of mankind from all oppressions of man and spirits (witches and wizards). The numerous LFCW’s advertisements have made Oyedepo famously recognisable person in the country; the LFCW advertises him as a marketable commodity hence it creates for him religious acceptance. Oyedepo’s fame as a prosperity preacher therefore creates active construction of identity for the LFCW.



Most believers of the LFCW share the view of worldly reward which states that no matter the level of lack and sickness in them, their position as born-again Christian made it very easy to access the mind of God through the bible and the recommended media materials of Oyedepo. This is a position which members take after numerous doctrinal teachings and is seen as the greatest contribution of the LFCW in Nigeria. Hollenweger (2004:133) argued that Pentecostal churches are not churches for the poor but churches of the poor, that Pentecostal churches develop a type of oral theology and ministry in which poor people take an active part and thus find a new human dignity. Most members of the LFCW advertise their membership and the church with the numerous stickers which the LFCW mass produce for their consumption. The messages on the stickers are captured by some short and assertive sentences which reflect the philosophy and intention of the LFCW. Examples include “I am a Winner”, “Winners family”, “Am above and not beneath”, “Over comers”, and “more than conquerors”. These assertive sentences create the literal reality of what the LFCW members are to be in their lives.



The emphases are positive confessions which do not have any relation with failure and frustration. Through consistent positive confessions and obedience to all the principles and techniques which are found in both print and electronic media of the LFCW members are bound to benefit from divine health which will give them long life and material reward in the world. These would eventually lead to heavenly reward. Oyedepo often asserts that the status of believers on earth determines their heavenly status. However, these worldly rewards, blessings and successes are covenant prosperity which LFCW claims is the birthright and heritage of every believer. They are the facts and principles of economic and social transformation of LFCW members.
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Though the LFCW theoretically teaches about morality, practically it deemphasises virtues, holiness, reverence, devoutness, faithfulness, godliness and devotion. This distinguishes it from the ‘holiness’ type of Pentecostal churches. The LFCW does not concern itself about what its pastors and members wear to the church. Most pastors of the LFCW imitate Oyedepo’s form of dressing, both in the style of his suit and particular type of shoes.



The imitation is not limited to dressing alone, but also in the way Oyedepo speaks. The imitative practice is logical because of its pattern; it is attempting to reproduce Oyedepo in all its branches; members would not see the pastor as representative of Oyedepo in the church but as a copy of Oyedepo. This makes it impossible for pastors to preach in their local branches without making reference to “papa” Oyedepo. 212 References are made to Oyedepo in prayers, preaching and when advertising his books; ‘God of Oyedepo’ is often heard among the LFCW members during testimony times. Analogy could be drawn with Jesus Christ who says “Don’t you believe that I am in the father and the father is in me?” 213



The pastors, as representatives of Oyedepo in the LFCW branches, are not expected to share any personal visions other than the received vision. They are not only under obligation to carry out their duties but it is imperative for them to adhere strictly to this because of the bond which they are made to sign after the assumption of their pastoral duties. The pastors are representatives of Oyedepo in the LFCW branches, in the services they render to their members.



The LFCW enjoins its members to be making financial and material assistance to its pastors so that spiritual blessings can be active upon their lives (Oyedepo 1999). This doctrine, however, contradicts the written bond handed over to pastors after their assumption of duties: “that my faithful service to this ministry shall include and cover all areas of financial faithfulness, giving myself wholly to the strict adherence and observation of the
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Interview with Pastor Yomi Joseph, at LFCW, Badagry, on 24 September 2004. See John 14:10.
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covenant demands, tithing with proofs. I shall not take financial advantage of any person or group of persons through soliciting for prophetic offering, special offerings, or extracting money by any other such other means. 214 The teaching and practice of the LFCW on prophetic offering, it would seem, accommodate a tendency towards acquisitiveness on the part of the authority of the LFCW which empowers few pastors to solicit for prophetic giving. 215



Another important issue is conversion, which is often related to dramatic personal experience. Most converts of the LFCW were Christians from other churches, which imply that they left their former churches which were considered sinful and worldly for the LFCW. Gideon Oyedepo claimed that all the associates of Oyedepo were once members of the C&S Church. During the luminal period of the LFCW, ECWA youth centre, Ilorin, was initially the meeting point of the movement (Faith Liberation Movement). The ECWA church accommodated the movement but it became suspicious and hostile to the movement when it soon realised that virtually all its promising youths had been drafted to the movement. 216 Anderson (2005) also cited Kalu on a similar point that the established churches usually react in three stages: hostility, apologetics and adaptation. The LFCW shops for members in older churches, mostly the mission churches claiming liberation for Christians from specific religious disadvantages such as formalism and traditionalism. The promise of miracles of wealth and health is a device for proselytising the religious frontier, using religion as a problem-solving strategy.



Most of the members interviewed during the field study claimed they left other churches for the LFCW. All the LFCW bishops were members of other churches before their defection. Oyedepo was a C&S member and Abioye was a Baptist. Many of the pastors interviewed informally revealed that they were once members of the Anglican Church. This represents a defection for those who were already Christians and conversion for people who joined from other faiths, such as Islam and traditional religion; the Christians who
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This is extracted from the LFCW staff covenant. See Zechariah 5:4. By practice, the prophet giving is limited to the rank of bishops in the LFCW. 216 See Chapter two for details on the emergence of the LFCW. 215
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joined the LFCW have only defected from a specific brand or group in the Christian faith and not from a different faith such as Islam and Traditional religion.



Frequently, new features are frequently added to the administration of the LFCW. This feature of the church enables it to adapt and update itself relative to other churches in its environment. These affect the organisational structure of the church and its rituals. The LFCW has in place machineries designed to proselytise the frontier of the religious market, it also accommodates people without intimidation or hostility. Its flexibility, attraction and appeal undermine the guided moral principle. The mode of dressing among members of the LFCW has been a subject of attack by the public. 217 The church has no objection to the half nude appearances of some of its members because of its membership drive. 218 It does not matter to the LFCW the form, state, condition and appearance of people who patronise it since its ultimate concern is the concentration of resources which makes the church viable, visible and strong.



The LFCW’s interest is in the number of attendance and the collection of revenue. Its productivity is measured by its performance in these interests. A branch that is not large in number, unable to remit revenue to the headquarters and pay lay workers assigned to it, is unproductive and consequently not fit to exist. This explains why the LFCW does not have more than a branch in a city in Nigeria. It concentrates its resources for easy management. Because of this principle of ‘one church one city’, it ensures that its church is constructed in such a way that it dominates its environment. It is usually very big and painted in bright colours. All its churches are painted in butter colour and lined with wine colour. This is not the same with other Pentecostal churches in Nigeria, for example, some RCCG branches are using hotels, ware houses, rented halls to mention few (Ukah 2003:).
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Most of the informants gave biased opinion about the church on the dressing manner of its ladies. They often referred to them as Jezebel. 218 Interview with Pastor Yomi Joseph at LFCW, Badagry branch. He argued that it is not possible for the LFCW to drive away a prostitute who is attending church on the basis of what she is wearing. He claimed that regular attendance and commitment to God would gradually transform her. Moreover Jesus came for such people in whatever form, appearance and situation. 24 September 2004.
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6.8



The LFCW and Its Social Services



Globalisation is theorised in various forms by various authors depending on their discipline. Droogers (1999) considered all the forms in which globalisation has been applied, and concluded that the world is experienced as a single place, or even a non-place, an abstract sign, or as a subject to time/space compression. The use of transportation, automobiles, aircrafts, print and electronic media, internet communication (a non place) facility, clearly indicate that the world is a global village where it is possible to reach other people at short notice.



While the cost of maintaining an air craft is very exorbitant the LFCW is the second Pentecostal church in Nigeria to own an air craft. It has two aircrafts which it uses for evangelism. The aircrafts enable Oyedepo and his ministries staff (DOMI) to travel easily to any part of the world. His itinerary for 2004 indicated that between July and November, he visited thirty seven countries both in Africa and Europe. These travels happened between Monday and Friday, as he was ever present and presided over all the Sunday services which fall within the period. The aircraft also enabled the LFCW in its shipment of relief materials to Liberia in 1996. Apart from the numerous cars which the LFCW has for its administrative use, it also has Jeeps and E-Class Mercedes Benz cars in which Oyedepo and his wife usually cruise around Lagos and its environs. These are global tendencies, in that they make movement very smooth and easy.



The LFCW has not only been duplicating its ideas in both the print and electronic media, it has also put them on the Internet. It is possible for those who could not buy Oyedepo’s book or the electronic version to access and even download them free of charge on the internet. The website of the LFCW provides all necessary information about the church and also provides facility for online giving. It is possible to pay tithes and other offerings through credit card facilities which will reach the church from any part of the world. Counselling is also sought via the Internet.



Even though the primary assignment of the LFCW is to produce religion to the people, it also made provision for western form of medicine; which is concerned with curing and
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preventing diseases and preserving health. The church provides this service to assist its members who are bodily sick and could not exercise the enabled strength which is required for faith healing. However, healing service which is ranked very highly by 47.30% of respondents shows that some people are attending the church mainly for the faith healing service which might not eventually work for some of them. The faith healing is a local form and way of meeting the needs of those who are afflicted and who could not financially afford to settle medical bills. The western form of medicine is a globally acceptable form of healing and prevention of affliction which is accessible in some places and not in all places. The economic stability of each country determines the type of medical care which could be obtained. The LFCW treats its clients with both the medical form and the combination of the word of God and prayers.



The LFCW organises its finances through the banking system. There are four international banks which have their branches in the LFCW headquarters. These banks transact all financial businesses of the church in both the local and foreign currencies. They also purchase foreign exchange for the church whenever it is necessary. The LFCW also duplicate this global source; it established its own private bank for the same orientation which the banking system operates. It takes deposits, gives loans, and sells foreign currencies, among many other services.



Oyedepo combined both the local and the global contacts together as a blend in the LFCW. The local contacts were responsible for Oyedepo’s ordination as a reverend and his consecration as a bishop while the global contacts influenced the LFCW doctrines as it relates to prosperity gospels.



At a conference organized by the Centre of African Studies and Centre for the Study of Christianity in the Non-Western World of the University of Edinburgh in May 1992, Andrew Walls presented a paper titled “African Christianity in the History of Religions”. In his presentation, Walls, articulated the position that African Christianity was representing “a new period in the history of African religion” as well as “a new period in the history of Christianity” (1996:1). Walls examined the circumstances of Africa and its religious
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composition. He argued that the “primal” or “traditional” religions had been reconstructed and made relevant to the nature, meaning and function of African Christianity. According to Walls, there are new elements thrown from primal religious worldview which have found their way into African Christianity (Walls 1996:11). African Christianity is a new development in the history of African religion; according to Walls it was fashioned within the constraints of pre-Christian African thought as a Christianity built on the foundation of the Jerusalem Church of the Acts of Apostles which was rooted in the religion of old Israel. Also, it is a new period in the history of Christianity because African Christianity has produced a complex and distinctive worldview, interacting with Christian tradition that was influenced by the Greco-Roman culture.



The history of the LFCW as documented in the present study bears out Walls position. The LFCW, as this study demonstrates, is a product of distinctive but interacting worldviews: African cosmology and Judaeo-Christian tradition. These two worlds are in constant creative tension. While there are frequent rejections of the traditional worldviews, elements of these worldview unequivocally inform and impregnate the practices and rituals of the LFCW. With the background of the founder in the C&S, and the latter’s deeply informed roots in the Yoruba worldview, the LFCW is a product of the meeting of this traditional worldview and global charismatic Christianity mediated through a diverse range of modern media technologies. For instance, an issue relating to “ancestors”, “the territorial rulers”, the divinities and a multiplicity of spirits form important elements in Yoruba religious worldview. These elements were summarily dismissed by missionary Christianity as incompatible with the worship of God but taken seriously by the Aladuras (Walls 1996:7). These elements have, however, re-emerged in various forms in the LFCW with new terminologies such as devil, goliath, Egyptians, demons and ancestral spirits. These are to be relentlessly fought against and “Holy Ghost fire” cast upon them. Many of the rituals of the LFCW are directed towards this end of excavating the African worldview and reconstructing it according to new understanding such as is informed by global deliverance ministries of the new Pentecostalism. Anointing oil, anointed “handkerchief”, Communion wine and Oyedepo’s book are among the LFCW’s ritual objects of power. These power objects are impersonalised power drawn into the Christian
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framework in the LFCW. It is equally important to note that Yoruba Esu is constantly engaged in battle in the LFCW. The Esu and his likes were not originally antigod figures (Walls 1996:13), they were not embodiment of the evil in the primal religion but Esu has assumed the role of the devil. The LFCW opposes evil forces and therefore appropriate Esu with the role of the devil.



While it is the case, as Walls correctly pointed out, that the person of Christ is the central Christian symbol in African Christianity, certain African church founders, such as Oyedepo, are increasingly appropriating this central role for themselves. In the LFCW, Oyedepo is seen as a messenger of God who understands the mind of God. He alone hears God’s voice directly. Through him, believers receive their deliverance from the rulers of the world; spirits and men – witches and wizards. In a related case, the bible, which is regarded as the inspired holy book is gradually being replaced by books of Oyedepo. The founder’s media productions are valorised so highly that it is clearly assumed to be more potent than the bible in bringing about prosperity and healing. These books are recommended reading materials for each month. Most of the members make use of the bible only on Sunday services. Frequently, members narrate their testimonies concerning how they derive divine favour and blessings simply by making contacts with some of the books. The photograph of Oyedepo is another highly valued and valorised object in the LFCW. These colour pictures are found hung on walls in all LFCW offices and members homes. There was a time in the recent past when members were instructed to clip Oyedepo’s photo on their chest in order to attract good luck and divine blessings. This is a replacement of the Cross of Christ, which is the symbol that signifies the role of Christ in the church.



Sacrificial offering is another element that we need to consider here. The scripture reflected on the offering of Isaac by Abraham which was replaced by a ram and the greatest of all sacrifices, Jesus death on the cross of Calvary which is regarded as a final sacrifice for all those who believe in him. There are however, cases of giving in terms of cars, houses, television, jewelleries and other valuable items in the LFCW. This might sound strange but it is an attitude which has re-emerged from the pre-Christian era. Votaries do
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not approach the shrine with empty hands; they usually give out the best of their valuables to the god who in return answers their request. It is an attitude of give and take. The ways in which “giving” is taught and practiced in the LFCW demonstrates an amalgam of elements of global prosperity Christianity and Yoruba cultural and religious ideas and actions relating to the appropriate manner of votaries approaching the deities. Giving to the deities is an investment which a return is expected, and in fact demanded, from the deities. Unreciprocated giving subverts Yoruba cultural sense. In the LFCW, this cultural sense is creatively reconstructed in the terminologies of American prosperity preachers whose teachings Oyedepo has imbibed. Again, Walls’ position is borne out here that this current trend is a new phase in the history of African Christianity as well as in the history of religions in Africa.



To a large extent the LFCW is a global movement considering the church’s extensive spread as well as its preferred medium of communication which is English. The LFCW is fully aware of the world within which it exists; therefore it adopted English as the medium of expression in all its branches without the provision of translation into Yoruba or any other Nigerian language. This does not make the effort of Bishop Ajayi Crowther, who worked relentlessly to translate the bible into Yoruba, unappreciated. Andrew Walls (1996:13) recalled the bible translation work which Bishop Ajayi Crowther carried out into Yoruba language. However, the LFCW has recently introduced a Yoruba church for those who are not English speakers in the headquarters. This would make the Yoruba readers to appreciate the work done by Bishop Crowther. The essence of global Charismatic Christianity is to be measured by how it is localized and mediated through local idioms and structures of meaning making. The LFCW leadership recognizes this point and the recent effort to introduce a Yoruba strand of parish life bears out this fact and reappropriates the efforts of Crowther.



The present study convincingly demonstrates the fact of how the traditional African map of the universe has been reconstructed in a new church bearing the stamp of global prosperity Christianity such as the LFCW. By restructuring and creatively appropriating elements of the traditional worldview, the church is better enabled and positioned to meet
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the shifting demands and yearnings of its teaming members who are in dire need of healing and financial prosperity among many others.
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Appendix 1



LFCW’s Certificate of Incorporation
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Appendix 2



LFCW Pastors’ Contract (Staff Covenant)



LIVING FAITH CHURCH Worldwide INC. STAFF COVENANT



Having gone through my selection process and accepted the contents of my appointment letter, I commit myself to the stated covenant below with the object of not just being a staff but also a committed member of Living Faith Family.



I therefore hereby covenant. 1.



That I totally subscribe fully, and unreservedly to the Tenets of Faith of the Living Faith Church Worldwide Inc. throughout my term of service in this ministry.



2.



That I also subscribe fully to the 12 Pillars of this Commission as outlined completely and unreservedly and knowing that these pillars represent the tools for my successful Administrative service in the Ministry. I shall be liable to dismissal for any noticeable negative reaction on assertion.



3.



I shall uphold the biblical demand for character, holiness, righteousness and integrity (11 Tim.2:21).



4.



That I will place the interest of the work of this Ministry paramount in my heart (Col.4:17).



5.



That my faithful service to his ministry shall include and cover all areas of financial faithfulness, giving myself wholly to the strict adherence and observation of the covenant demands, tithing with proofs. I shall not borrow, beg or cheat in line with scriptural demands. I shall not take financial advantage of
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any person or group of persons through soliciting for prophet offering, special offerings, or extracting money by any other such other means. (Zech.5:4).



6.



That I shall uphold and observe a good Christian testimony in my home, not a striker, having firm control over my household and not with unruly children.(1Tim.3:4).



7.



That I shall be a committed and total follower of leadership, seeing instructions as leadership’s utmost tool of operations. I therefore accept that any disobedience of leadership instruction is a deliberate act of insubordination on my side to which I am liable to being released from the services of this ministry. (1Cor.11:1).



8.



That I shall not misuse, mismanage, steal, sell, damage, mortgage, dispose of any ministry property in my possession.



9.



That I solemnly and seriously regard church services and programmes as part of my regular assignment.



10.



That I shall project the image of the Ministry by reflecting her message and conviction in all areas of my life. (2 Cor.3:2).



11.



That I shall uphold the biblical demands for character, righteousness, integrity, consecration, dedication and holy living devoid of any form of sexual immorality, or any kind of immorality for that matter, in accordance with scriptural injunctions (2Tim.2:21; 1Thes.4:3-4; Eph.5:3-4).



12.



That my faithful service to this ministry shall include and cover all areas of financial faithfulness, giving myself wholly to the strict adherence and observation of the covenant demands, and tithing with proofs. That I shall not borrow, beg or cheat, in any manner (1Cor.4:2; Prov.22:7).
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13.



That at all times, I shall move and live with my family as a unit, not later than three months whenever I am posted on any assignment, location and venue not withstanding, as may be directed by the authority. Should I refuse to abide by this I agree that it should be viewed as an indication of outright withdrawal from service.



14.



I believe that oppression is of the devil and therefore I shall not oppress any person. Should I engage in an act of oppression I agree that it should be viewed as intentional wickedness which may earn me punishment ranging from warning to outright dismissal (Prov.14:31).



15.



Should I be involved in any official purchases/transactions (e.g. fuel,. material, payments etc.) I shall produce correct invoices and prices and where I have to make returns, I shall do so promptly and honestly or else, I shall be liable to consequences ranging from written warning to outright dismissal depending on the gravity of the offence.



16.



I shall not make false declaration in words or written form (e.g. appraisals, personal data, official reports, technical data etc.) Any false declaration should earn me consequences ranging from written warning to outright dismissal depending on the gravity of the matter (Ps.101:7).



17.



That all acts of disobedience or failure to observe any terms and demands of this covenant shall lead automatically to my immediate unreserved and unconditional release from this Ministry, as the case may require.



18.



That the ministry car in my possession, as I may be privilege to hold one shall be used solely for the purpose for which it was allocated which is primarily for the work of the ministry. It shall not be used for any such acts or purposes that are not in accordance or compatible with the above purpose.
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19.



That should I desire a change or movement of career within the Ministry, I shall abide by and come willingly under the prevailing conditions of the new desired place.



20.



That should I desire to leave the service of the Ministry, I would give two months notice in writing.



21.



That I shall never abuse the privileges of my office and the confidence so reposed on me by this Ministry.



22.



I shall not stand as surety to anyone whosoever he may be in any form of business on credit transaction or use Ministry Assets as collateral.



23.



Any assignment given to me shall be gladly accepted without any resentment or prejudice (be it technical, administrative, protocol etc.) and I accept that any negative reaction from me to such assignment will attract punishments ranging from suspension to dismissal (Deut.28:47-48).



24.



That my absence from duty for more that 7 days without permission shall be viewed as automatic withdrawal from service and entitle the Ministry to dismiss me without further notice.



25.



That any outstanding case of insubordination on my part will be viewed as rebellion and will attract my immediate dismissal (Ex.22:7; 1Sam 15:16).



26. That should i be engaged to a Christian lady in preparation for marriage, I shall not keep her with me overnight as it may affect my testimony of integrity, neither shall I engage any other Christian ladies/members in my place of residence for domestic services as this may affect the image of the Ministry and may earn me consequences ranging from suspension to dismissal.
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27. I shall maintain good relationship with my co-residents, neighbors, landlords where it is applicable. And shall not constitute a nuisance to the environment where I live as it may attract consequences ranging from suspension to dismissal.



28. Should I be involved in any incriminating legal matters, court cases, police case, traffic offence and confrontation with any law enforcement agent for which I am found liable guilty, the Ministry shall be entitled thereby to sanction my actions with punishment ranging from suspension to outright dismissal depending on the gravity of the issue.



29. I accept that should I receive warning on any matter for the third time from the Authorities I agree that it shall lead to my outright dismissal.



30. That should I curse or wish leadership and /or the Ministry evil in my heart may I be brought under a curse (Prov.20:20).



31. I shall be liable to dismissal for any proven act of betrayal of trust reposed in me.



32. That contravention of any of the above terms of this covenant shall attract consequences ranging from written warning to outright dismissal from the services of the ministry. In addition, it may earn me the status of an accursed person in the land. (Josh.7:12&13).



33. Having gone through this covenant carefully and with full understanding of the content, I hereby subscribe fully to all the terms and conditions willingly and without any reservation.



DATED THIS____________________DAY OF______YEAR__________ NAME:_____________________SIGNATURE__________ STATION________________DISTRICT____________DIOCESE___________ BISHOP’S SIGNATURE_____________________DATE______________
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IMPORTANT NOTICE This form is to be completed signed, and returned to the church authorities within 21 days of the receipt of same. Failure to complete and return this form within specified time will be deemed as an indication of unwillingness to continue in this service and shall therefore amount to automatic voluntary withdrawal of service from the Ministry.
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Sources and Bibliography



Primary sources



Oral sources: Informants interviewed by Selome Kuponu (m=male) (F=female) Name



Rank/Status



Sex



Date of interview



Buoye, David



Former LFCW’s Pastor



M



21.07.04



Kuponu, Popoyon



Church worker



M



21.07.04



Deliha, ‘lola



Deaconess



F



28.08.04



Chioma Helen



(Catering staff/ LFCW)



F



13.09.04



Ibilola, Gbenga



Church worker



M



14.09.04



Joseph, Yomi



Pastor LFCW



M



24.09.04



Abogunrin, Samuel



Univ. Prof.



M



04.09.05



Ajitoni, Kayode



Uni. Lecturer



M



4.09.05



Oyedepo, Gideon



C&S Pastor



M



05.10.05



Adeyemi, Wale



Uni. Lecturer



M



15.08.05



Kafisewon, Idowu



Faith Academy Teacher



M



20.08.05



Olatunji, Sunday



LFCW Member



M



22.08.05



Asaju, Sola



Sacked Pastor



M



24.08.05



Ayodele, Paul



Deacon



M



29.08.05



Akande, D. B



Anglican Pastor



M



30.08.05



Ibiwoye, H



Pensioner/member



F



30.08.05



Oyedepo, Morenike



Founder’s mother



F



30.08.05



Olaniyonu, Kunle



Bookshop manager



M



09.08.05



Elumezie, Emmanuel LFCW Member



M



09.08.05



Prince, Ayegboyin



Pentecostal Pastor



M



18.09.05



Suleiman Precious



Church Worker



M



18.09.05



Bamgboye, Kunle



LFCW Pastor



M



23.08.04/ 22.09.05
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Atinseh, Clement



Member/Custom officer



M



28.09.05



Olusore, Israel



LFCW Pastor



M



10.09.05



Oyedepo, David



Founder/CEO of LFCW



M



19.09.04 /14.10.05
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Selome Igbekele KUPONU



Die Pfingstbewegung, das Wohlstands-Evangelium und sozialer Wandel in Nigeria. Eine Fallstudie der Living Faith Church Worldwide (LFCW)



Zusammenfassung



Einleitung



Diese Studie dokumentiert die Geschichte, Entstehung, Entwicklung, organisatorische Struktur und die soziale Bedeutung der Living Faith Church Worldwide (LFCW). Die LFCW, die allgemein Winners’ Chapel genannt wird und deren Gemeinden als die Winners’ Family bezeichnet werden, legt ihren Schwerpunkt in der Lehre auf Wohlstand (prosperity) und Heilung. Obwohl die Kirche außerordentlich schnell wächst und ihre Aktivitäten und ihr Einfluss nicht nur in Nigeria, sondern auch in anderen Kontinenten sichtbar sind, gibt es dennoch keinerlei wissenschaftliche Literatur über sie. Die Entstehung der Kirche geht auf die Behauptung des Gründers und jetzigen Leiters David Oyedepo zurück, dass er einen Auftrag und ein Mandat von aGott erhalten habe, die Welt von der Unterdrückung durch den Teufel zu befreien (Oyedepo 1992: 5).



Die Entstehung und die Tätigkeiten der LFCW müssen im Kontext des tief greifenden sozialen Wandels gesehen werden, der im späten 20. Jahrhundert überall auf der Welt (besonders im Feld der Religion) stattfindet. Afrika steht im Zentrum dieser religiösen Revolution und in Nigeria, dem bevölkerungsreichsten Land des Kontinents, entfalten sich die Prozesse der religiösen Veränderung in bisher nie da gewesener Weise. Die profundesten dieser neuen religiösen Gruppen gehören zur christlich-charismatischen Tradition. Historisch geht die Präsenz des Christentums bis ins 16. Jahrhundert zurück, als der portugiesische Katholizismus versuchte, die alten Königtümer von Benin und Warri zu missionieren (Kalu 1980, Sanneh 1983, Hastings 1994 und Isichei 1995). Dieser



1



erste Versuch verkümmerte ohne nennenswerte Folgen. Das Christentum wurde in den 1840er Jahren wieder eingeführt.



Afrika und speziell Nigeria erlebten eine wachsende Anzahl von jungen, dynamischen Predigern, besonders im Zuge der Ausbreitung von charismatischen Bewegungen in Nigeria zwischen den Jahren 1967-1977. Diese neue Welle der Erweckung wurde im nigerianischen Kontext als die „born-again Bewegung“ bezeichnet, womit sowohl pfingstliche als auch charismatische Bewegungen gemeint waren. Sie wurde von Jugendlichen aus zahlreichen Konfessionen in verschiedenen Teilen des Landes angeführt und ihre wichtigsten Antriebskräfte waren Evangelisierung und die Leidenschaft für das Königreich Gottes. Sie machten es sich zum Ziel, die etablierten Kirchen neu zu evangelisieren, aber auch neue Seelen für das Königreich Gottes zu gewinnen.



In Nigeria gab es aber schon vor 1970 andere Formen der religiösen Innovation, nicht zuletzt das Phänomen der Aladura Bewegung. Zwischen 1914 und 1939 führten eine Reihe von charismatischen Erweckungen innerhalb dieser Bewegung zur Gründung der Christ Apostolic Church (CAC). Vor diesem Hintergrund wird deutlich, dass es das Ziel des Phänomens in 1970 sein sollte, den Status quo der etablierten Kirchen herauszufordern. Entsprechend lassen sich verschiedene Elemente erfassen, wie die Hour of Deliverance Ministry, die in Lagos vor dem Nigeria-Biafra Bürgerkrieg tätig war, die Scripture Union (SU) in Ostnigeria zwischen 1967 und 1975, die Hour of Our Freedom Ministry in 1969, die Christian Union an den nigerianischen Universitäten, die Benson Idahosa Ministry, die das neue Christentum mit amerikanischen Televangelisten verband, und das „Corpers as Preachers“ Projekt von Universitätsabsolventen.



Die Reaktionen der etablierten Kirchen auf die Aktivitäten der Jugendlichen rangierten von absoluter Unterstützung bis hin zu Ablehnung. Die römisch-katholische Kirche war anfangs ablehnend eingestellt und musste sicherstellen, dass ihre Mitglieder nicht abgeworben wurden. Die Anglikaner waren freundlich eingestellt, während die Presbyterianer hingegen eine ablehnende Haltung einnahmen und den Jugendlichen
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vorwarfen, die Lehre, Liturgie und Ideologien der Missionskirchen zu untergraben. Dennoch kann der Einfluss der Bewegungen nicht überbewertet werden. Sie missionierten Afrika mit großer Kraft und forderten die Missionskirchen heraus, den Jugendlichen eine Rolle in den Kirchen zuzugestehen und charismatische Aktivitäten zu erlauben. Anfangs blieben die Jugendlichen Mitglieder ihrer Kirchen, aber später gründeten manche von ihnen Kirchen während andere in ökumenischen Gemeinschaften blieben. Der Glaube an die nahende Wiederkunft Christi verlieh ihrer Mission verstärkte Dringlichkeit und inspirierte sie dazu, Gottes Werk in diesen Endzeiten zu vollbringen (Kalu 2006).



Vor diesem Hintergrund kann die Bedeutung der vorliegenden Forschungsarbeit besser eingeschätzt werden. Der Fokus dieser Studie liegt auf den Kirchen des späten 20. Jahrhunderts in Nigeria, die einen Schwerpunkt ihrer Lehre auf Wohlstand, Reichtum und Gesundheit legen. Das sog. Wohlstandschristentum (Prosperity Christianity) ist ein neues Phänomen, das schon in einigen wissenschaftlichen Studien behandelt wurde (vgl. Poewe 1994, Martin 1995, Coleman 2000, Gifford 1990 und 2004, Kramer 2001 und 2002). Die LFCW hingegen, die in den 1980er Jahren entstand als die Weltbank bzw. der Internationale Währungsfonds (IWF) strukturelle Anpassungsprogramme durchsetzten, die noch nie da gewesene ökonomische, politische und soziale Turbulenzen zur Folge hatten, wurde bislang in wissenschaftlichen Aufsätzen nur gestreift (vgl. Gifford 2004 und Asamoah-Gyadu 2005). Im Wesentlichen existiert keinerlei ethnographische Beschreibung der Geschichte und Erfolgsstrategien der LFCW. Die vorliegende Studie stellt einen Versuch dar, diese offensichtliche Lücke in der Erforschung der afrikanischen pentekostalen Megakirchen zu schließen.



Forschungsziele a) Die Zeitspanne der schnellen Expansion der LFCW fällt zusammen mit den Jahrzehnten, die oft als die Ära der Globalisierung bezeichnet wurden (Baumann 1998, Thompson 1995). Die Pfingstbewegung selbst wurde verschiedentlich als „globale Kultur“ (Poewe 1994) oder als ein Aspekt der Globalisierung von Kultur beschrieben (Droogers 1999, Berger 2000, Corton und Marshall-Fratani 2001, Jenkins 2002 und
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Martin 2002). Daraus lässt sich die Frage ableiten, inwieweit das Wachstum der LFCW als Form der religiösen Globalisierung interpretiert werden kann. Die Studie liefert empirisches Material, das dazu beiträgt, das Zusammenspiel von lokalen Kräften und globalen Einflüssen besonders im religiösen Feld zu verstehen.



b) Die Aladura Bewegung wurde als synkretistische Religion betrachtet (Mitchell 1963:15, 1979:188, Peel 1968: 298, Turner 1979: 165-172 und Ray 1993: 266). Die gesamte Yoruba-Tradition wurde als synkretistisch beschrieben mit Hinblick auf ihre Flexibilität, Anpassungsfähigkeit und ihre Fähigkeit, fremde Elemente aufzunehmen (Beier 1988 und 2001). Somit stellt sich die Frage, ob das Wachstum der LFCW, deren Gründer David Oyedepo aus der Cherubim and Seraphim Kirche stammt (einer Aladura Kirche [Omoyajowo 1982]), nicht als ein Prozess der Synkretisierung beschrieben werde könnte. Methodologie In der vorliegenden Studie werden zwei Methoden zur Anwendung gebracht, nämlich die empirische (ethnographische) Methode und die historische Methode. Zur Gewinnung empirischer Daten wurden zwei Feldforschungsaufenthalte in Nigeria durchgeführt, von denen jeder drei Monate dauerte. Während dieser Aufenthalte lebte der Autor in Agbara, ungefähr 40 Kilometer entfernt vom Hauptquartier der Kirche, wo die meisten der rituellen Aktivitäten durchgeführt wurden. Im Verlauf beider Aufenthalte wurden der Gründer und viele Laienanhänger interviewt. Die meisten Zweigstellen der Kirche in den größeren Städten Nigerias und der Geburtsort des Gründers wurden aufgesucht. Die meisten formalen Interviews wurden auf English durchgeführt und auf Audiokassetten aufgenommen. Diese Kassetten wurden später vom Autor transkribiert. Mehrere eingehende Diskussionen wurden mit Pastoren und ehemaligen Mitgliedern der Kirche geführt, von denen manche Anonymität einforderten. Der Autor beobachtete alle wöchentlichen, monatlichen und jährlichen Rituale der Kirche mit Ausnahme des Bestattungsrituals.



Während der Feldforschungsaufenthalte wurde eine große Menge von Primärmaterial der Kirche gesammelt. Diese beinhalteten Mitteilungsblätter, Zeitschriften, Broschüren,
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Traktate, Aufkleber und das Administrative Policy Handbook (APH). Der Gründer ist ein überaus produktiver Autor, der schon viele Bücher veröffentlicht hat. Diese wurden ebenfalls gesammelt und analysiert. Zusätzlich zu dem bereits erwähnten Material wurden noch elektronische Aufzeichnungen von Gottesdiensten in Form von Audio- und Videokassetten und Video Compact Discs (VCDs) gesammelt und analysiert. Sekundärtexte wie die Bücher von Pastoren der Kirche wurden ebenfalls genutzt. Im Verlauf der Feldforschung erhielt der Autor Unterstützung vom Gründer der Kirche, während manche der hochrangigen Amtsinhaber nicht so kooperativ waren. Einige Pastoren übten großen Druck auf den Autor aus, der Kirche beizutreten und selbst Pastor zu werden.



Forschungsstand Die LFCW wurde außer im Rahmen von zwei Master-Arbeiten fast nicht erforscht. Abgesehen von diesen Arbeiten gibt es einige Bemerkungen zur LFCW von verschiedenen Autoren, z.B. von Ojo (1995, 1996, 2005, 2006: 164-67), Hackett (1995: 199-214), Gifford (2004) und Asamoah-Gyadu (2005). Diese Bemerkungen fallen üblicherweise im Kontext der Erforschung der Pfingstbewegung in Nigeria. Die vorliegende Studie stellt die erste umfassende Forschungsarbeit zur LFCW dar.



Die nigerianische Pfingstbewegung, die AICs und die afrikanischen neuen religiösen Bewegungen wurden schon vielfach untersucht (Peel 1968, Turner 1979 und Hackett 1987). Diese Studien waren der Erforschung von afrikanischen Kulturmerkmalen in diesen Kirchen gewidmet und lieferten detaillierte Beschreibungen und Analysen der rituellen Performance und der Lehrmeinungen. Weniger Aufmerksamkeit wurde der organisatorischen Struktur dieser Kirchen geschenkt, wozu die vorliegende Arbeit einen bescheidenen Beitrag liefern möchte.



Zur Globalisierungstheorie im Allgemeinen wurde bereits viel Forschung durchgeführt. Dabei fand aber die Stellung Afrikas und der Beitrag des Kontinents zum anhaltenden Prozess der Globalisierung wenig Beachtung (Castells 2000a: 19, Mills 2002, Berger und Huntington 2002). Speziell im Bereich der religiösen Globalisierung wurden wenige
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Studien vorgelegt, von denen aber Robertson (1992) und Beyer (1994) die wichtigsten sind. Diese Studien zeichnen sich durch ein abstraktes Niveau in der Theoriebildung aus und ihnen fehlt jegliche Bezugnahme zu Daten aus Afrika. Allgemein kann festgestellt werden, dass in diesen Studien nur wenige Fallstudien von religiösen Gruppen herangezogen werden und dass keine von diesen aus Afrika stammt.



Die vorliegende Studie präsentiert Untersuchungsergebnisse, die sich mit der Pfingstbewegung befassen und einen Zusammenhang zum Globalisierungsdiskurs herstellen. Es ist die zweite derartige Studie aus Afrika; die erste wurde von Ukah (2003) durchgeführt. Der Beitrag dieser Arbeit liegt darin, weitere Forschungsergebnisse bereit zu stellen, die in einem Zusammenhang mit zeitgenössischen Entwicklungen stehen und die weiter erforscht werden müssen. Sie baut auf der wissenschaftlichen Tradition von Peel (1968, 1990, 2000), Hackett (1995, 1998), Marshall-Fratani (1998), Ukah (2003) und Ojo (2006) auf und führt diese fort. Diese Wissenschaftler kombinierten in ihren Untersuchungen



Methoden



aus



der



Religionsgeschichte



und



aus



den



Sozialwissenschaften, um so die Veränderungen der religiösen Sphäre in Nigeria zu erforschen.



Einteilung der Dissertation Die Dissertation umfasst sechs Kapitel. Das erste Kapitel ist eine allgemeine Einführung in das Thema und bietet einen kurzen historischen Überblick zum Christentum in Nigeria. In Kapitel 2 werden die Biographie des Gründers sowie die Gründung der Kirche dargestellt. Die Organisation der Kirche, die wichtigsten Organe und Ämter werden in Kapitel 3 beschrieben. Das vierte Kapitel ist dem Glaubenssystem der gewidmet, während im fünften Kapitel die bedeutendsten rituellen Praktiken beschrieben werden. Kapitel 6 beinhaltet die Zusammenfassung und die Schlussfolgerungen der Studie.



Das Fallbeispiel Im zweiten Kapitel wird die Biographie des Gründers der LFCW rekonstruiert und die Entstehung und Entwicklung der Kirche dokumentiert. Die vorhandenen Quellen waren
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verwirrend und widersprachen sich in Bezug auf die Datierung und Reihenfolge der Ereignisse. Dies ist darauf zurück zu führen, dass der Gründer sehr zurückhaltend war, Details aus seiner Biografie bekannt zu machen. Die Quellen basierten auf frommen Geschichten, die in der Kirche zirkulierten. Zusätzliches Material aus den Interviews mit dem Gründer, seiner Mutter, der Frau seines verstorbenen Onkels, eines Cousins, Pastoren, Mitgliedern der Kirche und einigen Leuten, die ihn noch aus Schulzeiten kannten, erlaubten es dem Autor aber, diese Epoche aus der Geschichte der Kirche zu rekonstruieren. Die rekonstruierte Geschichte wird nun beschrieben.



Die LFCW, auch als die Winners’ Chapel bekannt, wurde von David Olaniyi Oyedepo gegründet und ist bei der Corporate Affairs Commission des Federal Ministry for Internal Affairs in Nigeria registriert. Oyedepo wurde am 27. September 1954 in eine muslimische und polygame Familie geboren. Sein Vater, Ibrahim Oyedepo, konvertierte im Alter zum Christentum und änderte seinen Namen von Ibrahim zu Abraham. Davids Mutter, Dorcas Morenike (geborene Abegunde), hatte einen christlichen Hintergrund, aber sie heiratete Ibrahim im Verlauf ihrer Suche nach einer Therapie für ihre Unfruchtbarkeit, da er ein angesehener traditioneller Heiler und Spezialist der Kräutermedizin war. Pa Ibrahim Oyedepo erlaubte seiner Frau dennoch in ihre angestammte Kirche zu gehen, die Eternal Order of the Cherubim and Seraphim (C&S), Omu-Oran. Während Ibrahim Dorcas mit pflanzlichen Medikamenten versorgte, um ihre Unfruchtbarkeit zu überwinden, stellte die C&S spirituelle Hilfe bereit. Nach ihrem ersten Kind verging eine lange Zeit bis zur Empfängnis eines zweiten Kindes, aber als sie schließlich stattfand, schenkte sie einem Zwillingspaar das Leben. Der eine Zwilling starb bei der Geburt, aber der andere, ein Junge, wurde Hassani genannt, dessen christliche Name David ist. David wurde auf dem Gelände der C&S, Omu-Oran, geboren. Die Mutter war zu einem frühmorgendlichen Gebet der C&S gegangen und die Wehen setzten ein während es noch andauerte. Die Umstände seiner Geburt wurden zu einer Quelle des Stolzes als David aufwuchs. Er bestätigt stolz, dass „somebody born inside the church must have existed and come from Heaven“.
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Ibrahim war großzügig was Religion und Ausbildung betraf. Obwohl er nicht reich war, ermöglichte er seinen Kindern eine gute Ausbildung. Als David in 1960 sechs Jahre alt war, wurde er in die St. Paul’s Anglican Primary School geschickt. Nach Beendigung der Grundschule in 1968, sicherte sich der junge David den Zugang zur Government Secondary School, Omu-Oran, Kwara State, für seine Sekundarausbildung. Er schloss sie erfolgreich in 1978 ab, konnte aber nicht zur Universität gehen, da sein Vater dazu nicht die nötigen finanziellen Mittel hatte. Er suchte deshalb nach Arbeit im öffentlichen Dienst, um Geld für seine weitere Ausbildung zu verdienen. Er bekam schließlich eine Anstellung als Grundschullehrer im Dorf Dumaji, drei Kilometer von Songa in Kwara State entfernt. 1977 konnte er sich in der Kwara Polytechnic einschreiben, wo er Architektur studierte und 1981 sein Higher National Diploma (HND) erhielt.



Noch an der Polytechnic traf David Florence, eine Studentin, die ebenfalls aktiv an einem der Angebote für Jugendliche teilnahm. Sie waren sechs Jahre lang ein Paar und heirateten schließlich am 22. August 1982. Nach der Gründung der LFCW änderte Florence ihren Namen zu Faith, da es das Ziel der Kirche war, das Wort des Glaubens (word of faith) zu predigen. Die Ehe ist mit vier Kindern gesegnet, zwei Söhnen und zwei Töchtern. Später schrieb sich David Oyedepo in einen fünfjährigen Fernkurs „Human Development“ an der Universität Honolulu, Hawaii, ein und er erhielt von dort 1990 einen Ehrendoktortitel in Theologie und am 9. April 2000 den Titel Doktor der Philosophie.



Oyedepo legt großen Wert auf die Tatsache, dass er auf dem Gelände einer C&S Kirche geboren wurde und dass seine Erziehung genauso wie seine Zeugung religiös bestimmt waren. Obwohl er nicht eindeutig angeben kann, wann er ein „born-again“-Christ wurde, so trennten ihn doch seine religiösen Aktivitäten von den gleichaltrigen Kindern. Er erzählt, dass seine erste Begegnung mit „born-again“-Predigten auf der Sekundarschule erfolgte als ein älteres Mitglied der Schule zu diesem Thema predigte und ihn dazu aufforderte, sein Leben Christus zu widmen. Die zweite Begegnung, die sich in sein Gedächtnis einbrannte und ihn später im Leben beeinflusste, fand 1969 statt als er einer älteren Dame, Mrs Betty Lasher, begegnete. Mrs Lasher war eine Lehrerin im
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Missionsdienst an der Government Secondary School, Omu-Oran, in die auch der junge David ging. Ihre Aufmerksamkeit und Zuneigung zu ihm milderten in der Tat seine anfängliche Ablehnung des „born-again“-Syndroms. Dementsprechend betont er immer wieder, dass es Mrs Lasher gewesen sei, die ihn am 19. Februar 1969 zu Jesus Christus geführt hätte.



Gleichzeitig war Oyedepo während seiner ganzen Schulzeit ein aktives Mitglied der C&S Kirche. Zusammen mit Freunden gründete er eine Assoziation innerhalb der Kirche mit Namen „Egbe Ogo Oluwa“ (The Glory of God Society). Er war auch ein Spiritualist, der für die Kirche in Trance fallen konnte und somit Botschaften für die Gemeinschaft und für einzelne Mitglieder übermitteln konnte. Darüber hinaus war sein 71-tägiger Aufenthalt in Dumaji, wo er Grundschullehrer war, von großer Bedeutung. Obgleich es eine überwiegend muslimische Gemeinde war, konnte David eine Reihe von Dorfbewohnern von seiner Art, Gottesdienst zu feiern, überzeugen und der Zirkel von Gleichgesinnten um ihn herum wuchs an jedem Sonntag. Als er Dumaji verließ, um sein Studium an der Polytechnic aufzunehmen, überreichte ihm der Chef des Dorfes eine lokal gefertigte Laterne als Zeichen der Anerkennung. Es war zunächst ein Symbol für die Liebe der Dorfbewohner für David, aber es bedeutete auch, dass er ein Licht inmitten von Dunkelheit war.



Oyedepo zufolge war die Idee für die LFCW nicht in seinen Gedanken vorgefasst, sondern entstand im Verlauf einer 18-stündigen Begegnung mit dem Herren, an deren Ende er den Auftrag erhielt, durch das Predigen von Worten des Glaubens die Welt von aller Unterdrückung durch den Teufel zu befreien. Es wurde ihm während der Begegnung klargemacht, dass sein Dienst im Norden Nigerias beginnen würde, aber dass es gemäß der Vision keinen spezifischen Ort dafür im Norden gab. Folglich wurde der Ort mehrfach gewechselt, erst von Jos nach Ilorin und schließlich nach Kaduna, wo die Kirche am 11. Dezember 1983 ihren offiziellen Namen erhielt: „Living Faith Church“ (Kirche des Lebendigen Glaubens). Schon vorher, am 17. September 1983, war David Oyedepo in Ilorin vom General Overseer der Redeemed Christian Church of God
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(RCCG), Pastor Enoch Adeboye, zum Pfarrer geweiht worden. Interessanterweise entwickelte sich auch die RCCG aus der C&S Kirche heraus.



Es gibt zwei Versionen der Geschichte, wie sich die LFCW in Kaduna herausbildete. In der ersten Version erreichten die Faith Liberation Ministries (FLM, so der ursprüngliche Name von Oyedepos Gruppe) Kaduna im November 1983 nach einem einwöchigen Outreach-Programm. In der zweiten Version wurde die Kirche durch Zufall in der Stadt Kaduna etabliert, nicht durch göttliche Fügung. In der Geschichte wird erzählt, dass eine Pfingstkirche in Kaduna Oyedepo eine Einladung als Gastprediger zu einer Erweckungsveranstaltung ausgesprochen hatte, die er auch annahm. Einen Monat später aber befand sich die Gruppe in Aufruhr, da der Pfarrer des Ehebruchs überführt worden war. Daraufhin teilte sich die Gemeinde in zwei Fraktionen, von denen sich die eine mit dem leitenden Pastor solidarisierte und bei ihm blieb, während die andere Oyedepo einlud, aus Ilorin zu kommen und sie anzuführen. Im Zuge dieser Ereignisse wurde die LFCW etabliert und erfreute sich in Kaduna eines phänomenalen Wachstums. Nach Jahren der Expansion erhob die International Charismatic Communion of Churches, die einzige Organisation in der weltweiten Pfingstbewegung, der es erlaubt ist, Bischöfe zu weihen, Oyedepo zum Bischof der LFCW. Nach seiner Weihe am 19. September 1988 war Oyedepo der fünfte Bischof einer Pfingstkirche in Nigeria und der erste in Nordnigeria.



Anfangs war Oyedepo ein begieriger Leser, Zuschauer und Zuhörer von Botschaften zum Thema Glauben von innerhalb und außerhalb Nigerias. Er begann mit denen, die ihm am nächsten waren und konsumierte die Video- und Audioaufzeichnungen der Botschaften von Benson Idahosa und Adeboye von der RCCG. Oyedepo behauptet, „the anointing for miracles“ erhalten zu haben, während er eine Videobotschaft von Benson Idahosa sah. Als er die Mittel für größere Reisen hatte, besuchte er die USA, seiner Meinung nach die Heimat der ersten und wichtigsten Exponenten der Glaubensbotschaft wie Kenneth Copeland. 1986 reiste er nach Tulsa, um vom „superhero“ der Glaubensbotschaft, Kenneth Hagin Snr., zu lernen. Es ist wichtig festzuhalten, dass Oyedepo viel von
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nordamerikanischen Befürwortern der Glaubensbotschaft in Bezug auf Predigt- und Gebetsstil lernte und leihte, aber auch von lokalen Pionieren wie Idahosa und Adeboye.



Nach der festen Etablierung der Kirche in Kaduna begann Oyedepo, ein monatliches Seminar im Ikeja Airport Hotel in Lagos abzuhalten. Er wurde von seinen Kollegen, den „Großen Männern der Pfingstbewegung“ (Pentecostal bigmen) in Lagos unterstützt, zu denen Bischof John Osa-Oni des Vineyard Christian Centre, Bischof Lanre Obembe der Elshaddai Bible Church, Dr. Tunde Joda der Christ Chapel und der mittlerweile verstorbene Bischof Hafford Anayo des Victory Christian Centre gehörten. Die Mitglieder dieses monatlichen Seminars entstammten verschiedenen christlichen Gruppierungen und nachdem sie die Predigten über Worte des Glaubens und über Wohlstand beeinflusst hatten, verlangten sie lautstark nach einer eigenen Kirche. Folglich wurde am 24. September 1989 eine Gemeinde mit ursprünglich 300 Mitgliedern gegründet. Die neue Kirche wuchs in Lagos dramatisch schnell, wo sie nun ungefähr 50 000 Mitglieder umfasst und jeden Sonntagmorgen vier Gottesdienste abhält. Die LFCW erwarb ein Grundstück von ca. 225 Hektar in Ota, auf dem das weltweite Hauptquartier, das als Faith Tabernacle bekannt ist, etabliert wurde. Die neuen Gebäude wurden am 18. September 1999 ihrer Bestimmung übergeben.



Die LFCW hat sich über die Kontinente Afrika, Europa und Amerika ausgebreitet. Diese Ausbreitung begann nachdem David Oyedepo am 4. Mai 1994 einen Auftrag von Gott erhalten hatte, sich auch um andere Länder in Afrika zu bemühen. Er gründete deshalb die World Mission Agency (WMA) als Missionszweig sowohl der David Oyedepo Ministries International (DOMI) als auch der LFCW. Zur WMA gehören die Bible Faith Ministries, das African Gospel Invasion Programme (AGIP), das Dominion Publishing House (DPH), die Faith Academy, die Covenant University, das Gilead Medical Centre und das Word of Faith Bible Institute (WOFBI).



Das dritte Kapitel der vorliegenden Arbeit beschreibt die organisatorische Struktur der Kirche sowie die Verteilung von Macht, Autorität und Verantwortung unter den verschiedenen Kategorien von Amtsträgern. In diesem Kapitel werden auch einige der
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Zweige und Organe der Kirche untersucht, die einen Einfluss auf die allgemeine Gesellschaft haben. Die LFCW ist eine sehr hierarchische Organisation. Autorität und Macht konzentrieren sich in der Figur des Gründers, der als der „Visionär“ („the visioner“) dargestellt wird, von dem aus göttliche Inspiration und Rechtleitung an die gesamte Organisation weitergeleitet werden. Trotzdem ist DOMI (David Oyedepo Ministries International) die übergeordnete Instanz und repräsentiert die Gesamtheit der Lehrmeinungen von Oyedepo. DOMI wurde am 22. Mai 1981 gegründet und danach ersann und nährte Oyedepo die Idee von der LFCW und gebar sie am 11. Dezember 1983. DOMI ist folglich der Überbegriff für ein Netzwerk an Gruppen wie die Living Faith Church Worldwide (LFCW), die World Mission Agency (WMA), das Dominion Publishing House (DPH) und die Social Development Missions. Die Kirche (LFCW) stellt dabei die wichtigste Säule in diesem Netzwerk dar.



Wenn man die LFCW verstehen will, die als das Herz und das Hirn von DOMI bezeichnet werden könnte, so lernt man auch das gesamte DOMI Imperium zu verstehen. Die Kirche hat ungefähr 200 Zweigstellen in allen Teilen Nigerias und sie sind in acht Diözesen aufgeteilte, deren jeweilige Hauptquartiere sich in Kaduna, Port Harcourt, Warri, Ibadan, Owerri, Abuja, Ilorin und Kano befinden. Macht und Autorität sind gewöhnlich in Blöcken in Form von Beiräten zusammengefasst, von denen der wichtigste das Kuratorium (Board of Trustees, BOT) ist. Die Mitglieder des Kuratoriums werden ausschließlich von Oyedepo ausgewählt und sie sind auch nur ihm Rechenschaft schuldig. Unterhalb des BOT befindet sich der Exekutivrat (Executive Council, EC), dessen Mitglieder weisungsbefugt sind, die laufenden Geschäfte zu bestimmen. Den nächsten Rang bekleidet der Rat der Bischöfe (Council of Bishops), der alle geweihten Bischöfe des Landes umfasst. Danach folgt der Nationale Rat (National Council), der das spirituelle Verhalten und die Geschäfte der LFCW in den einzelnen Ländern reguliert. Eine Diözese besteht aus einer Anzahl von Distrikten (districts) und jeder Distrikt hat einen Distriktrat (district council), der dessen Aktivitäten beaufsichtigt. Ein Distrikt besteht des Weiteren aus mehreren örtlichen Vereinigungen (local assemblies), deren Anführer die Angelegenheiten der Kirche auf lokaler Ebene vorantreiben.
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An der Spitze der Kirchenstruktur steht der Präsident/Gründungsbischof, der gleichzeitig der Generaldirektor (Chief Executive Officer, CEO) der LFCW ist. Er steht sämtlichen Angelegenheiten des DOMI Konglomerats und der Kirche vor. Unterhalb des Amtes des Präsidenten steht das Amt des Vizepräsidenten, der faktisch als der „chief missioner“ angesehen wird, dessen Aufgabe es ist, den missionarischen und Expansionseifer der LFCW zu verbreiten. Neben dem Vizepräsidenten gibt es den Geschäftsführer (Executive Secretary), der der oberste Verwalter der Mission ist. Es liegt in seiner Verantwortung, alle Unterlagen der Kirche in nationalen und internationalen Angelegenheiten zu verwalten. Die Diözesanbischöfe sind die spirituellen Häupter ihrer Diözesen. Sie fungieren als ausführende Direktoren und als oberste Finanzverwalter ihrer Diözesen. Unterhalb der Diözesanbischöfe stehen die Associate Bishops/Senior Pastors. Sie sind geweihte Vollzeitpastoren, die den Diözesanbischof unterstützen. Darunter folgen Pastoren, die die Missionsstationen der LFCW führen. Ein Pastor unterstützt, verfolgt und koordiniert die Visionen und Ziele der LFCW für das Wachstum der Kirche in den Missionsstationen. Es gibt auch Hilfspastoren in den Missionsstationen und sie übernehmen alle Aufgaben, die ihnen von den Pastoren oder anderen höheren Amtsinhabern übertragen werden. Als nächstes in der Rangfolge kommen die Diakone und Diakoninnen, die nicht nur geweihte Mitarbeiter der Kirche sind, sondern auch die Leiter von Hauskreisen und den Missionsstationen von Zeit zu Zeit Bericht erstatten. Schließlich gibt es die Ältesten, die nicht geweiht sind, aber die Träger des Glaubenssystems der Kirche sind und ihre Ideologie weiter verbreiten.



Die LFCW verleiht Mitgliedern verschiedene höhere pastorale Ämter innerhalb der Hierarchie durch Ordination, die bestimmten verfahrensrechtlichen Bestimmungen unterliegt. Erstens verpflichtet die Kirche alle Mitglieder dazu, die Bibelschule zu besuchen, in denen potentielle Pastoren entdeckt werden. Nach der Graduierung ermutigt die Kirche die Mitglieder, an mindestens einer para-kirchlichen Gruppe teilzunehmen und verschiedene assoziierte fellowships zu leiten. Dieses Engagement in der kirchlichen Organisation führt unweigerlich zu korrektem kirchlichen Verhalten und bereitet die Kandidaten auf das Amt des Pastors vor. Obwohl die Voraussetzungen zur Ordination eigentlich nur eine zweijährige Mitgliedschaft in der Kirche sowie ein Alter von
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zwischen 25 und 40 Jahren sind, hat die Kirchenleitung dennoch in den letzten Jahren eine universitäre Ausbildung als Bedingung für das Amt des Pastors verlangt. Personen von anderen Kirchen können nur als Hilfspastoren ordiniert werden, wenn sie ein Abschlusszeugnis der LFCW Bibelschule besitzen.



Es sind mehr Frauen als Männer Mitglied in der LFCW. Die zweitwichtigste Amtsinhaberin in der LFCW ist eine Frau, nämlich die Ehefrau des Gründers der Kirche. Sie ist die Anlaufstelle für alle Frauen der Kirche. Sie beaufsichtigt nicht nur die Frauenorganisation der Kirche, sondern auch deren Kindergärten und Grundschulen. Aber seit Gründung der Kirche ist ihre Stellung der ihres Mannes untergeordnet.



Die LFCW betreibt eine Reihe von Bildungseinrichtungen, inklusive Grundschulen, Sekundarschulen, Bibelschulen und eine Universität. Die Covenant University ist eine konventionelle Universität, die von der Kirche erbaut wurde und von ihr in Canaan Land auf einem Platz namens Hebron betrieben wird. Die LFCW bietet bestimmte soziale Dienstleistungen an und betreibt ökonomische Unternehmungen, um so die schwierige Lage ihrer zahlreichen Mitglieder zu verbessern. Diese beinhalten medizinische Dienstleistungen, Transport, Banken, Tankstellen, Restaurants, eine Schreinerwerkstatt und eine Bäckerei. Die Medien spielen ebenfalls eine tragende Rolle in der Verbreitung der Ideen des Gründers und der Selbstdarstellung der Kirche in der Öffentlichkeit. Tatsächlich stammen die meisten Informationen über die Kirche von den Printmedien des Dominion Publishing House und den Breakthrough Tapes. Diese Medienprodukte umfassen hauptsächlich Audiokassetten, Audio-CDs, VHS Kassetten, Video-CDs und Bücher, die die Gottesdienste und Predigten von Oyedepo wiedergeben und die in großer Zahl jede Woche produziert werden. Die LFCW stellt aber ihre Ideen nicht nur in Printund audiovisuellen Medien dar, sondern stellt sie auch im Internet zur Verfügung.



Kapitel vier der vorliegenden Arbeit ist der Beschreibung des Glaubenssystems der LFCW gewidmet. Die Lehrmeinungen der Kirche beziehen sich ausschließlich auf die Bibel. Die Kirche nennt „zwölf Säulen“, um die sich ihr Glaubenbekenntnis rankt. Diese sind Glaube, Wort, Übernatürlich, Heiliger Geist, Wohlstand (prosperity), Gebet,
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Heilung, Weisheit, Erfolg, Vision, Weihe und Lob. Diese zwölf Säulen können in zwei Gruppen unterteilt werden und zwar i) in die wichtigsten Grundsätze der LFCW und ii) in die ökonomische Theologie der LFCW. Die wichtigsten Grundsätze sind diejenigen, an die jedes Mitglied glauben muss, um zur Gemeinschaft der Kirche dazuzugehören und sie umfassen die Grundsätze Glauben, Wort, Übernatürlich, Heiliger Geist, Gebet, Heilung, Weisheit, Vision, Weihe und Lob. Glaube ist die wichtigste Säule der LFCW. Seine zentrale Stellung wird nicht nur durch den Namen der Kirche betont, der das Wort „Glauben“ enthält, sondern auch durch die Namensänderung der Ehefrau des Gründers von Florence zu Faith. Gemäß Oyedepo ist Glaube, also das Vertrauen auf Dinge, die jenseits menschlichen Verständnisses liegen, unverzichtbar im Christentum. Glaube sei deshalb das Maschinenhaus, der Baustein und das Mittelstück seines architektonischen Gebäudes und wird als das sine qua non für überwältigende spirituelle Leistungen und Errungenschaften angesehen. Heilung ist ein populäres Element der LFCW, womit die Wiedererlangung von physischem Wohlergehen und die Erhaltung von physiologischer, psychischer und spiritueller Gesundheit durch die Verwendung von spirituellen Mitteln wie Glaube und Gebet gemeint sind.



Der zweite Teil, die ökonomische Theologie, ist fest in der Glaubensbewegung verankert und ist in der ursprünglichen Gründungsidee der Kirche verwurzelt. Der Gründer behauptet, dass Gott ihm befohlen habe, das Wort des Glaubens zu predigen, um den Menschen Befreiung zu bringen, die unter einem doppelten Angriff des Teufels litten: schlechte Gesundheit und Armut. Demzufolge existiert die LFW, um die Menschheit von Hunger, Mangel, Elend und Armut zu befreien.



Oyedepo versteht Wohlstand (prosperity) als einen Zustand des Wohlbefindens, in das man durch den Bund der Überfülle (covenant of abundance) eingeht. Der Bund ist ein Vertrag zwischen dem Gläubigen (dem durch den Vertrag Berechtigten) und Gott (dem Vertragskontrahenten), der auf beiden Seiten rechtlich bindend ist und Rechte und Pflichten beinhaltet. Wohlstand wird daher von der LFCW als das legale Recht der Gläubigen angesehen, von denen angenommen wird, dass sie von Gott dazu vorherbestimmt seien, über die Welt zu herrschen. Oyedepo betont in der Tat, dass Gott
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Wege geschaffen habe, um Wohlstand zu erreichen, aber dass es den einzelnen Gläubigen überlassen bliebe zu verstehen, was der Vertrag vorschreibe, um zu Überfluss zu gelangen. Diese Wege zu göttlichem Wohlstand beinhalten die Tat des Gebens (die mit dem Säen von Samen verglichen wird) und Dankbarkeit gegenüber Gott selbst für Wohltaten, die noch ausstehen.



Erfolg schließlich ist fest in der Theologie der LFCW etabliert. Damit ist eines von vier Dingen gemeint: i) das Erreichen von erwünschten, wert geschätzten und in Ehren gehaltenen Zielen oder Absichten, ii) das Erreichen von Macht und Reichtum, iii) ein erfreuliches Ergebnis eines Unternehmens oder eine angenehme Erfahrung, Begebenheit oder ein angenehmes Ereignis, und iv) eine nicht-materielle Errungenschaft wie exzellente Leistungen in einem bestimmten Beruf oder beliebt und berühmt zu werden. Für Oyedepo und die gesamte Führungsriege der LFCW besteht die Mission der Kirche vor allem darin, das Geheimnis des Erfolgs zu unterrichten sowie des Zugangs zur Macht und der Fähigkeit, weltliche Probleme des Lebens zu überwinden und die Umgebung zu dominieren.



In Kapitel 5 werden die rituellen Aktivitäten der Kirche beschrieben. Es gibt vier Kategorien von Ritualen, nämlich i) Rituale der Zeit, ii) Übergangsrituale, iii) Rituale des Raums und iv) rituelle Objekte. In der LFCW finden bestimmte religiöse Ereignisse und Aktivitäten an regelmäßigen und festgesetzten Zeiten der Woche, des Monats und des Jahres statt. Mit anderen Worten sind es regulierte und routinisierte Ereignisse, die ein etabliertes, geordnetes und bedeutungsvolles Muster für die Berechnung der sich verändernden Zeit bereitstellen. Sonntagsgottesdienste sind von besonderer Bedeutung für die LFCW. Ursprünglich begann der Sonntagsgottesdienst um neun Uhr und dauerte zweieinhalb Stunden, aber im Jahr 2005 wurde die Gottesdienstzeit auf sieben Uhr morgens verlegt, anscheinend um eine größere Anzahl von Gläubigen aufnehmen zu können. Das Faith Tabernacle Auditorium, das 54 000 Gläubige fasst, ist der übliche Veranstaltungsort



für



die



Gottesdienste.



Menschen,



die



nicht



über



eigene



Transportmöglichkeiten verfügen, werden mit Shuttle Bussen von Lagos und Umgebung gebracht. Es gibt keine schriftliche Fassung der Gottesdienstordnung für die
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verschiedenen Teile des Gottesdienstes. Es werden demzufolge laufend Veränderungen und Anpassungen vorgenommen.



Oyedepo, der oberste Bischof des Faith Tabernacles, Canaan Land, ist der ausführende Pastor bei den Sonntagsgottesdiensten; er trägt immer einen westlichen Anzug. Der Gottesdienst beginnt gewöhnlich mit Anrufungen, Lesungen aus der Bibel und einem Lobpreis („Praise and Worship“). Die Bibel spielt eine zentral Rolle in den Sonntagsgottesdiensten. Mehr als die Hälfte aller Lesungen im Verlauf eines Gottesdienstes entstammen üblicherweise dem Alten Testament und besonders den Psalmen. Die Lesung der Psalmen erfolgt meist im Wechsel von Pastor und Gemeinde und wird mit inbrünstigen Gebeten abgeschlossen. Daran schließt sich die Zeit der Zeugnisse an (testimony time), die ein weiterer wichtiger Teil des Sonntagsgottesdienstes ist. Oyedepo behauptet, dass der derzeitige Erfolg der Kirche auf die Zeugnisse (von Zeichen und Wundern) zurückzuführen ist, die die Mitglieder in jedem Gottesdienst ablegen. Dies wird von einem „Ruf zum Altar“ („Altar Call“) gefolgt. Weitere Ereignisse im Ablauf des Sonntagsgottesdienstes tragen besondere Namen wie der „Tag des Bundes der Fruchtbarkeit“ („covenant day of fruitfulness“), eine „besondere Danksagung“ („special thanksgiving“), „Salbung“ („anointing“), Mitteilung („impartation“) und eine „Danksagung zum Geburtstag“ („birthday thanksgiving“). Der Gottesdienst zur Mitte der Woche findet am Mittwochabend statt. Der Gottesdienst hat dieselbe Form und denselben Inhalt wie der Sonntagsgottesdienst, aber mit einer besonderen Betonung des Gebets, des Bibelstudiums und Opfergaben. Die Teilnahme an den Mittwochsgottesdiensten ist gewöhnlich niedriger als an den Sonntagsgottesdiensten. Er beginnt gegen 17 Uhr und endet gegen 19 Uhr.



Der „Breakthrough Service“ ist eine monatlich stattfindende Nachtwache. Normalerweise zieht dieses Gebetereignis ca. die Hälfte alle Gemeindemitglieder an sowie weitere Menschen, die nicht Mitglieder der Kirche sind. Die Nachtwache wird an jedem dritten Freitag des Monats abgehalten und beginnt gegen 22 Uhr. Der Gottesdienst zeichnet sich durch lange Gebete aus und umfasst auch zwei Predigten. Das Angebot dient den Zwecken der Konversion, der Durchführung von Heilung und Wundern, der Erlösung
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und des Segens. Ihr geht eine ernsthafte Werbekampagne voraus, um die Teilnehmerzahl zu erhöhen. Die Bedeutung dieser Nacht der Befreiung (liberation night) liegt in ihrer präventiven Abwehrstrategie gegenüber den Hexern und Hexen. Solche Nachtwachen beruhen auf dem kulturellen Glauben der Yoruba, dass bösartige Taten für gewöhnlich zwischen Mitternacht und vier Uhr morgens vollbracht werden.



„Shiloh“ ist ein jährliches internationales Angebot der LFCW. Bis September 1999 wurde dieses Fest unter dem Namen „Gospel Feast“ gefeiert. Das Wort „Shiloh“ stammt aus dem Alten Testament und weist auf einen Ort für göttliche Handlungen hin. Die LCFW definiert „Shiloh“ als ein „Fest des Herren“. Sie verwendet diesen Namen, um sich an die Begegnung von Hannah mit Gott anzuschließen und sie neu zu entfachen. Oyedepo sagt, dass die Wirksamkeit von Shiloh nicht auf Nigeria beschränkt sei, sondern die göttliche Bestimmung hätte, die gesamte Menschheit zu befreien. Ein weiteres jährliches Angebot der LFCW ist der „Impartation Service“, in dessen Verlauf David Oyedepo allen Mitgliedern der Kirche die Hände auferlegt. Er findet üblicherweise im Rahmen eines Sonntagsgottesdienstes statt und er zieht eine große Anzahl von Teilnehmern an. Den ersten Muttertag beging die LFCW am 19. März 2006. Es war ein Gedenktag für alle älteren Mütter und Witwen in der Kirche sowie für alle Mütter jeden Alters und gesellschaftlicher Herkunft.



Die LFCW feiert häufig das heilige Abendmahl und der Verzehr von Brot und Wein steht allen Gläubigen offen. Es gibt keinen besonderen Kurs und keinerlei Verantwortung, die sich damit verknüpft. In der LFCW wird Brot und schwarzer Johannisbeersaft für das Abendmahl verwendet. Die großen Mengen an Brot, die dabei verbraucht werden, waren vielleicht die Ursache für die Einrichtung der eigenen Bäckerei, die „Covenant Bread“ und das kubische Brot, das für das Abendmahl verwendet wird, herstellt. Ein besonderes Merkmal des Abendmahls in der LFCW ist die Tatsache, dass die Mitglieder ein bisschen geweihten Wein nehmen können und diesen mit mitgebrachten Johannisbeersaft vermischen. Diese Mischung wird später zu Hause verwendet. Ein weiteres Charakteristikum der LFCW im Gegensatz zu den etablierten Kirchen besteht darin, dass sich nicht-geweihte Mitglieder in einem privaten Rahmen zu Hause ihr eigenes
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Abendmahl bereiten können. Das Abendmahl wird wöchentlich an jedem Sonntag und Mittwoch sowie an manchen andere, speziell dafür auserkorenen Tagen zelebriert.



Übergangsriten sind rituelle Zeremonien, die sozial anerkannte und reglementierte Wechsel einer Person von einem Stadium, einer Phase oder eines Status zu einem anderen markieren. Ereignisse, die diese Übergänge von einem Lebensabschnitt zu einem anderen kennzeichnen, werden in der LFCW gefeiert. Zu diesen gehören die Zeremonien der Namensgebung, Taufe, Trauung und Beerdigung. Die Zeremonie der Namensgebung wird am achten Tag nach der Geburt vor dem Kirchengebäude durchgeführt. Lobpreis, Gebet, Bibellesungen, eine Predigt und die Salbung des Kindes mit Öl sind gewöhnlich die Bestandteile dieser Zeremonie. Die Widmung (dedication) der Kinder findet an jedem dritten Sonntag des Monats in der Kirche statt.



Ein weiteres wichtiges Ritual in der LFCW ist die Taufe. Es ist ein Reinigungsritual mit Wasser, durch das die Gnade Gottes erbeten wird, die Person von aller Sünde zu erneuern und ihn oder sie zu einem Mitglied der Kirche zu machen. In der LFCW erfolgt die Taufe durch vollständiges Untertauchen in Wasser. Von Personen, die der Kirche beitreten möchten, wird erwartet, dass sie den dreimonatigen Bibelkurs der Kirche besuchen. Dies berechtigt neue Mitglieder zur Taufe.



Die Trauung gehört zu den vier wichtigsten Übergangsritualen der LFCW. Hochzeiten finden gewöhnlich samstags statt. Bei dieser Gelegenheit können mehrere Paare gleichzeitig getraut werden. Vor der Eheschließung finden Beratungsgespräche statt und es werden medizinische Untersuchungen vorgenommen, insbesondere Tests für Schwangerschaft und HIV/AIDS. Faith Oyedepo trägt die Verantwortung für alle Dinge, die im Zusammenhang mit den Trauungen stehen. Im Gegensatz dazu gibt es in der LFCW keinerlei Vorschriften für alle Ereignisse mit Bezug zu Tod und Beisetzung. Die Kirche betrachtet den Tod als ein negatives Bekenntnis, das ihren Lehren widerspricht sowie dem Prinzip des Lebens und den Zielen, die Erde zu bevölkern und zu beherrschen. Nichtsdestotrotz wurde seit ihrer Gründung der Tod von zwei bedeutenden
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Persönlichkeiten, dem Bischof Benson Idahosa und Pa Abraham Oyedepo, bekannt gemacht und die Ereignisse wurden als eine Feier des Lebens aufgefasst.



Der wichtigste rituelle Raum der LFCW ist ein Stück Land, die sie rechtmäßig erwarb, und die sie Canaan Land nennt. Darauf befindet sich das Faith Tabernacle, ein großes Auditorium auf einer Fläche von 260 Hektar mit Platz für über 50 000 Menschen. Auf dem Areal des Canaan Land stehen mittlerweile auch andere Gebäude wie die Covenant University, das LFCW International Secretariat, die Jugendkapelle, der Kinderhaus, das Ramoth Estate, die Faith Academy, das Camp House, die Mission Lodge und ein Einkaufszentrum. Das Gemeindezentrum mit seinem religiös-ökonomischen und sozialen Charakter ist ein Abbild der Oral Roberts Ministries in Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA.



In der LFCW werden rituelle Objekte verwendet, die einen Symbolwert haben und zu denen die Bibel, Salböl, Johannisbeersaft, Brot, die „covenant arks“, Umhänge und Wasser gehören. Von diesen Gegenständen glaubt man, dass sie durch ihre innewohnende Macht dazu beitragen, die Mitglieder von jeglicher Art von Leid zu befreien. Oyedepo betrachtet die Bibel als „spirituelle Nahrung“, ohne die keiner auskommen kann. Die LFCW behauptet, dass alle ihre Lehrmeinungen in der Bibel enthalten sind. Das ist der Grund für Oyedepos häufige Verwendung von Bibelzitaten. Für die Kirche ist das Salböl ein Medium, durch das die Menschen in den Genuss der Zuwendung des Heiligen Geistes kommen. Das Öl, das in der LFCW verwendet wird, ist ein Produkt des Olivenbaumes und wird allgemein als „Olivenöl“ bezeichnet. Um als Salböl verwendet werden zu können, muss es erst von den Pastoren der Kirche oder von Oyedepo gereinigt und geheiligt werden. Während der Gottesdienste lernen die Mitglieder die richtige Verwendung des Öls. Es gibt vier „covenant arks“ im Canaan Land, Ota, der LFCW. Schriftliche Zettel mit Bitten um Gebete werden in diese Archen hineingelegt, um von Oyedepo gesegnet zu werden. Die Archen sind aus Holz gemacht und sehen auch aus wie Archen. Als Umhang (mantle) werden in der LFCW weiße Taschentücher bezeichnet. Die Mitglieder schwenken diese Tücher während der Gottesdienste über ihren Köpfen. Oyedepo segnet die Tücher, die ihm von Mitgliedern gebracht werden. Diese Tücher werden auf Kranke gelegt, damit sie wieder gesund
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werden. Die Rituale der LFCW sprechen viele der Mitglieder an und sie dienen dazu, die Leiden zu mindern, mit denen die gegenwärtige Generation in den Augen der Kirche zu kämpfen hat. Die LFCW betrachtet Rituale nicht nur als Anker von abstrakten Glaubensinhalten, sondern als eine Möglichkeit, lang anhaltende soziale, religiöse und psychische Bindungen zwischen den Mitgliedern zu schaffen.



Im sechsten Kapitel werden die wichtigsten Themen der vorangehenden Kapitel zusammengefasst und Aspekte der Forschung zur zeitgenössischen Pfingstbewegung und insbesondere in Bezug auf die beliebte Richtung des sogenannten „Health and Wealth Pentecostalism“ diskutiert. Ein weiterer Schwerpunkt des Kapitels liegt auf den Unterschieden zwischen der LFCW und den anderen Pfingstkirchen in Nigeria. Der Einfluss nordamerikanischer Kontakte auf die Theologie und Struktur der LFCW sind offensichtlich. Die vorliegende Studie zeichnet aber auch die Beziehung der LFCW zur Aladura Bewegung und der C&S Kirche nach, die die ursprüngliche Quelle ihres religiösen Kapitals sind. Obwohl sich die LFCW von der C&S abspaltete, besteht weiterhin ein freundlicher Austausch zwischen den beiden Kirchen, bzw. zwischen Oyedepo und der C&S. Jedes symbolische Element, das in der LFCW verwendet wird, scheint seine Wurzeln in Oyedepos Erfahrungen in der C&S zu haben. Beispiele hierfür sind die Verwendung von Salböl, den „covenant arks“, von Wasser, von ile anu („rituellem Raum“, Adogame 1999) sowie Oyedepos barfüßige Niederwerfung während des „Impartation Service“ und die Anweisung an die Mitglieder, bei bestimmten Gelegenheiten die Schuhe am Eingang des Canaan Land auszuziehen.



Die LFCW ist Mitglied im Verband der Pfingstkirchen in Nigeria, dem Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria (PFN). Sie hat eine gesunde und freundschaftliche Beziehung zu anderen Pfingstkirchen und besonders zu denen, die dieselbe Auffassung von Wohlstand (prosperity) und göttlicher Heilung teilen. Zwei Beispiele dafür sollen hier genannt werden: die Tatsache, dass Oyedepo Einladungen von anderen Kirchen annimmt und umgekehrt Einladungen an Pastoren von anderen Kirchen ausspricht, als Gastredner bei seinen Gottesdiensten (besonders beim Shiloh) aufzutreten. Die Bibelschule der LFCW (WOFBI) steht Mitgliedern aller Pfingstkirchen offen, die sich problemlos für die Kurse
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einschreiben können. Mit den etablierten Kirchen besteht Kontakt in Form von Dialogen, in denen sie dieselben (christlichen) Ziele verfolgen. Die Kirche unterhält keine offizielle Beziehung zu den Muslimen. Die Muslime sind aber eine Zielgruppe der LFCW. Die LFCW unterhält Beziehungen zu den Muslimen in Form von Auftragsarbeiten und dies gilt als eine Form der Verlockung und Einladung, also als Missionierung bei Anhängern von anderen Glaubensrichtungen. Die LFCW gewährt Muslimen auch Zutritt zu ihren Schulen, stellt ihnen aber keine eigenen Gebetsräume zur Verfügung, sondern fordert stattdessen, dass sie an den christliche Gottesdiensten teilnehmen.



Die LFCW betont die irdische Belohnung für alle wiedergeborenen (born-again) Christen. Der Fokus auf Wohlstand (prosperity) ist das zentrale Identitätsmerkmal von Oyedepo. Er gilt als einziger Botschafter Gottes, der den Schlüssel zu weltlichem Lohn und insbesondere finanziellem Erfolg und Wohlstand besitzt. Die LFCW ist eine Kirche, die einen starken nordamerikanischen Einfluss in Bezug auf ihre Lehren und deren Aufmachung aufweist. Dies hat sich als ein großer Vorteil für die Kirche herausgestellt, da sich dadurch viele junge und aufstrebende Männer und Frauen angezogen und aufgehoben fühlten. Es ist wichtig festzuhalten, dass die kontextuelle Form des Christentums, die gelegentlich von der Kirche angeboten wird, ebenfalls zu ihrem Erfolg beitrug. Das zeigt sich in der Annahme, dass ein praktisches Christentum von den Gläubigen verlangt, die Gegenwart Gottes in ihrem Leben durch ihre angesammelten Güter zu verdeutlichen.



Es gibt eine Reihe von verschiedenen Medienprodukten, die dazu beitragen, Oyedepos prophetisches Image zu verdeutlichen und zu popularisieren sowie seinen angeblich von Gott



erhaltenen



spirituellen



Auftrag



zu



unterstützen.



Oyedepos



Ruhm



als



Wohlstandsprediger wird aktiv zur Identitätsbildung der LFCW herangezogen. Die Selbstdarstellung der LFCW und ihre Botschaften werden auf Handzetteln, Plakatwänden und Postern wiedergegeben. Aufkleber sind beispielsweise mit Sprüchen wie „I am a Winner!“, „Winners’ Family“ und „Am above not beneath“ beschriftet. Es sollte festgehalten werden, dass die Kirche ein Interesse an den Teilnehmerzahlen und ihrem Einkommen hat. Dies erklärt die Tatsache, dass die Kirche in jeder Stadt Nigerias nur
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eine Zweigstelle hat. Die LFCW zeichnet sich durch ihre Verwendung von Charakteren aus dem Alten Testament aus. In den Schriften Oyedepos hingegen ist die Verteilung von Zitaten



aus



dem



Alten



und



dem



Neuen



Testament



gleichmäßig.



Das



Wohlstandsevangelium der LFCW beruht auf dem Alten Testament. Die LFCW glaubt an die Trinität, verwendet sie aber nicht in derselben Art und Weise wie die anglikanische Kirche oder die C&S. Der Sohn wird in ihren Ritualen mehr betont als der Vater oder der Heilige Geist. Die LFCW verfügt über zwei Flugzeuge, die sie zu Zwecken der Evangelisierung einsetzt. Die Flugzeuge erleichtern Oyedepo und seinen Angestellten die Reisen in alle Teile der Welt. Die Flugzeuge wurden 1996 eingesetzt, um Hilfsgüter nach Liberia zu fliegen.



Die Kirche erlaubt die Verwendung von westlicher Medizin, die der Heilung und Prävention von Krankheiten dient und die Gesundheit erhält. Die Kirche behandelt ihre Klienten sowohl mit westlicher Medizin als auch durch die Kombination vom Wort Gottes und Gebeten. Alle finanziellen Angelegenheiten der Kirche werden von Banken geregelt. Vier internationale Banken haben Zweigstellen im Hauptquartier der LFCW. Durch den Hintergrund des Gründers in der C&S und seiner kenntnisreichen Verwurzelung



im



Weltbild



der



Yoruba



ist



die



LFCW



ein



Produkt



des



Aufeinandertreffens dieses traditionellen Weltbildes und einem globalen charismatischen Christentum, das durch eine große Bandbreite von modern Medientechnologien vermittelt wird. In der vorliegenden Studie wird aufgezeigt, wie die traditionelle Karte des Universums in einer neuen Kirche wie der LFCW rekonstruiert wurde, die den Stempel des globalen Wohlstandschristentums trägt.
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